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TRENDS IN LONG-TERM CARE
TUESDAY, JANUARY 21, 1975

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON LONG-TERM CARE OF THE
SPECIAL COMrMITTEE ON AGING,

New York, N.Y.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., at 14 Vesey
Street, New York County Lawyers Association, New York, N.Y.,
Hon. Frank E. Moss, chairman, presiding.
Present: Senator Moss and Congressman Edward I. Koch, a Representative from the State of New York.
Also present: William E. Oriol, staff director; Val J. Halamandaris,
associate counsel; John Edie, professional staff member; John Guy
Miller, minority staff director; Patricia G. Oriol, chief clerk; and Kay
Dann and Dona Hopper, clerks.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR FRANK E. MOSS, CHAIRMAN
Senator Moss. This hearing will come to order. Those who are
standing, please take your seats.
This is a hearing of the Special Committee on Aging of the U.S.
Senate, being conducted by the Subcommittee on Long-Term Care.
My name is Frank E. Moss, U.S. Senator, and I am chairman of
the Subcommittee on Long-Term Care of the U.S. Senate.
I welcome all of you here this morning. We hope that we can run
this hearing in an expeditious but thorough manner, and we would
appreciate as much attention and decorum as we can have here so we
can get on with the work that is before us.
Many of you may know that I have been investigating nursing home
problems, as chairman of this subcommittee, since 1963. Looking back,
I can see some progress in both the availability and the quality of
nursing home care. In 1965 our committee was instrumental in the
enactment of medicare and medicaid. In 1967, I introduced, and the
Congress enacted, important reforms requiring nursing homes funded
under Federal programs to meet certain uniform minimum standards.
Starting in 1969, we began the present series of hearings, entitling
the series "Trends in Long-Term Care." This is the 23d hearing in that
series.

The major questions for discussion today are, What's wrong with
nursing homes? Why won't the system work?
In the years we have been studying the question we keep finding
five root causes of our problems:
(2873)
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First. Our Nation and our Federal and State governments have no
consistent, coherent policy with respect to treatment of the infirm
elderly.
Second. Physicians avoid nursing homes; their visits are few and
far between.
Third. Nurses in nursing homes are few-only 56,000 for all 23,000
homes-which means that 80 to 90 percent of the care is given by
untrained aides and orderlies.
Fourth. The present reimbursement formulas employed by the States
in their medicaid programs contain built-in financial incentives in
favor of poor care; and finally,
Fifth. The inspection and enforcement system is a national farce.
These last two points provide the major focus of today's hearing.
I am interested to learn more about New York's unusual cost-plus
reimbursement formula for nursing homes; frankly, it is enough to
make defense contractors drool with envy. It appears to me that almost everything is covered; even legal fees to fight the health department are reimbursable.
I can't imagine a formula which is better tailored to the industry's
self-interest. The message your legislature has given the operators is
clear: Spend, spend, and spend. For whatever you spend, you will be
reimbursed with a profit.
This leads to the unwholesome situation of nursing home after
nursing home running in the red and even showing what is called
negative equity computation, while paying vast sums in salaries or
rent very often to friends and relatives.
Also of interest is the process which sees nursing home after nursing home continually sold and repurchased among interconnected
corporations. The purpose of such "boomerang purchases" apparently is solely to increase the selling price and hence the value of
the property. Since cost-plus in New York means 10 percent profit
computed on the operators' value or equity, the operators are tempted
to inflate that equity.
I have also been told that the State of New York has only 16 auditors for 16,000 health care facilities. Furthermore, if a nursing home's
books are so jumbled that they are unintelligible, the penalty is only
that it is paid the average reimbursement paid by the States to nursing homes in its size and geographical area. Some penalty.
The questions I have raised highlight the importance of today's
hearings. By act of Congress, all States must have cost-related reimbursement for their medicaid nursing homes in effect not later than
January 1977. What we have already learned is that New York may
demonstrate that we are moving 180 degrees in the wrong direction.
There are of course other issues which should merit our attention:
The fragmentation of responsibility for inspections so that everyone
and no one is responsible; the fact that inspectors are too few or
untrained or that their recommendations are too often ignored.
To what extent does political influence serve to keep substandard
homes open?
Who owns New York's homes, and what are the consequences?
Is organized crime involved?
To date the subcommittee has issued some 4.5 subpeiuis for this
hearing in an effort to answer some of these questions. lVitneses will
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be called to testify under oath. These are serious proceedings which
have profound effects on many lives.
I want to make very clear that as chairman of this subcommittee I
will do everything in my power to preserve the constitutional rights
of witnesses. Several witnesses have written and asserted that a sort
of lynchl-mob atmosphere prevails here in New York, and they ask
to be excused from testifying publicly. I have insisted that all hearings
be open. I have great faith in the American public. I believe that
the public has the right to know the truth.
I also have great faith in the media to treat everyone fairly. However, I feel operators have a legitimate complaint in at least one
respect.
As the allegations of abuse have arisen, there has been a tendency
to generalize that all nursing home operators are corrupt profiteers
who offer poor care. This is not true. Just as the generalization during Watergate that because some politicians were corrupt, was untrue.
I would like to conclude on what might be considered a personal
note. I, perhaps more than anyone else, am tired of the slow progress
or no progress in this field.
For that reason, in 1974, I directed the subcommittee to devise a
report which would sum up where the Nation stands on nursing home
care today. I would not settle for a one-shot volume which would
stir up attention for a few weeks and then be forgotten. I insisted
upon an introductory summation of failures in Government policy.
Now, at scheduled intervals, the subcommittee is issuing reports
dealing with specific, but complicated and important, subjects, such
as drug use and staffing patterns in nursing homes.
And before our final report, I will invite the U.S. Department of
Health Education, and Welfare and the nursing home industry to
submit rebuttal or commentary, which the subcommittee will then
print.
We are interested in communication, not denunciation. We want a
process to take place, and we want it to change the way things are
done in the Nation's nursing homes.
Already, I think, I have detected a similar determination at HEW,
and among certain leaders in the nursing home industry. They realize,
I hope, that the people of the United States will no longer tolerate
damaging, disgusting, and degrading scandals and profiteering in
institutions which, largely at public expense, supposedly give care
and kindness to those people who are so completely in their hands.
I sense the same determination among newspaper and television
reporters and editors who have had such a large role in bringing to
light many of the matters to be discussed here today.
I sense the same determination among city officials, State legislators, and the new Governor of this State. I sense. too, that the people
of New York-and of other States-are saying: Enough; no more
apathy to costly abuses and ripoffs in nursing homes.
In short, the showdown so long delayed is now here. New York has
the opportunity to lead, as it has so often in the past, in establishing
genuine reform, and then insisting that the reforms stick. The Congress. with help from leaders here and in other States, can insist that
the tide now rising will sweep away scandal and shortcomings in all
of the 50 States.
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Senator Domenici, of New Mexico, a member of this subcommittee,
had planned to be here this morning, but at the last minute was unable to be here. He sends his regrets and I will have to excuse him
from the panel today.
Senator James Buckley, of New York, has sent a statement, and I
will read it.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JAMES BUCKLEY
Senator Mloss [reading]:
"The reports regarding nursing home abuses in New York Stateand for that matter, nationwide-have been disturbing to all of us
concerned with the care of our aged. It is particularly distressing as
the medicaid payments for the care of these helpless citizens are 50
percent composed of Federal funds.
"I welcome Senator Moss and the Special Committee on Aging to
New York City today. I am hopeful that the hearings you will undertake can help sort out the charges and countercharges appearing in the
press so that the true situation will be known and the necessary reforms undertaken.
"I voice my appreciation for this committee's efforts on behalf of
the people of New York State, and shall follow with interest the course
of your hearings and the final report to the Senate."
Congressman Edward I. Koch was to be with us this morning, and
he made the request to our subcommittee that these hearings be conducted in New York City. Because he was unable to be here this morning, but will join us later in the day, I would like to read his rather
brief statement.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN EDWARD I. KOCH
Senator -Moss [reading]:
"Mr. Chairman, I am most appreciative of your invitation to join
with your subcommittee today in its investigation of the nursing
home situation in New York City-and I am grateful that you were
able to respond to my request to extend your examination to the scandal that has erupted here.
"Over the past few months there has been much discussion with
charges and countercharges, and I am hopeful that these hearings can
establish the facts and the truth.
"The State welfare inspector general's office has uncovered financial
abuses by nursing home operators in billing medicaid, as well as deficiencies in nursing home care. Also important have been the disclosures of the press and by the Temporary State Commission on Living
Costs and the Economy, chaired by Assemblyman Andrew Stein who
has shown the courage to pursue this matter in a most professional
and thorough manner.
"While illegal behavior must be prosecuted and immoral behavior
condemned. I am also concerned that we have to come to grips with a
medicaid system which has created an incentive in New York for
questionable financial and real estate manipulations and which has not
been sufficiently monitored by State officials.
"The alleged relationship between certain public officeholders, law
enforcement officials, and nursing home operators is distressing. There
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is more to public service than simply not violating the law. Public
officeholders must pursue the highest morality and seek to carry out
the spirit as well as the letter of the law.
"As important as it is to deal with all of the elements which comprise the so-called nursing home scandal, we must also develop measures to encourage alternatives to nursing home care.
"Home health care for the elderly and the handicapped must be
broadened so as to permit those capable of remaining in their homes if
provided with the necessary supportive medical, social, and housekeeping services the opportunity to do so.
"I am offering legislation that wvill provide this option and hopefully alleviate the plight of many of our neglected senior citizens at a
cost savings to the taxpayer."
We look forward to having Congressman Koch join us later.
I also had presented to me a letter that was written by William
Hutton, directed to the Honorable Caspar W. W~einberger, Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare, signed by Nelson H. Cruikshank,
president of the National Council of Senior Citizens, Inc.
It says:
DEAR MR. SECRETARY: On behalf of the National Council of Senior Citizens, I
urge that you immediately begin a thorough national investigation of the ownership patterns and finances of proprietary nursing homes that receive funds under
the Medicaid program.
The New York Times, over the last 3 months, has reported gross fraud and
financial abuses involving millions of dollars among proprietary nursing homes

in New York that are certified by the Medicaid program. As a result of the
Times expose, various city, State, and Federal groups have begun investigations
of the New York interests implicated in the scandal. I am concerned, however,
that the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare-which is responsible
for the Medicaid program and pays 50 percent of Medicaid costs-has not seen

fit to expand the investigation of financial improprieties beyond New York State.
The disclosures in the New York Times series make clear that there are no
effective State or Federal auditing programs and that nursing home proprietors
have had no reason to fear exposure. Certainly no one would believe that this
attitude is confined to New York-especially in light of Mary Adelaide Mendelson's book, "Tender Loving Greed," which describes similar Medicaid fraud
among nursing homes in many other States. As a recent New York Times editorial stated: "Instead of serving the most helpless citizens as it was designed
to do, the Medicaid-nursing home system has been twisted so that the elderly
have become merely necessary incidentals in a private scheme to tap the public
purse."
The recent revelations have shown that the Medicaid authorities within HEW
charged with regulating nursing homes lack basic information about the nursing
home industry-who owns nursing homes, and how much money is being made
legally and illegally. Since quality of care is intertwined with the financial structure of the industry, a Federal investigation and audit are needed to enable
HEW to exercise its regulatory authority over the Medicaid nursing home program. And a strong Federal role is needed because nursing homes have become
a national industry since the enactment of Medicaid and they have a powerful,
national trade association that includes large nursing home chains that operate
in interstate commerce.
Certain areas have been shown in the New York Times and other investigations to be the source of financial abuses and should be emphasized in the national
investigation.
They are:
(1) Padded payrolls.
(2) Overly generous remuneration of nursing home owners and administrators, including extensive and hidden fringe benefits.
(3) Purchase of supplies and services by nursing homes from related suppliers
at inflated prices.
(4) Kickbacks to nursing homes from their dealings with unrelated suppliers.
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(5) Dealings by nursing homes with related real estate, construction and
financing companies.
The investigation should also include a full scale study and audit of the chain
nursing home operations, particularly those that have been created since the
advent of the Medicaid program. Every effort should be made to uncover how
nursing homes in States with low, flat-rate Medicaid reimbursement manage to
make a profit. 1)o they reduce the patient care budget, or do they make money
through dealings with affiliated real estate and construction companies or suppliers as is often alleged?
The financial side of the nursing home industry has been ignored by the State
and Federal Medicaid programs. We are sure that a study such as we have
suggested will not only result in a saving of Medicaid money that is now being
diverted into illicit profits, but will also enable HEW to devise mechanisms to
assure better patient care.
The National Council of Senior Citizens stands ready to help you with such
a study.
Sincerely,
NELSON H. CRUIKSHANIC, President.

Senator Moss. One other preliminary matter before we get on with
the hearing as such, I am pleased to have Assemblyman Andrew Stein
sitting this morning with the panel.
This is an official action of the Senate committee, but we do often
invite people who are interested in the work that we are doing, to
sit here and listen to the witnesses, and Mr. Stein has done a great
job in the State of New York, exposing many of these deficiencies
that we are going to be talking about, and I am pleased to have him
with us this morning.
We are pleased to have you, Mr. Stein.
In preparation for this hearing, because we have had such a great
difficulty in ever getting the records of nursing homes, we issued some
45 subpenas to nursing homes in New York for their records, the
subpenas have been served on various ones of the nursing homes, and
response has been made to the subpenas.
Mr. Val Halamandaris, who is Counsel to the Special Committee
on Aging, and who works with this subcommittee, will now call the
roll, and indicate what records have been submitted and are here.
We have here representatives of the General Accounting Office.
I am advised, before we call the roll on the subpenas, that Assemblyman Stein does have a brief statement he would like to make, and I
w-ill recognize him.

STATEMENT OF ASSEMBLYMAN ANDREW STEIN, CHAIRMAN, TEMPORARY COMMISSION ON LIVING COSTS AND THE ECONOMY
Assemblyman STEIN. On behalf of the Temporary State Commission on Living Costs and the Economy, I would like to thank the
U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Long-Term Care of the Special Committee on Aging and Senator Moss for holding this hearing to investigate the nursing home industry in New York.
The magnitude of the nursing home industry in New York is staggering. Last year medicaid reimbursements ran over $1/2 billion to
proprietary nursing homes.
Over 92 percent of the 70,000 elderly citizens of this State now
residing in nursing homes are supported by medicaid, a combination
of Federal, State, and local funds.
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New York City as well as the other municipalities are facing severe
budget crises. New York State also faces a budget crisis next year.
Wasted money cannot be permitted in these days of ever-rising costs.
The proprietary nursing homes and health-related facilities are run
on a profitmaking cost-plus basis. The State now relies upon statements submitted by the nursing homes as proof of the costs of running
the facility almost without verification.
One small department of the State department of health has the
monumental task of auditing the books of all these facilities and has
recovered an average of $77,000 for each facility audited in New York
City.
Information is necessary on three fronts-the economic basis for
reimbursements, the quality of care delivered, and the independence
of the regulatory agencies.
They cannot be separated, but must be examined together. A reasonable allowance for food is only reasonable if that food is actually
delivered to the patients. A reasonable allowance for medicine is only
reasonable if it is given to the patients. A regulation on the books is
only effective if it is enforced.
We must never forget that we are dealing with human lives, not
with a commodity. Anyone who cheats in a medical reimbursement
is not merely stealing from the Government, but is stealing from the
elderly who have been delivered into their care.
Today's hearing is a Federal hearing. The commission has held
and will hold State hearings on this subject. The responsibility for
monitoring the system which delivers care to our elderly is jointly
shared by Federal, State, and local governments. Cooperation between
the various levels of government is essential if the delivery of decent
care is to be assured.
We will lend every assistance possible to the Federal Government
in their investigation. We will maintain open communication with
the subcommittee and will make accessible all information we have
thus far uncovered.
I welcome this opportunity to participate in the subcommittee's
hearing and hope that today is merely the first step in the partnership
of State and Federal governments in pursuing the investigation of
this industry.
Senator Moss. Thank you very much, Mr. Stein. We are glad to
have your statement in the record, and we do look forward to continuing cooperation with your commission.
We will now proceed on the return of the subpenas for the documents which were called for.
Mr. Val Halamandaris.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. We -will proceed by calling the counsel representing the various principals.
Jack Hoffinger, please.
You are attorney for the Willoughby Nursing Home, Hayden Manor
Nursing Home, Oxford Nursing Home, New Glen Oaks Nursing
Home, Mayflower Nursing Home, White Plains Nursing Home, New
Vanderbilt Nursing Home, Burnside Nursing Home, Fairview Nursing Home, Hyde Park Nursing Home, Meadow Park Nursing Home,
Morris Park Nursing Home, Verrazano Nursing Home. and the
Pelham Parkway Nursing Home.
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Did we leave any out?
Mr. HoMFINGER. I am not sure. I have them alphabetically running.
I will submit to you the list of the nursing homes that we represent,
the nursing homes we represent that are supplying the subpenaed
documents.
Most of them have been checked in already. Some of them are in
the process of being checked in.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. You are complying in full with the committee's
subpena?
Mr.

HOFFINGER.

Yes.

[The list referred to above follows:]
Attorney and principal

Nursing home

Jack Hoffinger and Bob Goldsthlag:
Benjamin Farber
-Willoughby.
Shalom Foegel
Max Goldberg
-Oxford.
Abraham Greenbaum
-New
Max Lewko
-Mayflower.
Mark Loren
-White
Solomon HeislerBernard Izbiki
Frank Klein
-Fairview.
Do ----------------------------------Abraham Schlafrig
-Meadow
Morris Berkowitz Israel Weingarten
Otto Weingarten
-Pelham
Regina Schwartz
-Riverside.
-----Benzlon Frankel
Do --------------------------------Mattis Yellin
-Carlton.
Michael Tennenbaum
-Resort.
Mr. HALAMANDARIs. Thank you.

Hayden Manor.
Glen Oaks.
Plains.
New Vanderbilt.
Burnside.
Hyde Park.
Park.
Morris Park.
Verrazano.
Parkway.
Belt Parkway.
ocean Parkway.

May we call Mr. Mortimer Todel, representative of the Riverside
Nursing Home, the American Nursing Home, and the Caton Park
Nursing Home?
Mr. TODEL. Also the Rofay Nursing Home.

We have complied partially with the subpena, and we will attach
a letter* explaining why we have not complied fully with the subpena.
I will discuss with the staff the fact that at one of the nursing homes,
we are going under a State audit, which will last approximately 4
to 6 weeks.
All of the books and records are at the home, and being audited at
the present time by the State auditors.
The Riverside Nursing Home in Haverstraw, N.Y., is a home that
just opened up the early part of last year, and the accountant at the
present time is going over the current records. They have no records
prior to the 1974 operation.
The records of the Rofay Nursing Home, there was a State audit
for last week, and we will be able to do some of the records, or additional records of the Rofay Nursing Home.
With reference to the Caton Park Nursing Home, a subpena was just
served Wednesday evening on the operator, so we have not reproduced
* Not received at time of publication.
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some of the records, but we will give most of the records requested by
the committee.
May I just make a short statement, as I was complying with the
subpena in submitting the records, I heard part of Senator Moss'
statement, and I think it would be most important for this committee
to really review the work of all of the nursing homes in the city of
New York, and I was very glad to hear in the Senator's statement,
that many nursing home operators operate excellent institutions, and
since I was retained by these nursing homes, I visited three already,
and all of them have excellent reputations, and I think it is important
for the community and the city of New York to know how many of
the institutions are being operated.
For example, in the New York Time8, last week there was printed
a list of 92 nursing homes which were alleged to have had deficiencies.
Now, these deficiencies cover a multitude of things, whether or not
a chef attended a special course given by the department for renewed
service training course.
This is considered a deficiency, and the two homes I represent,
namely the American Nursing Home and the Caton Park Nursing
Home, which is mentioned on this deficiency list however, they happened to be removed over the weekend by the State department of
health, and I think it is important for this committee, in any publicity
given out, to recognize that there are many institutions which are
operating here in the city of New York, and the metropolitan area,
which are excellent institutions, which can provide a service to the
community, and I also point out, and this is of interest to the committee, that even State institutions in the State of New York are
sending some of their patients to these nursing homes, because the
State institutions are unable to keep the patients there.
Mr.

HALAMANDARIS.

Thank you.

May I interrupt you, counsel. Do you represent the Riverside
Nursing Home ?
Mr. TODEL. No. Apparently there was an error by the committee.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. You represent the nursing home in Haverstraw?
Mr. TODEL. Yes.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. You do not represent the Riverside Nursing
Home?
Mr. TODEL. No.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Is there an attorney representing the Riverside
Nursing Home?
Mr.

HOFFINGER.

We do.

Mr. HALAMANDARIS. I would like to call Mr. Spiro, Mr. Jacob Spiro.
Mr. SPIRO. The records have been produced, as much as we can make
available.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Mr. Spiro, have you complied with the subpena?
Mr. SPIRO. In accordance with our conversation, we have produced
all of the records which are available. All other records will be made
available to the committee as fast as we can, but certainly by no later
than February 4.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Mr. Kalick of the Laconia Nursing Home, the
Riviera Furniture Co., and the Towers Nursing Home.
Mr. KALICK. With respect to the three homes we represent, we believe we have complied with the subpenas.
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Mr. HALAMIANDARIS. May we have Mr. Nisonoff, representing the
Genesee Nursing Home?
Mr. BIRNBAUM. Mr. Nisonoff is not here, but the Genesee Nursing
Home has complied.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Will you state your name?
Mr. BIRNBAUM. Birnbaum, B-i-r-n-b-a-u-m.
AIr. HALAMANDARIS. You are Mir. Emanual Birnbaum?
Mr. BIRNBAUM. Yes, sir.
Air. HALAMANDARIS. Mr. Fred Adams, is he here, representative of
Grand Brokerage. Inc.?
Mr. SACKS. Mr. Sacks is my name. I represent Grand Brokerage.
All documents have been delivered pursuant to the subpena.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Thank you, Mir. Sacks.
We have Mr. Bernard Fishman, representing Gramercy Park Nursing Home
Mr. SACKS. Excuse me.
Does that excuse me?
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Yes, sir. We are instructed that Mr. Fishman
will be here late. He has a court appearance.
Is there a representative of the Economy Restaurant & Supply Co.?
Mr. GROSS. My name is Sidney M. Gross, I am the attorney for
Economy Restaurant & Supply Co.
Our client has been served with the subpena, and garnered substantially all of the records the committee has requested.
The subpena requested records of sales by my client, who is a
wholesale grocer, to nursing homes. This requires allocation and segregation of all of his records.
The mass of records brought today, and any further records required, will be submitted.
Mr. HALAMfANDARIs. Thank you.
Do we have any representative of Bernard Moskowitz?
Mr. MOSKOWITZ. My name is Bernard Moskowitz, with the Rofay
Nursing Home.
Mr. HALAM3ANDARIS. Do we have a representative of the Amsterdam
Meat Co.?
Michael Tennenbaum, of the Resort Nursing Home?
Mr. HOFFINGER. That is ours.
Mr. HALAM3ANDARIS. Let's see. We have a couple more.
I don't know how we pronounce this one. ARCIU Caribbean Merc.
Corp.
Mir. HOLLANDER. That is ours.
AIr. HALAMANDARIS. All right.
Mr. Howard Kristol, representing Charles Sigety, for the Florence
Nightingale Nursing Home.
Mr. MCKINNEY. My name is William McKinney, attorney, and as
you know, we have not produced any records this morning.
We have submitted a letter requesting extension of time until Friday of this week in order to assess the issues presented by this subpena
in light of yesterday's State court decision, which quashed the State
commission's subpenas, for the record.*
*See

appendix 1, Item 1, p. 2959.
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Senator Moss. I have not read in full detail this opinion from the
State court; however, I understood it only went to the State comnission's right to subpena on criminal matters.
Mr. MIOIK1INNEY. Of course, that is true, Senator Moss, but it involves some of the same material which has been subpenaed here today, and we do request a few days to analyze the issues raised by the
State's opinion yesterday, as they may apply to this subpena.
Senator Moss. Well, I would think we could allow maybe a week's
extension.
Mr. McIVN-EY. Thank you, sir.
Senator Moss. So we expect you to comply within a week from
today.
Mr. McKINSEY. Thank you very much.
Mr. HALAMANDARIs. The remaining counsel, Mr. John Joseph Cassidy, representing Bernard Bergman, for the Park Crescent Nursing
Home, Riviera Furniture Co., and the Towers Nursing Home.
Mr. LEWIN. May I approach the microphone?
Mr. HALAMANADARIS. Please do.
Mr. LEWIN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Nathan Lewin, I am attorney for Bernard Bergman, and the Bergman family, and the Towers
and Park Crescent Nursing Homes.
Dr. Bergman was served with the subpena to be here today, and he
will be here this afternoon.
The Park Crescent and Towers Nursing Homes have pursuant to
discussions with the members of your staff, compiled their records, and
have them available for transmission to the committee.
However, as I entered the committee room this morning, and as I
view the bench that sits before me, I must raise serious questions about
the legality and the constitutionality of this committee.
Mr. HALANEANDARIS. Our agreement stands, the only questioning of
Dr. Bergman will be by myself and John Edie, also a member of our
committee staff, representative members of this committee, and Senator Moss.
That is our agreement, and we are duly constituted here as the Senate Subcommittee on Long-Term Care.
Mr. LEWIN. Mr. Chairman, I think in correspondence with you, our
law firm called attention to the fact that here in New York, there has
been conducted what in our view is a very substantial malevolent
vendetta against our client.
We requested in that regard, therefore, that it be a correction of
proposed plans for this committee hearing, so that the chief participant in that activity, Assemblyman Stein, I think for the record,
should be noted is sitting on your right, where I suppose a Senator
would sit, if there was another Senator on the subcommittee.
Assemblyman Andrew Stein should not be a member of the committee that is sitting here this morning. I believe the fact that Assemnblymnan Stein has been introduced by you, he has been given an
opportunity to make an opening statement, not as a witness, but from
all appearances as a member of the committee, that he sits, I think
where a Senator would sit, or a member of the committee staff would
sit, presents certainly from our client's vantage point a substantial
possibility that the very individual who a State court judge found
yesterday was engaged in what he called a roving commission, simply
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designed to secure publicity, would be having access to the documents
that we would present to this committee.
Now, we stand in good faith, behind the assertion that we have
made to Mr. Halamandaris, and that we made in correspondence, that
the records would be submitted to the committee, and to the committee
only, and on the understanding that it is the committee, and the committee only, that is to have access to those records.
Now, if that submission is to be made, and we would be prepared to
make it, we think it should be made at a time when Mr. Stein in not
sitting as a member of the committee, and when his representatives do
not sit in that capacity at the table which is reserved for the committee members, so at present, as the committee is presently constituted,
I would most respectfully have to advise my client not to produce
those records.
Senator Moss. Well, based on our correspondence, I made it clear
that this is an official hearing of the Senate subcommittee, and that
our committee exclusively has jurisdiction here.
Now, it is customary, in fact, rather frequently done when the committee sits in another city out of Washington, or another State, we
oftentimes invite people who are interested in the subject matter to sit
with us, but they do not function as a member of the committee, and
in this instance, Mr. Stein is going to be a witness, he is going to sit
down there in front of those microphones, and I do accord him the
opportunity of sitting up here, since he has been conducting an investigation for a long time that we have been hearing about.
Now, maybe the appearance is that, but Mr. Stein is not to become a
member of this committee, and he will not function in any way in the
records we prepare, and the examination to be made.
Incidentally, those records will be examined by the General Accounting Office. I do not have staff available to me, and I have the General
Accounting Office to examine the records for me.
I am sorry if his appearance offends you, but actually he is just
sitting here by courtesy at the invitation of the Chair.
Mr. LEWIN. Mr. Chairman, again, with all respect, I must ask of
Mr. Stein, if we are going to submit those records, leave the podium,
and not be permitted to sit there, and I would ask in addition, that the
Chairman give us the assurance that the General Accounting Office will
have access to these records, which we are perfectly prepared to accept,
and which we think is proper, and indeed Dr. Bergman's view throughout is that he will cooperate with every lawful governmental body
that is seeking to conduct any good-f aith investigation of the nursing
home industry.
That has been his view in the past, that continues to be his view today, that will be his view in the future, and it is for that reason, when
we received the Senate subpenas, we made it clear that that full cooperation would be made available.
Now, I must say, simply as an attorney, who has been practicing for
some time, there are I think substantial legal objections that would be
inserted in various ways to the subpenas.
They encompass the entire operating records of the business. We
have not made any such legal assertions, because we think it is important that false allegations be laid to rest, but we think false allegations
will not be laid to rest if those documents are made available to
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someone who, in the past, has demonstrated an intention, a purpose,
and in fact a practice of leaking them selectively with false statements
to the press, and, therefore, we need assurance that they will not be
made available to Mr. Stein, or to the members of his staff.
I notice two gentlemen sitting behind him, I submit again, in terms,
Mr. Chairman, you say it is a matter of appearances.
I think it is a matter of very fundamental constitutional rights
involved here.
The Senate is sitting, and the witness is prepared to offer every
cooperation, but is not prepared to have someone against whom he has
brought a suit in Federal district court, making a very serious allegation, who has been found to be acting improperly by a State judge,
definitively, conclusively, in litigation that has been fully litigated
before that State judge, to have that person sit up there in judgment.
I think in the cases where you referred to, where the committee has
in the past invited interested persons, I daresay probably it has
never occurred that those interested persons have been involved in
those kinds of litigations, have been found guilty of mispractices
that this gentleman has been found of, and are being entitled to sit
there, I think, to create false impressions.
Senator Moss. Well, I of course know nothing about a lawsuit. I
am not aware of any of that. I don't know whether your allegations
are correct or incorrect, but I can assure you, Mr. Stein is not sitting
as a member of this committee, that the records will not be turned
over to him, or anybody of his commission; they will remain in the
jurisdiction of this committee and the General Accounting Office
until they are returned to the owners of the records, and if that is not
assurance enough, why, I do not know how much more assurance I
can give you.
Mr. Stein is not going to ask any questions. He has not spoken
to me other than greeting me. I greeted him, said I was glad to meet
him for the first time today, that is it.
Mr. LEWIN. Mr. Chairman, I submit no other witness on that witness
list has been given the opportunity to sit up there on that bench.
My client has not been given the opportunity, and I think no one
has suggested to him that he might sit up on the bench and make
an introductory statement.
I think as the Chairman indicated, the appearance of it is wrong,
and I am not simply, as a matter of obligation to my client, say to
him, well, now, you can just go ahead with precisely the very central
objection we have had with this hearing since the time it was called.
I think it is a matter of history, I think we have called to your
attention that Mr. Stein made public statements, he would run this
committee, he would preside over it, he would run it, he would operate
it, he would decide when it would be held.
We will not cooperate with any effort run by Mr. Stein in that
regard. It is really quite that simple.
Senator Moss. I think we are probably having quite a tempest
over something that is not important. If Dr. Bergman would like
to come and sit up here, I would be glad to have him.
[Applause.]
Assemblyman STEIN. If my presence on the podium so intimidates
the good doctor, when he is ready to testify, sir, I will be glad to come
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down at that point, and sit in the audience, even in the back of the
audience, so he will not see me at all, and let him testify, if that would
be helpful, I would be glad at that time, when Dr. Bergman is ready
to testify, I would be glad to step down.
Mr. HALAMIANDARIS. You have your choice.
[Applause.]
Senator Moss. We had better not have any demonstrations. I am
afraid we are getting deflected from the purpose of this committee
here which is to get information, and I do not want to be sidetracked
at all, and I do deny that there is any real impropriety in inviting
the Assemblyman to sit up here, when I come to hold a hearing in the
city of New York, but I can assure you again that it is simply a
courtesy in recognizing that he has been involved in this whole matter,
and that is the reason the courtesy was extended to him, and he will
not participate in the hearing in the sense of asking any questions.
Mr. LEWIN. Our concern is not that Mr. Stein intimidates Dr.
Bergman. That is not what I suggested.
As a matter of fact, Mr. Stein is persisting in Federal court, testifying exactly what there is, that is the basis of his allegations.
I brought a suit on Dr. Bergman's behalf. I served subpenas on him.
His attorneys are trying to prevent him from testifying as to what
lie bases his allegations on, so it seems to me if anyone is intimidated,
it is Mr. Stein, and not Dr. Bergman.
He is prepared to come here, if Mr. Stein is in the proper role, as I
understood, to be that of witness.
Now, there are many witnesses, I think, and they are sitting out
there. As an attorney, I am sitting out here.
I think it is proper. if Mr. Stein is going to be a witness before
this committee, if the staff members who are sitting behind him are
going to be witnesses, they should not be sitting where the judge sits.
They should be sitting where the witnesses sit.
I am an attorney. I represent defendants in courtrooms. It would
be amazing to me if a party, another party in a lawsuit that I am
involved in, would be sitting up in a seat next to the judge, and his
counsel would be sitting behind him
Senator Moss. You are couching this in some kind of adversary
proceeding with Mr. Stein. I don't understand that. It does not concern me.
I am really trying to get the facts out that we asked for in the
subpena.
Mr. Stein will be the very next witness, so I assure you he will be
changing seats very soon.
Mr. LEWIN. I think he should be changing seats, and I would like the
chairman's assurance, when he leaves that seat to be a witness, he will
leave that seat for the rest of the committee, and that he has nothing
to do with the rest of the session.
My concern, Mr. Chairman, is with those documents, and with the
pattern of disclosures, and not'really disclosures, but inflammatory
statements, which I think we can demonstrate, and the reason we
are cooperating, Mr. Chairman, is, quite candidly, that we think this
is a fair forum.
We think this is a forum where Dr. Bergman testifies, and he shows
you documents, and he shows you what Mr. Stein is alleging, that those
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things are false, as you inquire into those, and you and the public will
know that they are false.
There is no opportunity for that happening with that gentleman sitting next to you on the right.
There is just no opportunity for that happening, and it is for that
reason that I have to ask, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Stein be excused,
and he only come down here as a witness, if he is going to be the next
witness, and we will supply the records to the committee on the assurance that they are only for the committee, and that none of them will
be disclosed to Mr. Stein or his commission, nor for that matter, to
other defendants in the lawsuit, and we are giving them to the committee, and to the General Accounting Office, because we want a
thorough accounting to be made of those records.
We want the lie to be put once and for all to the claim that Mr. Stein
has made about fraud. We think you can do it.
You are the judge, Mr. Chairman. You are the judge. We think you
are the judge, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Moss. I have assured you that Mr. Stein is not sitting as a
member of the committee, will not be given access to the records that
are subpenaed, and other than that, I do not think you ought to tell
me how to run my hearing.
So you have that assurance.
[Applause.]
Now, if you have any objections, you will have to enter it in the
record.
Mr. LEWIN. Let me just make one other point with regard to these
records.
As I said, they are operating records. I would just like to make it
clear that we will be having, I think it is an understanding that my
office has with Mr. Halamandaris, that we would have access to the
records for operating purposes.
They include 1974 records, that we will aways have access to them,
that we can copy them, that we can read them, that we can use them in
terms of our civil litigation against Mr. Stein, that they will be available to us, but other than that, they are being provided only to the
committee, and only to the committee staff.
Senator Moss. You will get their full security here in the city of
New York, and you will have access to them when you need them.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Correct.
Mr. LEWIN. And with the chairman's clarification in that regard,
that Mr. Stein is not to have access to them, there will be compliance to
those subpenas.
Senator Moss. Thank you. I think there is one more subpena.
Mr. HALAMANDARIs. Right. There is one more subpena.
Senator Moss. Rocco Scarfone of Hallandale, Fla., who was served
with the subpena.*
I have here now a letter addressed to me from Mrs. Scarfone, in
which she says: "My husband, Rocco Scarfone, has been admitted to
the Miami International Hospital in north Miami, Fla."; and I will
have this made a part of the record.
*See"Trends In Long-Term Care," part 24, Feb. 4, 1975, for appearance by Mr. Scarfone.
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[The letter referred to above follows:]
JANUARY 19, 1975.
To MR. TED Moss, CHAIRMAN: My husband, Rocco A. Scarfone, has been admitted to the Mliami International Hospital in North Miami, Fla., by Dr.
Faffealle Cilento.
Any information regarding my husband's illness and complications contact
Dr. Cilento at the hospital.
Sincerely,
MRS. ANNE Al. SCARFONE.

Senator Moss. We will now proceed with the witnesses that we have
called for this morning.
We will begin with Assemblyman Andrew Stein, chairman of the
Temporary Commission on Living Costs and the Economy, accompanied by Terrence Moan, executive director, and Hal Lee, research
consultant.
If you will remain standing, I will swear you in.
[Whereupon, the witnesses were duly sworn.]
Senator Moss. We will begin with Mr. Stein, and proceed with Mr.
Moan and Mr. Lee.
STATEMENT OF ASSEMBLYMAN ANDREW STEIN-RESUMED
Assemblyman STEIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As chairman of the Temporary Commission on Living Costs and the
Economy, I welcome the opportunity to testify before this
subcommittee.
The commission has been investigating nursing homes since its
creation nearly 18 months ago. Last year we presented a report to the
Governor and the legislature which detailed the failings of the nursing
home industry to provide adequate care to the elderly, and suggested
remedial legislation.
During the past 5 months we have expanded the legislation to include the economic as well as the quality of care aspects of the nursing
home industry.
I was shocked and offended as all decent people in this State that proprietors of many nursing homes have used the reimbursement formula
to play enormous monopoly games where mortgages and deeds are
transferred back and forth between the same and related parties.
The inhumanity becomes evident when you realize time and time
again that a property manipulation is more important than human life.
There can be no greater duty than the care of the old and the sick.
There can be no greater crime than abusing this trust by using
these people as pawns in this multi-million-dollar real estate game.
I will now introduce Terrence Moan, executive director of our commission, who will explain the New York State reimbursement formula,
and elaborate on the real estate manipulations.
Senator Moss. Mr. Moan. we will be glad to hear from you. I would
like to know about the manipulations I have heard about.
STATEMENT OF TERRENCE MOAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, TEMPORARY COMMISSION ON LIVING COSTS AND THE ECONOMY
Mr. MOAN-. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
If I might, I think it would probably be a lot easier for everyone
concerned if I were allowed to use some visual aids.
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I have some charts with me, and some of them are a little complicated due to the complexities of the transactions that are involved, but
I think that in the end, it will make things a lot easier for everyone.
Senator Moss. I will be happy to have you use visual aids, they will
help me, and I do want to comprehend them.
MIxr.

MOAN.

Thank you.

What we have here is a schematic of the New York State reimbursement formula.

It shows a number of components, cost components which are reported by the nursing home operators, to the State department of
health, on a form wvhic'i is known as the HE-2.

- HE-2

NEW YORK STATE MEDICAID REIMBURSEMENT FORMULA
HE-12
HEALTH DEPT'S RATE
COMPUTATION

COST

ERO

+

+

RATE

0

HE-2 OPERATOR'S STATEMENT OF COST
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The HE-2 is a form which is certified by a CPA, and it is verified
by the operators as being true and accurate, and a false statement on
these applications would be the same thing as perjury under oath.
The various costs here are limited according to certain formulas.
That will be better, if we put it on an easel.
The first cost that we have to consider, are the administration costs.
Here, in what I term as the administration costs box, we are really
talking about salaries, the operator's income, what the nursing home
operator-the owner-gets as his salary.
This is something that is, he says he is paying to himself.
Now, these are subject to dollar maximums, the dollar maximums
are calculated by the State department of health, and they vary
according to the size of the nursing home.
For instance, a 100-bed nursing home will have a maximum salary
of $25,000, and a 250-bed nursing home will have a maximum salary
of $45,000, so that this is a dollar maximum, and it limits the actual
dollar amounts that can be charged by the administrator and pay to
himself, and will be reimbursed for.
The next category is salaries. Now, in here, are administrative costs
other than the administrator's salary, are salaries to all personnel,
with the exception of the nurses, and all other people that would work
with the nursing home in an advisory capacity, for example, lawyers,
and so on, would be included in this category.
Dietary and food, this includes the food that is purchased, any outside consultants that are on that, that have been brought into health,
dietitians would be here, all food suppliers of any sort are in here.
Laundry, linen, and housekeeping costs, the same thing.
It includes purchasing of the soap, buying of the linens, cleaning
of the linens, if they were cleaned, buying of the hospital clothes
smocks, and everything for the patients, and there is usually included
in here also a clothing allowance for the employees of the nursing
home.
Down here is real property costs. Now, real property costs were
based upon one of two things, if it is a rent situation, it is based
upon a rent.
If it is an ownership situation, where the owner of the nursing
home actually owns the building that he is occupying as a business,
then this will be included as a depreciation cost, and the last category
is an equity category; that is, how much equity is left in the business
at the end of the year.
Now, this is a very unusual portion of the New York State cost
reimbursement formula. It is a cost-plus system.
Most of the cost-plus systems that the Federal Government uses
are cost-plus systems where if the cost increases, then the profit
increases.
Here the profit is only based upon the amount of the equity in the
business, so that in the event you double your costs in any year, you
would not necessarily double your profit, unless you would increase
your equity.
If your equity is zero, as it is in most nursing homes, then this component would be totally out, and you would have no profit built in,
regardless of how much your costs are.
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Senator Mloss. Now, equity, is that the total business, or just the
real property?
Mr. MOAN. It is-that equity is for the business of running the
nursing home itself.
If it is owner occupied, this would be-the equity of the building
would be included in that portion of the formula. However, most that
you would be talking about are not owner occupied, they are rented,
and, therefore, the equity is merely the capital that remains in the
business.
There are limitations. These are all included in the HE-2. Once
it goes to Albany, we start working with the HE-12's, which is a
derivative, calculation basis that the State uses.
The HE-12 is where the maximum costs are set out, and this is
where disallowances begin, and the administration costs, as I explained
earlier, there is an actual dollar amount set on the administrator's
salary.
For these other three components-salaries, dietary, and linen and
housekeeping costs-there is no dollar amount. There is merely a
category average, plus 15 percent.
Now, that would say, if you have a per group of nursing homes, if,
for example, nursing homes in New York City are the slze of 50 to
150 beds, are one category, then your average salaries would be compared to all of the other per group nursing home salaries, so that if
you were paying your employees $100,000, and the average of the
category was $100,000, it would be totally allowed, and that would be
reimbursed.
If your food was running $100,000, and the average for the system
was $100,000, that would be reimbursed.
The same thing for linen and laundry. Where the limitation comes
into play, is if the average for the category is $100,000, you say that
you spent $150,000, then they will allow only up to the ceiling, which
would be $115,000, so they would disallow the $35,000, and the extra
salaries paid out.
The same thing in dietary, the same thing in linen and laundry.
These all come into the cost of the operation, all of these costs are
then added up, and are divided by the number of patient days, and
you come out with your average cost of operating the facility.
That is then multiplied by an inflation factor. The problem here is
that all of these costs were certified to in 1 year. These costs, for example, now are being submitted for 1973.
Clearly, inflation has affected those costs, fuel has gone up, food
has gone up, all of the other costs of running the institution has gone
lip, so, therefore, you have to inflate all of those costs, that they have
certified to by some factors in order to update them to 1975 figures,
so this year, the inflation factor is running at 23 percent for nursing
homes in New York.
The ones I have looked at have all had that percentage increase, so
that whatever costs you have here, subject to these limitations, are
increased by 23 percent.
Those two costs are then added up, and they are added up to the real
property, and the return on equity will give you your final rate.
The real property costs are a complicated part of the formula. They
are complicated for the simple reason that they are illogical, and be-
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cause they are illogical, it is very difficult to explain them and have
anybody make any sense out of them. It is simply the way the system
is operated.
There are two rentals that we found. There is the imputed rent, and
there is the maximum rent.
The imputed rent is used in a non-armi's-length agreement. That is
where you owned the nursing home, and you rented it to yourself. Let
us say you have a corporation, and you rent the nursing home to yourself, and you run it as a business.
That would be the non-arm's-length agreement, and that would be
the imputed rental.
The maximum rental is what is known as the arm's-length agreement, which is an agreement supposedly between strangers; however,
according to the State department of health definition of a non-arm'slength agreement, it says if you own up to 10 percent interest in the
landlord, you have a non-arm's-length agreement.
That would mean, in simple terms, if your wife owned the nursing
home, and rented it to you, that would be an arn's-length agreement.
If your brother owned the nursing home, and rented it to you, that
would be an arm's-length agreement, but what is not an arm's-length
agreement is when your wife and you jointly own it-you have 50
percent and she has 50 percent-and you rent it to yourself, that is not
an arm's-length agreement.
So clearly the terms "arm's-length" and "non-arm's-length" are
not used in a business sense, but are specialized terms, and they clearly
do not necessarily mean two strangers doing business together.
The basis for the rentals, as I will show later in the real estate portion of my delivery, is the rental formula based on an historic rent
that was charged in either 1966, 1968, or based upon the cost of the
construction.

In New York City, where you have a lot of nursing homes that
were old, and were run as nursing homes for a long time, most of the
rents are the maximum rental, the arm's-length agreement, and most
of those rents that were charged in 1966 and 1968, so those rents, if
they were non-arm's-length, they were not actual economic rents, in
that period of time, they will remain that way.
Now, for new institutions which are built. the existing rents in 1966
are used as the basis for calculating what is a fair rent.
For example, if you have an institution which would contain 100
beds, and the rents, the average rents for that category of housing in
New York City, or in any county of New York was $100,000, then a
new institution was built, and was on an arm's-length basis, that would
also have the $100,000 maximum rental, so not merely do the 1966
rents affect those institutions which were rented in that period of time,
but they affect all of the other institutions in New York, because they
are used as a basis of fair comparison, so that we have to look very
closely at what happened to those institutions, and how those rentals
were calculated. and what the cost basis of those institutions were,
before the medicaid reimbursement formula started to work.
Now, equity, as Mr. Lee will describe, is a cost component, which
is not increased by inflation.
It is increased only by an actual determination of how much money
is left in the business, of what is done.
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It is technically at the actual average equity during the year period.
Now, that means if you take the equity every month, you add it up,
and you divide by 12. In this way you prevent someone from putting
in a lot of equity at the end of this period, and taking out from the
beginning and saying my equity for the year was that equity on December 31. This is why we have the actual equity over the year.
The next portion is~ that you add the cost of your operation, plus
that 23-percent inflation factor, plus your real property cost, whether
imputed rent, maximum rent, or depreciation, plus your return on
equity, and you get your rate.
Now, that rate is the rate that is calculated to provide for all of
these costs, subject to these limitations, and to provide for return on
equity, if there is some, and to pay what is determined to be the fair
real property cost, so all of the institutions that we are looking at
should be able to pay for themselves. should be able to meet all of
their current debts, because the system is designed to allow for passthrough of all costs of running the nursing home.
If there is any place where a cost is disallowed, for example, if the
real property costs are doubled or tripled what is allowed, the nursing
home operator has a choice.
He either pays the rent, or he cuts down on some other service, or
he cuts down on his profit.
Now, if the person cuts down on the service and reports that cut,
that will be reflected in here, which will be heard the next time he
comes up for inflation, for a cost certification, so that is not a very
popular way to do it.
If he cuts down on his profit, he is running a profit-losing business,
a money-losing business, and he is paying all of this profit to his
landlord.
That is not usually very popular. WhTat we have found, too often
in New York, is that there are cuts, there are methods of inflating
certain of these costs, for example, there are no-show jobs that have
been put into administrators' salaries.
If you put your wife on, if you put your son on, if you put your
cousin on, and that person collects the money, and pays it back to
you, or that person never collects the money, and it is merely used to
get a little bit of extra out of the nursing home, to go all the way
up to your dollar maximum, then you can keep this portion a little
bit inflated.
The same thing for salaries. As has been found in New York, if
your mother was put on as a maid, whether she does work or not,
her salary is reported, and if it is within the category average, it
will be allowed, and there will even be an inflation factor added to
it, so if your mother is on as a maid, not only do you collect her salary,
you also collect her salary plus a profit at 23-percent increase, when
it comes up for reimbursement, and the same thing all the way
through.
If in addition to buying food for the nursing home, you buy food
for your own home, and that is included in the dietary, not only do
you get the benefit of the food, but you get the benefit of increasing
your costs.

The same is true with all of these costs down to real property.
That is the system.
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One control in New York, is that you have a department called
the bureau, and they go out, they are the policemen of the system,
they go out and inspect the books.
Everything we have talked about here. are merelv the owner's own
statement of what he spent, certified by a CPA, that it is true, but
still they are basically the owner's own statement.
Many times we have seen, in going through the State department
of health figures, where the CPA writes off on the form, and says I
cannot verify some of these figures, because the data was not available, so in essence, we are talking about a self-serving statement by
the operator, subject only to broad category limitations, which are
only reviewed in the event the bureau provider auditor actually
physically goes out and inspects the books to insure the costs were
paid for salaries, that your mother was not on the payroll, that the
food was delivered to the patients, that the laundry and linen services
were actually provided, so this is the only way you have an opportunity to inspect the books of the nursing homes, to make certain that
these costs are actually accurate.
If they are not accurate, then the system will be skewed, and the
system will allow for additional profit, which were unintended by
the medicaid reimbursement law.
Now, do you have any questions on this?
Senator Moss. If a false report is set in motion, such as on administrative salaries, and if the CPA does not detect it, and his certification goes in, there is no protection against overcharging?
Mr. MOAN. That is correct. The only protection you have is a tough
auditing program that will go out and make certain that the costs,
as reported were actually incurred.
The CPA's clearly are not efficient. They have not worked to date.
In New York City alone, the average, when the State health department, when their bureau provider auditor goes out in New York City,
they have averaged on every institution they have audited a return
of $77,000, so a $77,000 inflation factor included in here is a lot of
money on each of those institutions, and when we have 400 of these
profitmaking institutions in New York, you have some idea of the
magnitude of the moneys that are being lost by the State of New
York.
Senator Moss. And you are saying that there is no incentive of any
kind for economy?
Mr. MOAN. There is an incentive. I did not include it on this chart,
because it is difficult to describe, and it would clutter this up.
What would happen here, is if you are below the category average
by a certain percentage, then you get what is known as an efficiency
bonus, which will be added into your rate, as an additional bonus,
and that is one way to make an economy step, and, in other words,
if you would say, it is calculated, that you save the State a dollar,
we will give you back 40 cents of that dollar, and if the average of
your category is running, let's say, $100,000 for your size institution,
and you come in with $80,000, you save the State $20,000, we will give
you back 40 percent of that, or $8,000, so that is the way the category
averages, and the efficiency bonus is working.
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However, there are very few, from my examination of the records,
there are very few efficiency bonuses entered, and they simply do not
exist that often, to really actively act as a control on the system.
However, they certainly do exist, and they are a bonus, for the
honest operator, who wants to make a good decent living out of running his nursing home in a proper way, and they certainly are working for those individuals.
Senator Moss. You talked about the real property, about the difference between non-arm's-length and arm's-length, and so forth.
Rather than use the formula for that, is there any incentive there
to have the value of that real estate, to give you greater return?
Mr. MOAN. Yes. Clearly, it wvill. It will in two circumstances, if you
have a sale of the property, if you finally get out of the business, and
you sell it to someone else, that person can go into the State department of health and say the cost of the building is greater than you
are allowing, I need an increase, and I will show some figures on
that, but what is most important, is the fact that many of these, the
inflation that has occurred, occurred before the formula took effect,
and before these rents, before these rentals were calculated, or first
entered into, so that the State started from an unusual base, a skewed
base, perhaps an unfair base for some of the operators, and allowed
some of them certainly a greater profit than should have been allowed.
I brought a chart with me, which I apologize for the complexity,
but it is essential to have that complexity to describe what is happening in the system, and I would like to bring that one out, when we go
for the reimbursement, for the real estate portion.
Senator Moss. All right. Let's proceed to that.
Mr. MOAN. This is a flow chart of one nursing home sales, leases, and
mortgages, from the years 1957, I believe, to the present.
In 1957, the institution, by the way, opened as a nursing home in
1960, but in 1957, we had the first sale that we recorded.
Now, we have a color code here, which I will explain.
The color codes, the reds, are one individual owner, Ann Weiss.
The greens are companies which are owned by her husband, Bernard
Bergman, or are owned by herself, so these are all the greens, this
shade of green are Bergman companies.
These blues are owned by two individuals, Mr. Goldberg and Mr.
Farber, and these yellows are commercial lending institutions, with
the exception of those two over there.
Those were the previous owners of the building before it got into
the nursing home industry.
The first sale that we have, we know the value of the building, when
it wvas sold, was less than $300,000.
We know its assessed value now is $212,000, and it could not have
been more than $300,000 during that period of time.
In 1958, Ann Weiss sold the property to Ledge Realty Corp. Ledge
Realty Corp. is a Bergman corporation, and we have, we do not know
how much the sale was.
As far as Our records indicate, it was a $10 transfer, so we do not
know what actual consideration passed.
The following month, I believe it was the following month-no, it
was the following day, Ledge Realty Corp. sold it back to Ann Weiss.
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A year later, she sold it back to Kingsby Realty Corp., that is
another wholly owned, or at least Bergman company.
We know he is at least an officer of the company. I don't know that
he owns all of the stock.
In 1965, Kingsby Realty Corp. sold to Kingsby Realty Co.
Kingsby Realty Co. is usually Ann Weiss doing business as Kingsby
Realty Co., although there has been reports in the title searches, that
sometimes it is a partnership between her and her husband, Dr. Bernard Bergman, so here we have another sale, and again the value of
that sale is not known, because it is noted as a $10 transfer.
The following year, in 1966, and this is where it becomes important,
because we are talking now about that preparatory period for the
medicaid reimbursement law.
Kingsby Realty Co. transferred back to Kingsby Realty Corp., the
same Kingsby Realty Corp. with the same qualifications, another $10
transfer.
The same day the property was mortgaged to ODC, Inc., a Bergman-owned entity, so the following day, Kingsby Realty Corp. transferred the property back to Kingsby Realty Co., which was again Ann
Weiss doing business as Kingsby Realty Co., so during all of these
transfers, from here over to the one in 1957, the property has changed
hands a total of seven times, but it has never left the physical possession, the equitable ownership of the Bergman family.
In 1970, we had a transfer again from Kingsby Realty Co. to
Kingsby Realty Corp.
The same corporation that we have here, here and there.
Kingsby Realty Corp., the same year, 2 months later, sold back to
Ann Weiss doing business as Kingsby Realty Co.
Kingsby Realty Co. the following year sold it to the Kingsby
Realty Corp., who the following day sold it back to the company, so
all of these transfers, this entire line all the way across, back to 1957,
the transfers between Ann Weiss, and companies which are either
owned or controlled by Dr. Bergman, or members of his family, so
here, although we have all of these transfers, the property really has
never left the possession of these people.
Now, back here in 1959, 1962, we have our first mortgage being
entered into.
The nursing home was opened in 1960, first opened, and renovq
tion totaling $250,000 was put in.
Simultaneously with that, in 1962, they took out $337,000 from the
New York and Suburban Federal Savings & Loan Association, this
is a mortgage on the building.
The renovations were $250,000. and they took in an additional
$127,000 out of the mortgage that was not covered by this.
This possibly went to pay off the cost of the purchase. Again, that is
speculation, I really don't know.
However, we do know the mortgage entered into was approximately 50 percent greater than the renovations that were performed
on the institution.
Following 2 vears later in 1964, again before the medicaid period,
there was a mortgage entered into between Kingsby Realty Corp. and
ODC, Inc.
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Now, ODC, Inc., we know is another Bergman company. The
mortgage is $817,000 and 4 months later, an additional mortgage was
granted from Kingsby Realty Corp. to ODC, Inc., another Bergman
company, for an additional $100,000.
The total for all of the mortgages outstanding for 1964, was $1.2
million. This is all in a building worth $300,000 in 1957, with $250,000
worth of renovation.
In 1966, just before the medicaid reimbursements began to affect
these, we have an additional mortgage, again to ODC, Inc., for $75,000,
which increased the total indebtedness on the building to $1.3 million,
and it has remained relatively constant since then.
There has been an additional $15.000 mortgage along the way, right
over here in 1970, but that is minor compared to everything else.
Now,. down here, when the mortgage was at its greatest peak, $1.3
million, the mortgages that wvere outstanding, almost a million dollars
of them, everything but this one portion to that one savings and loan
association were loans from Bergman to himself, so we don't know,
-there clearly was no lending institution involved here, so we don't
know that the building actuallv could have supported the debt, if it
had been taken to a commercial lending institution.
We don't know what sort' of monev wlas exchanged between the companies to this, or indeed if any was exchanged. We merely know that
an encumbrance was placed upon the land.
In 1966, we have the mortgage value of $1.3 million. Two years later
after the beginning of the medicaid program, we have a lease entered
into between Kingsby Realty Co., the owner at that time, to Kingsby
Realty, I am sorry, to Willoughby Corp.
Willoughby Corp. is owned by a Mr. Goldberg, a Max Goldberg,
and a Benjamin Farber.
They, in the same year, 2 months after they leased the property
for $105,000, thev subleased it to themselves for $141,000.
No, I am sorry. They subleased it to a company that they had for
the same rent, for $105,000.
Later that year, thev subleased to themselves as individuals, for
$141,000, an increase between this lease and this lease, for $40,000, and
both leases being entered into by the same individuals.
They then further amended their lease the following vear to increase the rent from $141,000 to $184,000 an increase from here to
here, of $43,000.
The last application that comes here is the application of Jerome
Mann, who wishes to become a one-third partner in this nursing home
for a total cost of $80,000, so he was willing to put $80,000 to come
into here.
This application I believe was denied by the State department of
health, which I will get into in a second.
The other sale that we have going on here is this lease position here,
which is where vou have a guaranteed income. You have a lease that
required somebody to pay youv Goldfarb Realty Co.. to pay this person $148,000, and this person has an obligation to pay this company
$105,000.
This lease position was sold, it was sold to this person as a business
investment.
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The cost of the sale was $246,000, so that this lease position here is
nowv in the hands of a third party who has no relation as far as anyone
can tell, with any of the other people involved in this transfer.
Now, what happenecd, the bottom result of all of this, is that this
lease amount, this rent that was agreed upon here, at the time when
this mortgage was $1.3 million, and over, or nearly $1 million of it was
f rom Bergman companies to Bergman companies, this lease was
entered into with these people.
This is the cost which is nowv being reimbursed by the State. This
cost has then been broken down as a per-bed figure.
* Now, the interesting part of this is that the per-bed figure was based
on the occuDancy at that time, which is 250 beds.
However, the State department of health has recently, I believe it
has gone through with the proceedings, they were moving to disallow
57 of the beds. to decertify 57 of the beds in the institution, and thereby reducing the cost of the rental, so what they are saying, according
to the averages for the area, even though that this lease amount was
corrected, because the institution had 210 beds, the institution never
should have had that many beds, and that the rent has to be reduced.
These people went to the State department of health, and said that
because of this sale, vou would drive the business out of existence, and
you would bankrupt the institution.
To the best of my knowledge, no final decision has come as to
whether the rent should be reduced or not, but it shows the entire flow.
it shows the fallacy of these rents, at least the rents in this instance,
because the institution never should have had 210 beds in it.
Of the 210 beds, 205 are in rooms with three or four or more patients.
There are only five patients that are in either semiprivate or in private
rooms, so here we have an overcrowded institution, that physically
should not have had 210 beds in it, the State department recognized
they should not have had that many beds in it, but they were reimbursed based on having that number of beds, and sure enough the rent
that was approved was sufficient to meet that ceiling so, therefore, we
have transactions, a clear problem of transactions prior to the institution of medicaid, which clearly affect the medicaid reimbursement formula, and distort it at least to this one institution.
I would like to point out one fact, that all of these documents, all
of these things we have here, are things that are information that we
have collected from title searches, which were filed in the county clerk's
office.
These are all public documents, but the State department of health
does not have the time nor the facilities to go out and do a long title
search like this, nor do they. according to their rules and regulations,
care of what happened back here.
We care, because the commission believes that these are the costs that
have really inflated part of this medicaid program, the costs in the system, and have skewed the real estate costs, and have allowed certain
real estate ventures to dominate the industry.
It is clear all of these transactions occurred before medicaid, and
afterward they rode along with the way the system was working.
Senator Moss. How long did it take you to do that search?
Mr. MOAN. Well, we had professional people doing it. It took about
3 weeks for them to go through and trace it all the way back, and they
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came to us, and they reported they had never seen such a tremendous
number of transfers in any one parcel of real property.
I might also add that we could have chosen any one of a dozen
nursing homes that we have, that have similar or even more complicated
flow; however, this one was chosen for the simple reason that it clearly
shows, the State department of health's action clearly shows that this
rent is wrong.
Senator Moss. Now, in 1966, you have the green ownership that goes
right on, and then that blue branches off above.
Does that mean the renter is operating it as a nursing home, and the
green is simply the ownership?
Mr. MOAN. That is right. They own the physical property, but because they have entered into this lease, and they dominate the nursing
home, because their costs, is a fixed cost, and it is a major fixed cost, and
the $100,000 here is a lot of money to put on this one small building.
I have pictures of the building, which I would like to admit into
evidence, and they show a building, a three-story building.*
Senator Moss. This building there?
Mr. MOAN. That is right. That is the building, and the other picture
shows the back of it, and this is the institution that we are talking
about, that underwent all of those transfers, and was mortgaged at
one time for $1.3 million.
Senator Moss. Did you check its assessed valuation?
Mr. MOAN. The assessed value is less than $212,000.
Senator Moss. These will be admitted into the files.
Did you find violation of law in all of this transfer, anything that
you thought was violation of law?
Mr. MOAN. No, we did not find actual violations of law. This is legal,
all of these transfers are legal. It is a perfectly legal operation. There
is nothing unlawful or criminal about it.
The problem comes in that the existing medicaid reimbursement formula permits the reimbursement based upon a history of all of those
transfers, and if the cost of that building, and the value of that building was-bore no relationship to its real value, its assessed value of
$212,000, after the $250,000 worth of renovations, so that here we have
a building that we know is worth no more than $300,000 in 1957, and a
building that underwent $250,000 worth of renovations, that figure is
recorded on the State department of health records, the HE-2, and
the total of those is much less, it is even less than half of the amount
of mortgages that were entered into on that building.
Senator Moss. What was the end effect, if you have it, what was the
end effect of the cost figures that comes out at the end of that formula,
by reason of the real estate?
Mr. MOAN. Well, again, we don't know exactly how much the State
department of health will eventually reduce the rent in the future.
We have been told, or I was told that the owners said they would no
longer be able to operate the institution, would have to go out of business, because the planned reduction of business would be too great, and
would force them into bankruptcy, so what is probably a fairer rent
for the building was allowed, the institution would be no longer under
the medicaid system, and would no longer bear any relevance to how
e

See next page.
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much the reimbursement formula would or would not allow, so we
do not know what the savings would be.
Senator Moss. You say that in 1973, they are using 1973?
Mr. MIOAN. They are using 1973 records to present 1975 reimbursement formula.
Now, I have one other chart. I apologize for the number of charts
I have used, showing the increases that were permitted on other institutions when transfers were made.
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Now, these are the numbers, these represent numbers, which are
actual dollars, medicaid dollars which were changed, which were increased due to transfers of ownership of the property, the transfer of
ownership of the nursing home itself.
For example, Ann Weiss, when the green leads to the blue, that
transfer, this is the same situation, where that would happen, and this
is what we have.
Here we have one institution where the reimbursement rate is increased from $342,000 to $492,000, an increase of nearly 46 percent.
Here we have an increase from $78,000 to $107,000, an increase of
37 percent.
Here we have a minimum, which is $380,000 to $384,000, less than 1percent increase.
Here $219,000 to $242,000, an 11-percent increase, and last, $250,000
to $388,000, an increase of 55 percent.
Now, these are costs which were increased in the past 3 years.
There are others that we have, there are not a lot of big costs, but
they do have them, these were entered in the past 3 years, from 1971
to the present, and the costs were allowed as increases, that will hold
forevermore as far as costs are concerned, so that real estate manipulations, and real estate transfers can be very profitable.
Here is an additional $150,000 a year, for as long as the building
continues to operate, and this is the building that is the same building
that was when it was down here.
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There is no change in the quality of service. There is no change in
the accommodation provided to the elderly patrons in that nursing
home, and what we merely had was a change in ownership, new faces
running the institution, and receiving a profit, and so these are transfers which we believe greatly affected medicaid.
Senator Moss. These are the five different nursing homes which you
checked?
Mr. MOAN. That is correct. We have had as many as 36 transfers of
recorded actions, let's put it that way, 36 recorded actions, in I believe it was a 10- or 15-year period, so the average comes out to be a
little bit greater than 23 transfers, or 2 transactions a year, the transaction is actually a sale, a mortgage, or a lease, so the property is continually being exchanged, or being manipulated in some way, somehow
for reasons which the public documents so far do not disclose.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. The question that occurs to me, is what degree
do disclosures being made indicate a common practice here in New
York City, and if you could give me some idea of the scope of your
investigation. have you limited your investigation particularly to Dr.
Bergman and his family, or have you done this throughout the State
of New York?
My question again restated, is this a common practice, or did you
focus in on one home?
Mr. MOAN. Most of our title searches were done in New York City.
We have some from the outer boroughs, and from, I believe, Westchester, and other areas in New Jersey, as a matter of fact.
We have not focused in on any one family. It appears to be an industrywide practice, because whenever we asked for a title search, it
inevitably takes 3 weeks to come back, and it inevitably comes in with
10 pages worth of transfers such as we had here today, and it certainly
is not isolated to any one component of the industry.
The age of the institution does have an effect. A nursing home that
was just built, certainly it -will not have all of those transfers, but an
institution, which is an old building, particularly a renovated building,
will have undergone any number of transfers in the past few years.
We have also found, I believe, in the Mayflower Nursing Home, and
I would have to check our files, but we have a great number of transfers.
Senator Moss. Does the State department of health now have any
option, or must it accept those sales prices when applying for transfers,
going on, with prices going up?
Mr. MOAN. The ones I showed in the last chart, one of the reasons
that they said they were, they granted increases, was because they were
mortgages, those rents were necessary to cover outstanding mortgages.
Now, I do not know for a fact whetler those mortgages were entered into the way these mortgages were, the earlier mortgages were,
or between companies and related institutions, or the commercial lending institutions, but I do know that what we have found is that these
buildings, and these properties have always been well overfinanced and
that is that they have always had debts, much greater than we could
justify according to their assessed value, or according to the renovations that allegedly have been included in the building themselves, so
that if you have a building that is worth less than half a million dollars, granting it the total amount of purchase price, and the total
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amount of its renovations, it should not be able to, in any sense of the
word, support a debt of $1.3 million.
Senator Moss. Is there any noticeable difference in the quality of the
care that is rendered to the patients, as you can see, by reason of this
increase in the reimbursement?
Mr. MOAN. Well, my understanding, we first of all have not found
direct correlation. We have not, taking every nursing home that we
have, found problems with, transfers with, and checked them for
problems in deficiency reports of the city and the State, but what I do
know, for example, that one nursing home, the Willoughby Nursing
Home had the reputation of delivering very bad care, and we had testimony of such effect before the commission at some of our hearings.
I also know that some of the other institutions that we have looked
at, Towers is one, also had atrocious care, so that I know at least in isolated instances, that we have found situations where transfers, a history of transfers has occurred in a building where there is definitely
bad care being delivered.
We do not know if one is causing the effect, however.
Senator Moss. Is there any appreciable difference in the reimbursement rate between, say, 100-bed nursing homes and 300-bed nursing
homes?
Mr. MOAN. Yes. The ceiling for all of these things was calculated on
an average bed basis, so that if you had a 100-bed, and your reimbursement rate is $110 per bed, the maximum ceiling, you can get on this
institution is $110,000.
If you have a 300-bed institution, it would be $330,000, so that the
ceilings are calculated according to the number of beds; however, the
individual rents sometimes bear no relation to the number of beds in the
institution.
Senator Moss. The unit reimbursables, the calculation is agreed on
the bedMr. MOAN. That is correct.
Senator Moss. Not putting nurses' homes into various categories?
Mr. MOAN. That is right. There was a proposal, that was with the
State department of health, to limit future reimbursement to historic
costs, that is to say that an institution, which was built in 1973, for
$500,000, for $1 million, would only be reimbursed on that historic cost,
and not on any of the land transfers that have taken place, and it would
not vary if it had been leased to a third person, or leased to the owner
himself, so all of these things have been taken a look at by the State
department of health, as far as I know.
However, they have yet to come down with a formal ruling on that
proposal, so that right now the reimbursement formula is generally
based on the number of beds, rather than a physical examination of the
building, so we may have institutions receiving rents that have no relationship to the real value of the building itself.
Senator Moss. The department of health could make a decision as
to whether there are too many beds in a home, I take it, from your testimony, about disallowing 53, or some number like that?
Mr. MOAN. Fifty-seven, I believe it was. Yes, they can decertify beds.
My understanding is that the nursing home that I described, the Willoughby Nursing Home, was certified for 210 beds, when there was a
severe bed shortage, and so that they felt it was justifiable at the time
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to perhaps crowd more patients into a room; however, now that there
is no longer a bed shortage, the conditions are no longer to be tolerated.
Senator Moss. I think we had better turn to Mr. Hal Lee now, and
if you would be available, we mighlt turn back to you.
Mr. Lee, would you like to proceed?
STATEMENT OF HAL LEE, RESEARCH CONSULTANT, TEMPORARY
COMMISSION ON LIVING COSTS AND THE ECONOMY
Mr. LEE. I was asked to dig into the research, to see what I could
come up with in terms of vigilance, or in terms of variations on the
standard, where costs were involved, and I, too, will present some
charts.
Senator Moss. All right.
Mr. LEE. Senator, this is a graphic presentation of the 25 nursing
homes, selected at random from within the universe of study, as opposed from the entire nursing home industry, which indicates that
they are broke.
It is that simple. As I said a moment ago, there are 25 nursing homes
here. Of the 25, 22 show total current assets of about one-tenth of
the current total liabilities.
In a word, they are broke. It is as simple as that, at that point in
time, but Terry made a point a moment ago which interests me even
more.
Apparently some lady paid $260,000 last year to buy into a nursing
home. I wonder what they showed her to get her to buy it.
I am sure it was not these figures. In any event, technically speaking,
22 out of 25 of these homes are insolvent, they are not able to meet
their bills as of December 31, 1973.
Two of them actually have negative net assets, they have no money
in the bank, is what this says, they have no money in the bank, they
have no assets at all, and as a matter of fact, if their credit is questioned, as you know I am sure, they would be bankrupt.
Senator Moss. This is taken from their own books?
Mr. LEE. This is taken from their statements to the New York State
Department of Health, made as of December 31, 1973. It was made
in May or June of 1974. These are impossible situations.
Senator Moss. Is there any way to reconcile that?
Mr. LEE. Undoubtedly they do it by volume.
Senator Moss. Well, did the health department comment on these
situations ?
Mr. LEE. I am not sure if the health department would become
involved in it, for the reason that their balance sheet is not important.
This is miy own judgment. I do not think the balance sheet is important to the New York State Health Department, as are the operating statements.
I think if the operating statements are the key, quite frankly, to the
possible manipulation, possible kickback, possible fraud, possible
anything.
What I would like to show you is a second chart which sort of indicates what I am trying to say in that regard; I think the operating
statements are equally as important.
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Senator Moss. I wonder if, since the reimbursement formula is based
on costs, why would these people show negative balances?
Mr. LEE. These are total current operating assets. These are assets
versus liabilities, not total assets versus liabilities.
Senator Moss. Operating?
Mr. LEE. Yes. Just current liabilities as opposed to current assets.
This is not the operating statement per se. This is the end product of
the operating statement.
Senator Moss. Would not this go up in any way in that reimbursement formula?
Mr. LEE. I am not as familiar with that as Terrence is, but I don't
know if that affects it.
Mr. MOAN. No; this does not affect the. reimbursement formula,
except that the institution that is heavily in debt, probably does not
have any equity, so, therefore, the equity portion of your reimbursement would be zero, would be negative equity, and would be zero.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Does this indicate to you that they are milking
the corporations, and in effect pulling everything they can out of
them?
Mr. LEE. I would say if somebody pays $260,000 into a business that
has this kind of a balance sheet, I would still like to know what they
show them to get them to buy into it.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. 'What are you telling us?
Mr. LEE. My point is simply that they are buying into a broke business. If you buy into a business with a negative net equity, and if you
buy into a business losing money continuously every year, and the
formula for payment is not the normal formula for payment of a
private industry business, but rather a government formula.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. You are suggesting that they are buying on the
basis of the reimbursement formula here now in the State of New
York, come hell or high water?
Mr. LEE. I am suggesting that, and I am also suggesting, I am suggesting that something other than this has convinced them that the
nursing home business is a good business.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. What perhaps?
Mr. LEE. I have not the vaguest notion.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Could you speculate?
Mr. LEE. Sure, if there is money to be made, that is why you buy a
business.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. If there is money to be made, why does not it
show up on this chart?
Mr. LEE. I have not the vaguest notion. These are their reports.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. How could they maneuver, and convert profit
into liabilities?
Mr. LEE. Well, let me give you one or two of the items that show up
on this, from the basic formula, let me give those to you rather quickly,
if I may.
In the case of home No. 8, we have loans to owners and related
parties of $202,620 that year.
Senator Moss. Loans?
Mr. LEE. Yes, sir; loans. In the case of nursing home H down here,
we have, strangely enough, loans of $207,141, from a business that is
insolvent to related parties.
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I have here under liabilities, one of the homes, this is C, has accrued
taxes and other expenses relating to payroll of $227,631.
Unless that money is in a bank somewhere, the U.S. Government
which had paid this nursing home, will not get the payroll taxes. This
is a clear indication.
We have one home which has $250,000 of accrued taxes and other
expenses. That incidentally is a catchall.
Mr. HALAINAN-DARIs. What you are suggesting is that you have a
large amount of rent that is given away, that is a large amount of
salaries, taxes, or loans to related parties, so much so, that you wind
up with a negative equity?
Mr. LEE. Yes, sir.
Mr. HALAMANTDARIS. And are there no controls in the State of New
York?
Mr. LEE. I believe there is some control, but I believe they are inadequately monitored or policed. I don't believe that is the fault of
the auditors. I think it is the fault of the system, which does not provide sufficient auditing.
Senator Moss. Would not the State department of health be concerned about homes that are going to be broke and suddenly they have
no place for their patients?
Mr. LEE. Senator Moss, they have not gone broke.
Senator Moss. They are not going broke?
Mr. LEE. They are always-broke, but they are not going out of
business.

Mr. HALA]tANDARIS. Do you have another chart.?
Mr. LEE. Yes, sir; I do. You asked me if there are problems here
inherent in this type of thing, and you asked me, why would somebody
buy a business of this sort.
This chart represents the housekeeping costs per bed per week for
a variety of nursing homes.
There are 15 homes in this particular sample, and we have grouped
them into 3 homes in the 50- to 100-bed category, 3 homes in the
100- to 150-bed category, three in the 1550 to 200, and so forth.
You would think in terms of housekeeping costs per bed per week,
there would be some economv of scale between a 40-bed home and a
250- or 350-bed home.
By economy of scale, I simply mean it should cost less per bed per
week, on a per-bed, per-week basis, to do the housekeeping and maintenance around a home that has 300 beds, instead of around a home
that has 50 beds.
However. in this case we found in the 50- to 100-bed group. one home
has a cost of per bed per week of $19.50, and another one has a cost
of per bed per week of $3.50. a variation of roughly 400 percent.
We find in the 100- to 150-bed home, one home has a cost of $23 per
bed per week. a second home, at the bottom end of the spectrum, has a
cost of approximately $6.75 per week, again, a 300- to 400-percent variation. all within the same grouping.
We find in a group of 150 to 200 beds, a cost of $21.50 per bed per
wveek, versus a cost of $12 and change, roughly only a 90-percent difference.
That is not too serious, of course.
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The 200 to 250 bed, we find the same situation, $22 per bed versus
$11, and the 250 to 350 bed, we find $17.50 versus approximately $11.50.
Again, not too serious. possibly only a 50-percent variance.
Now, we have been told by various people that it costs more to take
care of an old home than it does a newer home, so we said fine.
The age of the homes are down here. Over here we have a 27-yearold facility. It costs $19.50 a week per bed to take care of that facility,
and it is 27 years old.
Obviously, it costs more to take care of that than it does one that is
younger.
Over here we have a 1-year-old home, which costs $22.50 per week
per bed, which is more than a 27-year-old home.
The costs on these run anywhere from $800 a week for housekeeping
to $5,000 a week for housekeeninc per home.
You asked me earlier, Mr. Halamandaris, why might it be profitable
to buy into a nursing home operation.
We have found one consistency in this whole pattern.
If you will notice, there are C's at the top of some of those bars.
That means those services are contracted out to vendors. We are
currently trying to find out who the vendors are, and if the cost to the
vendors is increasing the cost to the nursing home, and, if so. why.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Have you done a study showing identity of
interests between the vendors and the nursing home, in other words,
the same people own both?
Mr. LEE. We have several instances of that, but we have more, to
the point, I think you may have seen earlier. we have found a strange
set of patterns, where certain vendors are dealing with certain nursing
homes.
If you have four vendors showing at one nursing home, you have
the same vendors showing up at a second. and the same showing up at
a third, fourth. and so forth.
Now, it would be fine if these vendors were dealing across the industry, we would have no question about it, but why are they selective?
We do not know. It is a fairly simple question. I am not answering
it. I am just asking it.
We have one here dealing with every home. No questions asked.
Obviously they are nursing homes across the board.
What makes them preferable to the others, or the others preferable
to them?
I have no answers. I have only questions. It is up to you gentlemen
to get the answers.
Senator Moss. Does the department of health do any inspection of,
or regulating of vendors?
Mr. LEE. It is not in their mandate, sir.
Senator Moss. It is not?
Mr. LEE. No, sir.
Mr. HALAMANDARiS. Does anybody regulate them?
Mr. LEE. Does anybody regulate them?
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Yes.
Mr. LEE. I understand the operators try to.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. The operators try to?
Mr. LEE. Yes, sir. Let me give you one other example of this type of
potential, and that is, these are the laundry and linen costs per bed
per week, for the same variety of nursing homes, from 50 up to 350
beds, in groupings of 50.
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If you notice, there is a wide variation of costs again, and if you
also notice, contracts are consistently higher than noncontracts.
I don't know why. Probably they sell them on better service or something; however, I can say that we do have deficiency reports on the
various homes, which show that the beds are not changed. That is a
lot of linen for beds that are not changed.
We are also told, as the reason for higher cost of linen, that we have
more people, a greater percentage of our people are in beds than are
in other homes, stay in beds, not ambulatory patients.
If you take a look at the first three bars, the one on the left is the
highest cost. They have 18 percent of their patients not ambulatory,
and the one on the right of those first three bars, has 63 percent of
their patients nonambulatory.
Yet their costs for linens are far less than the one only for 18
percent.
More people are in bed all the time, but it costs them less money to
maintain than it does at the other home.
Here is, I would say, a pretty phenomenal example of it, the same
thing, 34 percent of the people in this home are nonambulatory, 28
percent of these people are nonambulatory, this would be more like it,
except this is a 128-percent difference in the cost, where a 6-percent
difference in the number of people exists.
Again, I have no answer, only questions.
Senator Moss. Well, thank you, Mr. Lee.
That poses some questions there that will take some pondering, as
to why those differences exist, and it indicates that there is not any
standard that is fairly well accepted throughout the nursing home industry on costs like linens, and maintaining a bed, and things of that
sort.
Mr. LEE. That is correct, Senator. There is no real valid explanation
for the variation of costs within a*50-bed home and a 150-bed home.
There is no explanation of it at all, for a 400- or 500-percent variation.
Senator Moss. To what extent are people, are patients in nursing
homes able to remove themselves, if they want to go to another nursing
home?
I realize we are talking of old, sick people, but suppose there is one
that is bad, and they know of one down the street that is better, to what
extent can they change their place?
Mr. MOAN. I think I could answer that a little better.
A few years ago, there was a study performed. which I do not think
was ever released publicly, which was done. as to the rights, or the
perceived rights of the people in a nursing home, and the people in
the county jail.
The results of that test, or that survey, was that prisoners in jail
felt they had more rights of freedom than do patients in nursing
homes.
We have received letters from people saving. please help me get out
of this nursing home, indicating that the people in nursing homes, the
patients believe they cannot leave, and believe they have no freedom
of choice.
That fact, their right to leave, their right to choose a nursing home,
are never brought to the awareness of the patient, and as a practical
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matter, they do act, and they are treated as prisoners in many of these
homes.
Assemblyman STEIN-. Mr. Chairman, if I may, first of all, T would
like to thank Mr. Moan and Mr. Lee for the excellent workl they are
doing, and as chairman of the commission, and if I could, I would like
to make a brief statement that would take just about a minute.
Mr. Chairman, the crimes and abuses that we have outlined here
are not, and I repeat, not dictum. Every dollar which is stolen from
the medicaid program, is stolen from the old, and the sick, who are
too weak, or too afraid to complain.
Mr. Chairman, can it be the lack of a 50-cent washer separating hot
and cold water leads to people being placed in scalding water, until
they nearly burn to death?
Mr. Chairman, that has happened. Can it be that people have to
sneak out of nursing homes half dressed, and knock on doors begging
for food?
Yes, Mr. Chairman, that has occurred in this very State.
We can go through filth, rats, bed sores, people lying in their own
excrement, deaths due to incompetence, or even worse, due to indifference, and supposedly we in an advanced civilization, we cannot allow these horrors to exist.
The elderly should be continuing contributors to our society, not
outcasts, who are discarded in houses of public disgrace.
Our elderly have given years of valuable effort into creating the
communities in which we live, and have fought battles for rights
which we, their children, now take for granted.
And early and often unnecessary internment, in a sterile hospital
institution, is an undeserved punishment for the crime of growing old.
We who have been entrusted with the duty of remedying these
disgraces, and I am sure you will agree, Senator, can never and should
never rest until this job is done, and until we really see a change in the
nursing home industry, not only in New York State, but throughout
the country, and, again, thank you very much for coming to New Yorlk
today.
Senator Moss. Thank you, Mr. Stein. I do appreciate your presentetion. It is puzzling in some of its aspects. I cannot fully assess it all,
except there are some serious problems, and we had better find out what
is going on, but obviously you have done a lot of examination into the
problems that exist here in New York, and we appreciate what you are
presenting for our record, and for us to study.
I believe because it is 12:20, we will recess at this point, however, we
will try to come backMr. STEIN. Mr. Chairman, we would like to put into the record
some of these documents we have just talked about.
I would like to have marked in evidence the transcripts of the
hearings, in the matter of public hearings of nursing home practices
by the State of New York's Temporary Commission on Living Costs
and the Economy.
Senator Moss. All right. They will be admitted into our files, and we
are pleased to have them.
I think we can reconvene at say 10 minutes past 1, in order to try
to get over all of the work we have before us.
Thank you. We stand in recess.
[Whereupon, the committee was recessed at 12:20 p.m.]
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AFTER RECESS

Senator Moss. The subcommittee will come to order. We will now
resume our hearings.
Congressman Koch was not able to be with us this morning. He was
being assigned to the Appropriations Subcommittee this morning. He
tells me it came out very well, and he is here with us this afternoon.
I am very pleased to have him join us here at the hearing, from the
House of Representatives. I would like to give him an opportunity to
say a few words. Since Assemblyman Stein is from the same district,
we will let him introduce the Congressman.
Assemblyman STEIN. Congressman Koch is our Congressman, and I
am very proud of it. I know that there are many fine Congressmen
from the State of New York, and I know I am bedded with Mr. Koch
on almost every issue, but particularly this nursing home investigation, and on the Congressional level, he has been tremendous, of
tremendous help to my commission, and of tremendous credit to the
State, and he could not have done anymore in terms of his facts, the
statements on the floor of the House, he has been tremendously helpful to this State, and it is my honor to introduce Congressman Koch.
Congressman KocH. Thank you very much, Senator, and Mr. Stein.
I will be very brief. First I want to thank the Senator for bringing
the subcommittee to New York. It is important that that which has
taken place in New York, I am convinced that it is a nationwide problem, and that every State in the Union has in some degree the problems
that we are experiencing here in the State of New York.
We have an alleged corruption, alleged incompetence, and also we
must find ways to make it possible for the elderly in need of care,
where they do not need nursing homes, to be able to have health care
at home itself.
Senator Moss. Thank you. We will now proceed with our witnesses.
We are going to have three witnesses appear on the panel arrangement, Ms. Irene Jarvis, institutional inspector, city of New York,
department of social services; Ms. Anastasia Hopper, formerly chief,
institutional review service, city of New York; and Dr. Jay Dobkin,
chief resident, internal medicine, Morrisania City Hospital.
If you could be seated up there, I would appreciate it very much.
Make sure you have the microphone before you so we all can hear you.
This room is not very deep, but it is quite wide, and some of the people
may have trouble hearing you if you do not use the microphone.
I will ask Ms. Irene Jarvis, the institutional inspector of the department of social services, city of New York, if she will lead of, please.
STATEMENT OF IRENE JARVIS, INSTITUTIONAL INSPECTOR,
CITY OF NEW YORK, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
Ms. JARVIS. I want to say that during the time I was with the
nursing homes, I was not with the department of social services, but
I was an institutional inspector in the department of health, and that
was about 7 years.
Senator Moss. When did you leave that appointment?
Ms. JARVIS. When the job folded up, and that was September 1973.
I worked there from December 1966 through September 1973.
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Senator Moss. Is that when it passed from the city?
Ms. JARVIS. To the State.
Senator Moss. I see. All right. Will you proceed?

Ms. JArgos . Yes. INow, I amn a registered nurse, as are
all of the
inspectors, and I just want to point out some of the many,
ciencies and violations, that you know of in homes, over many defia period of
time, that we were going to evaluate them.
Now, one, is a failure to notify the department of health
of an
outbreak of diarrhea, and which involved 37 patients.
During this period, the facility had an abnormally
of deaths. The health department sanitarians were called large number
in to evaluate
the situation, they immediately quarantined the facility,
and strict
isolation was instituted.
Also in this same facility, there were flies-flies, flies,
I had the sanitarian come in in regard to this situation, all year round.
and he pointed
out to the administrator, that these flies were not coming
outside, but that they were breeding in the patients' rooms, from the
which he
refused to accept, but he did get an exterminator-so he
never seen an exterminator in there, and I never saw any said-I have
improvement
in the fly condition.
Another thing that was kind of common is to go in and
with their beds made up nice and neat, their hair combed,see patients
and when
you removed the covers, they were lying in urine, or they
were
in urine-stained sheets, or they were lying in their own excrement. lying
Now, this is not an isolated incident. This happened in
homes.
Also the facility, many of the facilities had coarse, many
rough, raw
sheets, almost a consistency of denim underneath the
patients, that
rubbed their backs, rubbed their buttocks, and rubbed their
elbows, and
just aided and abetted the formation of decubitus.
Another common thing that we saw was patients taken
room, pushed into a lobby, or pushed into a sitting room, from their
and there to
sit all day long.
I have seen an employee of the home come around and
some kind of unfinished therapy material in their laps, rapidly toss
and make it
appear that they had been sitting there doing something,
know they had been doing nothing, when you see a peculiar when you
look on a
patient's face, wondering what is this that she just gave
me now.
The next one I have outlined here is kind of complicated,
but try
to follow me.
I went to an institution, the patient was swallowing out
and eating from it. I asked him if he was hungry. He of his plate
was always hungry. I checked his chart to see what kind said, yes, he
received. He could eat anvthing he wanted to, so I askedof a diet he
him if he
wanted another plate. He said yes. I asked him if I
got it for you,
would you eat it. He said yes, but I bet you this dime
that you will
never get it.
I got it. It took a while, it took some fighting, it took
and some threatening, but I got the second meal for thissome arguing,
man.
Senator Moss. Did he eat it?
iSIS. JARVIS. Yes, every bit of it. He asked me when I was
coming
back again, so he could have another meal.
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Now, this is another thing, we found nursing personnel listed on the
nursing home schedule as being on duty, and also found them in other
facilities that had been on duty at the same hour, the same tour, which
would mean that one or the other job was suffering, and if they were
working in the hospital and the nursing home, most likely it was the
nursing home that was suffering, because the hospital would not tolerate this.
Then the administrative personnel-in most of the homes there are
no administrative personnel from 4 p.m., on Friday, until 9 or 10 p.m.,
on Sunday.
Most of them refuse to hire a Saturday administrator-a qualified
Saturday administrator. They will bring in anybody just to sit there
and say I am an administrator, but not qualified by the regulations set
up by the New York State Department of Education.
Now, this is an actual letter that I myself and another inspector
wrote to a nursing home about a Saturday morning visit, and it was
an unannounced visit.
It was during this same outbreak of shigella that I spoke of when I
first started talking.
I would like to read just a few of the actual violations that we found,
and it is just a few, because this is a report that goes back to the administrator that I just spoke to you about.
Although the home has an administrator and five assistant administrators, none were on duty on the day of this survey. A check of the
sign-in book revealed that on Saturdays the assistant director of nurses
acts as administrator. He does not have the background for this position nor does he meet code requirements.
Because of the many problems in this home and, presently, because
of the positive cases of shigella in this home, there should be a capable
administrator supervising this home every day.
We went to the kitchen, examined the meals being used.
The meals being used on the day of the survey, March 7, 1971, was
dated February 27, 1971.
Now, patients' closets were taken over by employees for their own
use, and their own personal lockers. Locks had been put on the
patients' closets, so that the few meager belongings the patient has,
he has no place to keep them.
Now, this is about a patient's clothes. Many patients would not
wear any undergarments. They would wear the p'ants or shirt over the
bare skin.
Patients were dressed in soiled and unironed clothing, in many cases
clothing with pins on the clothes.
Some patients wore mismatched stockings and/or were without
socks or shoes.
Many patients wore urine-soaked or urine-stained garments.
Male patients were in need of shaves.
Several patients occupied beds which were labeled with other
patients' names.
Can you imagine what happens when the medication nurse came
around?
The medication closet was unlocked and unattended, the key to this
closet and the key to the sedative box were in a desk drawer. Anybody
could come in, and they had access to this medication.
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Food was not covered or inadequately covered, with trays that
were being set up for lunch.
The interior of the refrigerator was splattered with an accumulation
ui. food.

I am just going down and picking out these things. I am not going
one after the other. It would take forever.
Food from the kitchen was cold when it reached the patient.
Patients having orders for low-salt diets, salt-free diets and regular
diets are being served the same food.
There was old hardened feces on a toilet stall wall, around the base
of the commode and under the commode seat. Feces was smeared on
walls in several other areas of the home.
Lumps of feces were on the baseboard ledge in a patient's room.
Dried, hard, crusty, dirt lined two bathtubs.
A strong odor of urine and feces was present in several areas of
the home.
Several chairs and wheelchairs were food stained and encrusted
with dirt, and God knows what else.
Unbagged soiled linen filled the soiled linen room and spilled over
into the corridor. The room was foul smelling, and flies were swarming.
Barrels filled with powder, which appeared to be soap, was dirt
speckled, clumped together from dampness, and was unlabeled.
Patients' personal clothing is sent to the floor unironed.
There are two more pages of violations, but they do not deal directly
with patient care. They deal with maintenance of the facility and
several other things, and these are the things we found.
These are not uncommon things.
Senator Moss. I want to ask you this, this is a particularly bad
one, but were there others like this?
Ms. JARVIs. Yes. Perhaps they would not have received a letter
of this magnitude. This is just one letter. Perhaps they would not
have received a letter that long, but we have found these things in
other homes.
It is on a smaller scale, but the same thing.
Senator Moss. This was done during the time you were making
your inspections for the New York City Department of Health?
Ms. JARVIS. The New York City Department of Health.
I went over to the Federal programs evaluating nursing homes for
participation in the Federal medicare program, but this was done
while I was doing inspections for the New York City Department of
Health.
Senator Moss. When you made a report like that, what became of
it, what happened?
Ms. JARvIS. What becomes of the report, or what becomes of the
whole survey?
Senator Moss. Well, what becomes of the report, and then if anything follows from it going in.
MS. JARVIS. Well, we would get back to the office, and we would
write up the report in detail.
We will go back into the facility in about 3 weeks to see just
how much of this has been cleared up.
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If nothing has been cleared up, they get another letter, and this
letter is moved up in line to our direction.
We sometimes recommend that the owners and operators be
brought into the office to have a conference with them to answer for
these things.
There were other things we could do. When we were with the
department of hospitals, we could issue summonses, but when we
transferred over to the department of health, that power did not
transfer over with us, so we did not have that leverage anymore, but
we did bring them in, we did lower the amounts of their licenses,
that is, they did not get the 12-month license, they got a 90-day
license, or a 60-day license, or a 30-day license.
We tried, it was a battle though.
Senator Moss. Do you know of any licenses that were completely
withdrawn as a result of reports like this?
Ms. JARVIS. I don't know of any.
Senator Moss. All right.
Ms. HOPPER. Not recently.
Senator Moss. Do you have any reason to believe that this has
changed greatly since it passed over to the State for inspection?
Ms. JARVIS. I doubt it. In this particular facility, and many others
that I visited, I doubt that it has.
I want to say that the homes were not always on a low grade.
Sometimes when you went in, you would see that they had violations,
and then they would do something, and when you went back, they
were right back down there where they started from, an up and down
thing, up and down, but they never got very high. They got very low,
but they never wvent very high.
Senator Moss. Were your visits unannounced? Did they know you
were coming?
Ms. JARVIS. Well, most of our visits were unannounced. With the
changeover of administration, we were instructed to announce our
visits, to cut out night visits, to cut out this and that, so all of our
visits were during the days, during the weekdays, during nonholidays,
and they were announced.
Senator Moss. They were announced. When did that occur, during
the period you were working?
Ms. JARVIS. I would say they started somewhere in 1971.
Senator Moss. After that they were announced, and they were
limited to certain hours during certain days?
MS. JARVIS. Yes; absolutely.
Senator Moss. Now, how many of these inspections did you makesay in a week or a month?
MS. JARVIS. Yoii mean one facility?
Senator Moss. No; how many different ones?
Ms. JARVIS. We did try to get in at least one facility a week; however, when we ran into a facility like this, and it took us more than
1 or 2 days, it was an impossibility to get into more than 1 or 2 a week.
'We may have spent 2 weeks, 1 week in this facility, and the other
week accumulating the material to submit a written report.
Senator Moss. It took some time to prepare the report itself ?
MS. JARVIS. Definitely, yes.
Senator Moss. You are a registered nurse?
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MS. JARVIS. Yes; I am.

Senator Moss. To what extent did you find registered nurses on
duty in the homes you inspected? Was it usual or unusual?
Ms. TJARVIS. You always found at least one registered nurse, depending on the size of the home.
I cannot say I went in and never found a registered nurse during
the week, but they were not always the number of registered nurses
that were required by the New York City Nursing Home Code.
Senator Moss. What do they require?
MS. JARVIS. The New York City Nursing Home Code requires that
there be 2 registered nurses for the first 60 patients, 1 registered nurse
for every 60 patients thereafter; it requires that there be 2 licensed
practical nurses for 20 patients, and 1 for every 20 thereafter, and 1
aide for every 5 patients.
Senator Moss. Did you find a considerable variation from that
staffing requirement?
MS. JARVIS. Not really, because we felt that there was something
going on, but it is hard to put a finger on.
You insist that they send you a schedule of their nursing staff for
the previous month. It is always just what the code requires, but it
seems almost impossible that every single day you just meet the code
requirements.

Senator Moss. When you were instructed no longer to visit nights,
you suspect that maybe they were not there at night is one of the
reasons?
Ms. JARvIs. Yes, I don't know if that was the reason for the nights,
but I would suspect there were a lot of the things happening at night
that did not happen when we made our visits.
Senator Moss. We may want to come back to you! but I would like to
hear from Ms. Hopper now, and then we may have some more
questions.

You may proceed, if you will, Ms. Hopper.
STATEMENT OF ANASTASIA HOPPER, FORMER CHIEF, CITY OF
NEW YORK INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW SERVICE
Ms. HOPPER. I am a registered nurse also, over 40 years, and I have
had considerable experience both as a sanitarian, and I spent time with
the State department of social welfare.
I was with the institutional review service for approximately 7 years.
I went there as a supervisor, and became assistant chief, and then chief
of the division.
I stayed in that position until approximately 1971, when it was taken
over by the department of health, from the department of hospitals.
The department of health gave me another position, so that the
special assistant was not very much of anything, partly because I think
they wanted to put someone else in, because the policymakers did not
approve of what I wanted.
We had to have approximately 35 inspectors under us to do the
institutions that was covered by at least a third or more, the vacancies
were not filled. and people were taking special assignments and not
replaced, and the night inspections were detailed, and we went in, and
we tried.
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I did not personally do very much, but the inspectors tried to go in
at anytime, because whether they may come in was quite helpful, and
if you never knew when the inspectors might show up, some of them
were very good, going in at all hours of the night, some going in at 6
o'clock in the morning, and any other time.
I did not go out ordinarily on inspections. I only went out when
there were problems involved.
I might go out to see a nursing home, to see what it looked like.
One of the nursing homes I was at very frequently, I knew it by
heart, because it was a problem, it was one that did not function properly, and the place had been without heat for over a week.
I just went up to see what was going on in there. I was very unhappy. It was probably the one with the worst conditions I was at.
For one thing, they were washing dishes with cold water, and when I
spoke to them about it, they said they were using paper plates.
They told us when wve went out, to keep our coats on, because it was
too cold, but that consideration was not carried over to the patients.
The outstanding feature of this problem was the complete indifference of the administration and staff to the discomfort and actual
danger to the patients.
The administrator did not provide extra blankets until told. Neither
of the licensees appeared. Rabbi Bergman, husband of one of the
licensees, came in about 3 p.m. He said he was sending 100 more
blankets from those on order for Park Crescent. This after the heat
had been off, or low for 5 days. The staff were bundled up, but put no
extra wraps on the patients. No hot drinks were served. The patients
were not checked for reactions. Temperatures were not taken until
suggested by us. There were signs of smoking in many areas.
One patient said they had taken the patients from the rear building
and put them in a hall, but nevertheless, it was a wide hall, and you
could not even walk between beds.
All of the equipment was all over, the dishes, and the dirt was
indescribable.
I do not want to go through the whole thing, but that is just some of
the things we found.
At another nursing home, my inspector went in there in the morning
at 6 o'clock, and he came back, and he said this is it.
He had a small plastic bowl, and a plastic spoon, and he said patients
were given breakfast in this, they were served cereal and a cup of
coffee.
That was in a cup, in a plastic dish, and a spoon. They had an egg,
and when they finished the cereal, they could break the egg with the
spoon, and put it in the plastic dish.
They could spread the butter on their bread with the same little plastic spoon, and then presumably brought the coffee.
We had the licensee in on that. He said he did not realize that he was
in violation, and he would see that it was cleared up.
He did get there himself and see it, and the next time we went there,
it had been cleared up.
That was one of the problems, they would clear up the things when
we went there, but they did not see them themselves, and this would go
on indefinitely until we came through.
Another time, I had gone up there with Dr. Bower. At that time
he was the deputy commissioner, and my immediate supervisor.
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We went through the rooms, and they seemed to be walking around
somewhat confused, even though we did not get there until about 9:30.
This patient was seen there slumbering in her chair, shivering, she
was cold and clarmny, and Dr. Bower said, "I think she is having a
coronary."
I called the nurse, she was walking around the room.
I said, "Have you seen this patient? What is the temperature?"
She said 98. I said, "When was that taken?" "6 o'clock in the
morning."
Nobody had any idea. She was supposed to put the patient to bed,
take her temperature, and call the doctor.
She did, and came back, and the temperature was 102, and she said,
"I sent for the doctor."
I said, "OK. I will be back in the office at 2 o'clock. Call me then
and let me know what happens."
The doctor came. At this time when she called me, as yet nobody saw
her.
We had continued shortages of linen. In one place we were at, there
was no linen.
Of course, when Dr. Bower was walking around with me, he kept
saying, it is a flophouse, and this was a new, structurally good nursing
home-but the linen, we got downstairs in the linen room, there was
no linen.
He said, we found the linen, it was all wrapped up in the administrator's office, which was not going to do the night nurse any use, because that was one of the problems, even the nurses who would try to
do, they had to have linen to change for the patients, and they seemed
to expect the aides to take care of the patients.
They said they are not dedicated. They were not being given the
things to work with.
We could revoke the license. We often called them in for a conference, and very often we did, and sometimes I thought the inspectors
were being the victims, because the lawyers would cross-examine the
inspectors so much.
Senator Moss. How many inspectors did they have during this time
that you are talking about?
Ms. HOPPER. We had approximately 35 inspectors. I had 5 supervisors, 5 seniors, and 25 inspectors, so we divided them into boroughs,
leaving a supervisor, a senior, and 5 inspectors per borough.
We did not need that many they felt, and they consolidated the
supervisors, one supervisor for every two boroughs, and it is difficult
for one supervisor to cover two boroughs.
If you do a proper inspection, especially in some of these like 300
beds. and we had 400- and 500-bed homes, it takes a while, because
you have to look at charts, you have to look at patients.
You cannot possibility do it quickly. Even in a small home, if you
get problems, it may take longer.
Senator Moss. How often did you inspect each home; did you get
around once a month, or once every 3 months?
Ms. HOPPER. We tried to get around once a month, and we usually
did. With the small homes, we did not. It was usually every 2 or every
3 months.
That was one of the problems, when a 30-day license was handed
out, they would have to be reinspected before the next license.
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We never gave a license without a reinspection. They were not given
out automatically.
Senator Moss. Were some of the licenses withdrawn then, not
reissued?
Ms. HOPPER. We did have occasion to refuse to reissue a license,
which was a decision made by the commissioner, and given a formal
hearing, and after 10 days' notice, but it was not done routinely.
We did do it occasionally. Sometimes they refused to close them,
and then they would bring it to court. Usually that was the end of it,
because once they got to court, they would close the whole thing and
not go through the case.
Senator Moss. What was the final outcome of the place where the
heat was off ?
Ms. HOPPER. In fact, they were working on it, the plumber promised
me that they would have heat within the hour, they called me at home,
and in this place, I suggested the patients be removed, but my superior
said I will not remove them.
I don't know why, because it was the best thing to do.
They were giving the patients bottled water, four times a day,
supposedly in a plastic cup, but they never got enough anyhow.
Assemblvman STEIN. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a few questions?
Senator Moss. All right.
Assemblyman STEIN. Ms. Hopper, did you propose stricter regulations, or remedial actions to your superiors?
Ms. HOPPER. Many times.
Assemblyman STEIN. And what happened?
Ms. HOPPER. In a nutshell, nothing.
Assemblyman STEIN. Why were you removed from being in charge
of the particular unit that you were in charge of ?
Ms. HOPPER. That is what I said, when I came over from the State,
from the department of health, and I assumed, my immediate superior
gave me a good recommendation, he was the commissioner at the time
of the transfer, but they wanted to put their own in.
Of course, they had a policy that we could work better by education,
that we should write guidelines, give them the guidelines to follow, and
they would follow it.
I had not found that these people did not know how to do it. It
was a lack of willingness, and if you worked with them for 17 years,
you cannot keep on educating them, they have to know at some time
what to do.
Assemblyman STEIN. Thank you.
Senator Moss. Let us go to Dr. Dobkin.
Dr. Dobkin, we will hear from you, sir.
Dr. DOBRKIN. I have a statement. Do you want me to proceed with it?
Senator Moss. Yes.
STATEMENT OF DR. JAY DOBKIN, CHIEF RESIDENT, INTERNAL
MEDICINE, MORRISANIA CITY HOSPITAL
Dr. DOBRKIN. I am Dr. Jay Dobkin, chief resident, internal medicine,
Morrisania City Hospital, which is located in the Bronx.
I am here to describe my experience with patients at the hospital for
nursing homes.
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I would like to start with a summary statement. I think, even counting the advanced age, the chronic disease many of them have suffered
from, in a state of disrepair of many of these patients. indicates an
inadequate care froni those who care for themi.
There is a high frequency of severe problems that is directly related
to nursing care. Some of the patients from nursing homes were so
severely dehydrated, as to be in a state of shock.
Some of these patients were so dehydrated, they could not salivate
or sweat.
Occasionally we would find dry food, and unswallowed pills in their
mouths. I could go on.
Many of these patients have severe decubitus ulcers, and other forms
of bedsores which are infected, which may lead to infection of the
underlying bone, which may lead to generalized bloodstream infection
and death.
In fact, the experience is so common in the hospitals in New York,
in the jargon of hospitals if you mention to a colleague that a new
arrival is a nursing home patient, it means he is a comatose patient
who has bedsores, is dehydrated, and has pneumonia or urinary tract
infection. Patients in this condition are by no means rare in our
hospitals.
I have seen them steadily in my 21/2 years when I served as a house
officer in New York. Interns in hospitals all over the city have had
the same experiences which I have had.
I picked three cases-recently admitted to the hospital-to illustrate
the conditions I am describing.
We will start with Mrs. X. She is an 83-year-old lady who suffered
a stroke in 1972, was hospitalized for a period of time, and discharged
at home.
In 1973, she fell at home, she fractured her hip, was hospitalized
for surgery, subsequently was transferred to a nursing home, apparently she had bedsores.
This past month she was sent back to the hospital. On admission,
she was unresponsive, she had fever, she was found to have warm and
extremely dry skin, and in general massively dehydrated.
She had two areas of bedsores, one on the left, extended down
through the skin to the underlying bone.
The patient's blood count chemistry on admission showed evidence
of dehydration and concentration of the blood in a dangerous state.
The values for the blood nitrogen, which is a key index for a state
of hydration and kidney function, was a threefold to sixfold increase
above normal. This was due only to dehydration and not at all from
kidney disease.
Because of 4 days of fluid and intravenous fluid treatment in the
hospital, this problem returned to normal.
This problem was fairly rapidly resolved, however, the bedsores
healed very slowly, and she was in the hospital for almost a month to
treat this condition.
Mrs. Y, an 89-year-old lady sent from a nursing home with poor
oral intake for several months, the note said the patient appeared to
be dehydrated.
Indeed, she was severely dehydrated. In this case the blood value
I just described in the other patient was 21 times normal, massively
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elevated, and this again was found to be the fault of dehydration, as
shown by her response to rehydration.
The patient also had significant elevations of blood sugar and blood
sodium levels, also reflecting severe dehydration.
In addition, she had an infected decubitus ulcer on her buttocks, and
she also had ulcers on the ankles and hips.
I have one more illustration I would like to give you.
Mrs. Z, a 69-year-old lady with a history of high blood pressure,
coronary heart disease, and a history of a stroke. This lady was in
a nursing home prior to December. We have no records from that
home. She was apparently transferred from the home and was subsequently sent to the hospital.
On the 23d of December, I diagnosed diabetes, but she had no
medication for diabetes.
According to the scant information from the nursing home that was
sent in, no urine or blood tests were done to check on the status of
diabetes.
The only indication of illness noted on the transfer sheet, was
on the day of transfer, the patient felt faint, and she was put back
to bed.
In the hospital again, we found the same kind of severe dehydration.
decreased skin tone, no sweat.
The patient was found to be about 30 percent dehydrated, a very,
very dangerous condition, and there did not appear to be any way in
which this condition could have developed suddenly.
It reflects the diabetes for a long period of time relating to progressive dehydration, and the comatose state, and the patient was finally
sent to the hospital.
Again, the treatment was fairly simple and fairly successful, in
terms of dehydration, she was given intravenous fluid, and that part
of her problem was resolved.
In many cases, we have some successful results. Frequently the
patients will die, sometimes on the way to the hospital, and in the
emergency room.
There are some other problems frequently seen I would like to
state.
The severe problems that on transfer to the hospital, many of these
patients were sent with little or no information about their past
medical history, what has been bothering them, what kind of treatment
they are getting in the nursing home.
We have to start from scratch. The experience with these patients
being hospitalized, rehabilitated, fixed up, sent out to the nursing
home, and come back a week or 2 later with the same problem, sometimes the patient would cause it, sometimes it was plain obvious.
The patients who were on low-salt diet, complained they were given
food with high salt, and they were given things such as cornbeef, which
they were not supposed to eat. but they got it anyway.
Families complained that patients who need help with feeding don't
get it, and the next step is malnutrition and dehydration, the effects
of which I just described.
I can only speculate on the basis for the poor condition, on the
neglected appearance of these nursing home patients, and obviously,
the problems of the care of the chronically ill for the aged are great.
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I do feel that bed rest and the quality of care at health institutions
in general, in the nursing homes in particular, I think a number of
questions remain to be answered.
Who works in these facilities, or their qualifications, who evaluates
these facilities, is of vital concern. They should be given greater
efficiency and fiscal responsibility, and in the administration of these
institutions, this should be a primary goal.
Senator Moss. Is your report fairly contemporary, or are you still
seeing cases like these coming into your hospital?
Dr. DOBEIN. These examples I collected essentially on a day's notice,
with very little effort at all.
Senator Moss. They are very contemporary?
Dr. DOBKIN. Yes.
Senator Moss. Is dehydration something that a patient would have,
if he were having full nursing care?
Dr. DOBRKIN. Dehydration is essentially a very simple situation.
Senator Moss. There is not enough fluid.
Dr. DOBKIN. There is not enough fluid, yes, a state of being dried out.
It does not occur suddenly. The water does not suddenly fall out of
the body. It reflects long-term imbalance of more going out than coming in.
Many of these patients could help to hydrate themselves ordinarily,
but when it gets to a severe state, they need intravenous fluid.
It is something that I think is amenable to nursing homes.
Senator Moss. It would occur mostly by not assisting that person to
take fluids into his body?
Dr. DOBKIN. Not assisting them, and not helping them take in
adequate fluid.
Senator Moss. I know what the cause of bedsores are, but how do
you prevent bedsores from people who are kept in bed?
Dr. DOBEIN. There are a number of things that cause bedsores.
Elderly people's skin is not as strong as young people's, and it will be
prone to break down.
The more important aspect, is the fact that people are immobilized,
they stay in one position for a period of time, the entire width of the
body is in one position, on one portion of the skin, this will cause it to
break down.
If they are not assured of lying on different parts of their body,
moving around as much as possible. this will occur.
Rough sheets, as you heard described, is the other problem.
An important problem is wet sheets, where the patient will sit in
his urine, and feces, this will cause great risk for rapid breakdown
of the skin.
Senator Moss. And bedsores usually become infected if they hurt,
is that right?
Dr. DOBRKIN. They frequently do, to the point of death.
Senator Moss. All right.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. I have a couple of questions. I would like to
direct these to Ms. Jarvis and to Ms. Hopper.
You alluded to some inspection reports, I would appreciate if you
enter those fully in the record.
One of those reports, which you related, went to the Towers Nursing Home, which, I understand, went for 5 days without heat for one
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time, and you testified you knew the condition of the Towers by heart,
is that substantially correct?
Ms. HOPPER. What I meant to say, it is a very complicated home to
go to. It had been the older Memorial Hospital, and put it together, I
could walk around, I could visualize just where each part was.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Were you there often?
Ms. HOPPER. That is what I meant. I was there often, long enough
to get to know where the places were.
Mr. HALAMNANDARIS. Were you there at the interim in which the
home was without heat?
Ms. HOPPER. I was-at the interim. I was a little upset about it. I
did not have too much authority at that time, but I did go down to see
it, and made this report, with Dr. Bower, who is my superior.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. It is then a matter of record there was not hot
water for purposes of washing linen or for washing dishes?
Ms. HOPPER. There was no hot water and no heat. Actually there was
some. What had happened was, we had been informed that they were
supposed to transfer, and they built a boiler in another building, and
they were supposed to put the new building up, and get it functioning before they cut the heat off from the oil boilers, but instead
of doing that, they used parts of the old boiler to fix the new one.
They got the new one in, and it would not work properly, it did not
heat the rear portion of the building. The front portion had some
heat in the beginning, that is where they transferred the patients,
from the back portion to the front, but when they did, then they kept
losing more and more heat in the front, and even then the front was
cold.
It was 50 to 60 degrees on some floors, one floor it was below 50, and
one went to 40.
Mr. FIALAMIANI)ARIS. All right. Let me follow up with this question.
What could be the significance of not washing either the linens,
clothes, or dishes in the water which was of a certain temperature?
Ms. HOPPER. If you had soiled linen, there was not too much of that,
but if you had soiled linen, and you did not wash it in warni water, it
would not be property sterilized, and any bacteria would be transmitted to another patient, the same with cups and saucers, a dishwwasher
that was not functionilg, it was like using another person's dirty
dishes.
It would have the food off of it, but it would not be clean.
MrI. HALA-MANDAnlS. All right.. My last question is this.
During the interlim in which the Towers Nursing Home went 5 days
without heat, was Dr. Bernard Bergman personally on the scene?
Ms. HoPriE. He came there while I was there.
Mr. H.FALAIWfANDARIs. Did lie take personal responsibility for the conditions, did lhe suggest that things would be changed?
NIs. HOPPER. He told me that things would be changed, lie would
bring 100 blankets over-I doubted that would be enough-from the
new nursing homne, Park Crescent, which had not been opened.
Rabbi Berg-inan is the husband of the licensee, but any time I went
to the Towers, he appeared soon after I did.
Mr. HAIALA3ANDARIS. Did he act as a reasonable man under those
circumstances owning a nursing home, or having an interest in a nursing home?
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Did he do everything he could under the circumstances to bring
heat back to the facility?
_Ms. HOPPER. Well, we were working on it. He would always do it
when. you asked him, or suggested it, and lie never said, I won't do it,
but he had to wait until I came up and told him to do it.
I should not have to tell him to put an extra blanket on a cold
person.
Mr. I-IALAMAND)ARIS.

I would like to have Dr. Bergman's response to
that question when he testifies.
Thank you.
Mr. LEWVIN. I hate to interrupt at this point, but might I remind the
chairman that these witnesses were never sworn.
Senator Moss. I am glad you thought of that.
If you would like, I will put them under oath right now.
Mr. LEWIN-. I believe that since the counsel to the committee has
asked questions that specifically directed themselves to a particular
person at a particular time, I believe that these witnesses should be
no different than any other witnesses appearing before this committee,
and who would testify under pains of perjury.
Senator Moss. Would each of you stand and raise your right hand?
Do you swear that the testimony that you have given to this committee is and will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
[Whereupon, Ms. Irene Jarvis, Ms. Anastasia Hopper, and Dr. Jay
Dobkin answered in the affirmative.]
Senator Moss. All right. You do recognize that your oath indicates
that your past testimony, too, is included, so if there is anything you
want to change, you are given an opportunity to do so at this time.
Now, I think Congressmnan. Koch has a question.
CongressIuIani KoCi. Thank you, Senator.
Ms. Hopper, I would like to ask several questions, along the lines
of inquiry, which you opened with respect to the Towers Nursing
Home.
Again, I would like to ask you this. At the time you made your
inspection of the Towers Nursing Home, which I believe took place
in February of 1971Ms. HOPPER. Yes.

Congressman Kocii. By whom were you employed?
Ms. HOPPER. The department of health.
Congressman KOCH. And you testified that at some point you were directed not to visit these homes except on announced visits, and then
only during the day, if I understood you correctly, is that correct?
Ms. HOPPER. No; because I had moved from the position before that.
Congressman KOCH. So that you were never directed to do that?
MS. HOPPER. No.
Congressman Koci-y. How did that come to your attention?
Ms. HOPPER. Well, I was special assistant, which would seem to be a
rather ludicrous job, and I was asked to write the guidelines and write
the checklists, and I was free to do what I wanted, and I used to go up
and talk to them.
Congressman Koci-i. When did you leave the unit?
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Ms. HOPPER. About the beginning of 1971, I actually left the office
I had up there, and went down to Worth Street, so I did come back
now and then.
Congressman KocH. So after that date, you did not make physical
inspections?
Ms. HOPPER. I did occasionally when I was asked, but I was not in
charge of the unit, and did not operate it.
Co1ngressinan KOCH. I understand.
Now, can you tell us how many inspectors there were, when you were
actually operating as an inspector. howN many inspectors wvere employed
by the department of health, and how many homes did they have to
inspect?
Ms. HOPPER. You mean while I visited the department of health?
Congressman KocH. In 1971. when you made your inspection of the
Towers Nursing Home, how many homes were subject to inspection in
the city of Newv York, and how many inspectors were there who were
authorized to make these inspections?
Ms. HOPPER. Approximately 110.
Congressman Koctf. 110 what?
Ms. HOPPER. Nursing homes. The figures fluctuated, because some
would close, and new ones would open.
Congressman Koci-i. How many inspectors were available for this?
Ms. HOPPER. Approximately 24. Again, the number I am not sure of.
Congressman KOCH. In the regular course of your duties, -were you
required to make written reports of your inspections?
Ms. HOPPER. The inspectors were required to make written reports.
Sometimes I did, sometimes I did not. It would depend on the
persons. If I went out, the inspector might write the report. This
business, I made myself. because I avas a little upset.
Congressman Kocin. I understand.
Did you actually prepare a written report, which I believe you
have a copy of, which is dated February 9, 1971, concerning the
Towers Nursing Home, and if you do. if you did that, do you have a
copy of that before you ?
Ms. HOPPER. Yes; I have.
Congressman Kocti. And will you turn to page 2 of that report,
and would you read the first 4 paragraphs.
Mr. LEwIN,. Misbht I ask the chairman, does this matter. since it
refers to a particular home of my client. if the witness will be referring to a document. and the Congressman is going to be referring to a
document, I think it is only minimumi fairness that ewe have a copy
of that document.
Senator Moss. You are correct, although Ewe are not conducting
a trial.
You are entitled to a copy of that document. I think you have
been reading from that earlier.
Congressman KocT. Would you read exactly, as you prepared it on
that date, in 1971.
Ms. HoPiER. I did not prenare it on that date. I prepared it nrobably
the day after I got back. I left the place at 6 o'clock in the afternoon.
On the third floor. beds were lined three deep in the hall allowing
only a 2- to 3-foot passage. Fire exits. doors to roomis. et cetera, were
blocked by beds.
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Rooms that could be used-such as, the reading room-were empty.
There were no provisions for caring for these patients; they had no
bedside tables or equipment, medicines, et cetera.
Ten bedpans were available for 40-odd patients. It was said the
nurses went to the unheated floor to pour medicines and returned to
administer them. It is improbable.
The bathrooms and toilet rooms were dirty and disorganized. Commode pails were soaking in a bathtub; toilet paper was strewn all
over the floor. Dirty equipment was scattered about, et cetera.
The dishwashing machine room was a mess. Milk containers, napkins, et cetera, were scattered about the floor. The floor was too wet
to walk across. "Clean" knives, spoons, et cetera, were scattered on
the table.
Although the gages on the dishwashing machine registered 140
degrees and 170 degrees, the water was cold. Dishes and trays were
coming out of the machine wet and cold.
The employees said they had no hot water. Mr. Loren stated paper
service would be used for supper. It was not. Revisiting the kitchen
at 4 :30, I found the trays set up with the same dishes.
In spite of the cold, a cold supper was served. The menu called
for macaroni salad and egg salad. No one thought to change it to a
hot meal. A small portion of cream soup was included. The patients
received a glass of milk-3 to 4 ounces each.
The directress of nurses had left the home before we arrived. "She
had worked late the day before."
The contractor assured me heat would be on within the hour. At 9
p.m., Mr. Loren phoned me at home stating the building was warm.
Revisit by Miss Coe at 9 a.m., February 5, 1971, the building was
warm.
The outstanding feature of this problem was the complete indifference of the administration and staff to the discomfort and actual
danger to the patients.
The administrator did not provide extra blankets until told. Neither
of the licensees appeared.
Rabbi Bergman, husband of one of the licensees, came in about 3
p.m. He said he was sending 100 more blankets from those on order
for Park Crescent. This after the heat had been off, or low for 5 days.
The staff were bundled up, but put no extra wraps on the patients.
No hot drinks were served. The patients were not checked for reactions. Temperatures were not taken until suggested by us. There were
signs of smoking in many areas. One patient was using a paper bag
for an ashtray, et cetera.
Congressman KocH. One more question.
Do any of the witnesses have any information as to who directed,
on the part of the city of New York, that there be only announced
visits, and that those visits only take place during the afternoon? Does
anyone have any personal knowledge of the witnesses sitting at the
table with respect to that?
Ms. JARVIS. I don't know where it came from originally, but it came
to the inspectors at a staff meeting from our deputy commissioner.
Congressman KocH. When?
Ms. JARvIs. That is a hard question.
Congressman Komi. What year?
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MS. JARVIS. The year, about 1971.
Congressman KOCH. And do I understand that after you were so
advised, that from that point on, advanced notice had to be given to a
nursing home before you would go and make your inspection?
MS. JARVIS. Yes.

Congressman KocHx. Let me ask you this. Did you find any difference
between the inspections that came as a result of the announced visit,
or those that came as a result of an unannounced visit prior to the
change in the directive?
MS. JARVIS. Let me put it this way, although we were supposed to
announce our visits, very few of them were announced.
Senator Moss. Thank you very much.
*We appreciate your appearance here, and you have been very helpful with the record.
The next witness will be Dr. Bernard Bergman. Is Dr. Bergman
here?
Will you step forward, please.
Mr. STEIN-. Mr. Chairman, although as you said, there is nothing
at all wrong and improper about my presence up here, since this is a
duly-authorized Senate hearing, and I have been kindly invited by
you, as a participant of the State of New York, and I am a member
of the commission, even though there is nothing wrong, if. it would
make Dr. Bergman more comfortable and more willing to talk about
these problems, I would be happy to get off the stand.
Dr. BERGMAN. I personally have no objection, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Moss. Your counsel thought you would object.
Dr. BERGMAN. I have no objection.
Mr. SEIDM3AN. Might I note for the record that my name is Irving
P. Seidman, and together with Mr. Lewin, counsel for Dr. Bergman,
before this august Senate committee.
Senator Moss. We are glad to have you here. Dr. Bergman, Counsel,
and Mir. Lewin appeared earlier, and we are glad he is here, Dr. Bergman, we are glad to have you here before the committee.
As you know, Dr. Bergman, we are inquiring into the nursing home
situation (renerallv, in the State of New York, and your name has
come up a number of times, and we would like to have any statement
that you want to give us, and then we may want to ask you some
questions.

I think you had better be sworn.
[W\khereupon, Dr. Bernard Bergman was duly sworn. A subpena
issued to Dr. Bergman follows:]
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
QCongreo of the ?fWniteb states
To ...P.
perator,
Og9
Park Crescent Nursing Home,
150 Riverside Drive, New York, New York
.....
. ..
. . .. . .. .. . !.. . . .

- --- - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - -

.----------

pursuant to

Committee on ---Ag

of the Senate of the United States, on
-

-

, Orecting:
eetfn----g------------------------------------------

lawful authority, rOU .4RE HEREBY COM A.4XDED to

appear before the ----Spgia-

at

.... I-....- -- - - - - - - - -- - -

-

-

-

January-21st

,------------------------l9-7-
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Mr. LEWIN. Mr. Chairman, just two preliminary matters-one is
that Dr. Bergman would like to have a cup of water.
Another preliminary matter, Mr. Chairman. relates to the testimony
that this committee has heard before Dr. Bergman has taken the
stand.
Let me say first, that pursuant to the discussion we had this morning,
and on that understanding, the documents subpenaed by the committee, have been submitted to the committee in the other room, and
they are now in the committee's custody, and they ale taken on the
understanding so that they are limited to the committee's purposes,
notwithstanding what Dr. Bergman said about any waiving by Mr.
Stein sitting at the table; we do not waive any claim that I have made
this morning regarding the limited use of those documents, and to be
used solely for the committee purposes.
Second of all, Mr. Chairman. I would also like to make clear at
this juncture, that we reserve the right, which I discussed in your
recess, to present evidence. and indeed to seek to cross-examine the
very witnesses who testified here before this committee this morning,
and heretofore.
They have made a variety of statements regarding the nursing industry in general in New York, which appear to us simply being
various ways to pull the wool over the committee's eyes.
Questions of alleged large charts of real estate transactions, which
can be demonstrated conclusively, did not affect medicaid rates by
one penny, and I think it can be demonstrated as well by any sophisticated real estate lawyer, that the very transaction which Mr. Stein's
commission drew on a chart, with many colors, and many diagrams,
and many lines, are transactions that the real estate counsel in refinancing, and in financing mortgages go through every day, with regard to a single piece of property, and that is what happened with
regard to the Willoughby property. It was not effective on medicare
rates.
That is just illustrative of a whole series of allegations made before
this committee, which I think can be demonstrated to be conclusively
erroneous, which of course we cannot demonstrate to you right on
the spot.
There are some things which we can demonstrate on the spot, and
when we heard the allegations made regarding the Towers Nursing
Home, we called down today various employees, former employees
of the Towers Nursing Home who have no relation whatever to Dr.
Bergman in any way, family or any other way, but who are simply
employees, and who could attest firsthand to what happened in the
Towers Nursing Home, that there was good care of the patients,
substantial consideration shown to them, that the various horror
stories you have heard in terms of general allegations of these witnesses, are simply not true.
Indeed, I submit that since we have some witnesses here today in
that regard, we should have an opportunity to present their testimony,
when the committee has heard from Dr. Bergman.
Senator Moss. Thank you, Mr. Lewin.
If you wish to have any expert witness examine the transcript, and
present the viewpoint on the material that has come before us, and
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submit it, and we will see that it is printed in the record at that point,
so that the record will speak for itself.
Now. I doubt that we would have time, to hear additional witnesses
today, but I will be glad either to accept their written testimony,
which could be notarized, or we will have a fiirther hearing in which
they will be entitled to speak.
We just want the record to say what the facts are.
Mr. LEWIN. I think I would like to point out again that this committee sits in the maybe unenviable position of being judge at the
present, a judge to form public opinion, because Dr. Bergman has
been unjustly criticized in the press. For that reason, I think it
is appropriate if these various allegations that were made here today,
with the various media present, the television cameras present, the
rebuttal witnesses we have on the very subject, indeed on the subject
of this alleged breakdown of a boiler, in February of 1971, where I
think the witness said Dr. Bergman was doing something, whatever
a reasonable owner could be expected to do in those circumstances,
and notwithstanding that-that is, Congressman Koch's list of horribles-I think those witnesses should be heard from today, so that
we are not put in a position again where one side of the story is told.
That is the way it has been since the inception of this entire program
by Mr. Stein and his commission.
Mr. SEIDMAN. If I may add, Mr. Chairman, that a State supreme
court justice of the State of New York, in an opinion in a decision
handed down yesterday, attacked the very type of raw, misleading,
4nd one-sided information, as may have occurred here today by way
of analyzing Mr. Stein's conduct, and even suggested that a further
lo k at that behavior might indicate that Mr. Stein has committed a
cr e in violation of certain civil rights laws that exist under our
St te law here in New York.
nator Moss. Well, it seems to me you gentlemen want to protest
ver loudly, as to what the facts are, and what they mean, and to
imp1gn rather improper motives, rather than getting down to the
trut
I a n not prejudiced one way or the other, and I am trying to get
a rec rd together, that I can look at, and my colleagues can look at,
to de ide what is the truth, and I would like to have Dr. Bergman
tell n e what the truth is.
Mr. SEIDMAN. However, the staging of this procedure was not arranged by Dr. Bergman, and there was no invitation with legal and
proper procedures, whereby there was a proper request of the information that was being sought in this arena, with all sorts of klieg lights,
television, and other scenery.
Senator Moss. Well, youMr. SEIDBMAN. However, we are prepared to proceed, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Moss. This is a hearing of a Senate committee. This is not a
court trial. You can go ahead, Dr. Bergman.
STATEMENT OF DR. BERNARD BERGMAN
Dr. BERGMAN. Distinguished Chairman, Congressman Koch, Assemblyman Stein, and members of the committee.
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You will excuse me, I hope, if I say to you at the outset that it is
rather hard for me to believe that my appearance before you today is
not a result of an incredible nightmare that must soon come to an end.
Over the past few months I have been the target of a program of
litigation and abuse from public officials and especially by the media,
which I think has no parallel in modern American history since the
days of Senator Joseph McCarthy.
On totally unfounded, baseless, and false allegations, I have been
charged with abusing or ignoring the health of patients in nursing
homes, of associating with organized crime and with being a chief or a
czar in a nationwide syndicate of nursing homes.
All of these allegations-and the many that follow in their wakeare false, are incorrect, are untrue.
Mr. Senator, I find it incredible that in the United States one can
so easily be accused without anyone even stopping to consider the
facts. And, therefore, I sincerely welcome the opportunity to be here
today.
I welcome it because I have full confidence in this distinguished
committee, in its fairness and impartiality. I trust to the process of the
U.S. Senate, just as I trust to the processes of the judiciary where I
have already taken the first step in trying to establish the true motives
of certain ambitious and unprincipled public officers and journalists.
Indeed, a ruling yesterday by a judge in the New York courts has, I
hope, begun to bring to public attention the true nature of what is
going on.
The entire history of this barrage of accusations distresses me for
many reasons, beyond the great personal discomfort and anguish it
has caused me and my family.
It has proved to me and to those who know me that the average
citizen of the United States is powerless in the face of a big lie repeated often enough from sources that seem at least superficially
respectable.
That is, I think, a great danger to freedom in this country.
Second, I move to stress that these charges have smeared, not just
me and my family, but many individuals whom I have known, businesses I have dealt with, and even attorneys I have retained.
That is another sign of dangerous times and attitudes. Third, I am
horrified to see and to hear that public servants to whom I may have
turned-as any citizen has a rirht to do-to request assistance in dealing with stifling bureaucracy, had their motives questioned and their
characters impugned because they did what any elected representative
has an obligation to do-making queries on behalf of constituents
and seek to get some form of action, whether favorable or not, for
someone who is entitled to a response from bureaucracy.
It is true that when applications on behalf of a nursing home facility
in which I held some kind of interest were being delayed and choked
off in the State department of health, I made some reouests to elected
representatives on the basis of nothing more nor less than justice of a
request that pending application be considered on their merits only.
I exercised a right that your constituents also exercise in the hundreds and thousands each day-I ask that public officials judge the
bureaucracy to get decisions out of it.
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No impropriety of any kind was involved. I sought no special favors.
I paid no consideration of any kind. These public officials correspond
so long as we have an elected representative form of a government and
so long as it is a part of our constitutional right to petition to government,:for redress of grievances.
And for responding in this manner and seeking to secure decisions
based on merit of our applications, these public servants have been
maligned and their effort. characterized as an attempt to exert influence, which is not correct.
Recently when a department of health file was publicly disclosed, I
discovered the basis for this bureaucratic paralysis. This department
of health file was based on such misinformation, vicious rumor, false
charge that it staggers the imagination.
I hope that I will have the opportunity in the course of this hearing
to demonstrate to you the incredible depth of this bureaucratic bungling because then-you,]ike I, will finally begin to understand what lies
behind this extraordinary torrent of accusations.
The long-term concern of this committee is, of course, the nature
and quality of long-term care.
What is happening to Bergman-whether he was treated factually,
fairly, whether wild charges against him will receive the kind of balanced evaluation that decency requires-is not really part of your
mandate.
But to keep the record straight, to maintain my dignity and selfrespect and to correct any misconceptions the public may have, I must
tell you today under oath that I am proud of what I have accomplished
in the nursing home industry during the 30 years that I have been in
it.
The accusations of neglect, the horror stories painted sensationally
in the press regarding the mistreatment of elderly residents of nursing
homes which I have been affiliated with, are false, utterly false, totally
and unequivocally false.
I invite you to talk to people who worked in the nursing homes,
speak to the former employees of the Towers, which closed because we
were unable to secure permission to transfer its residents to new facilities we were preparing.
You will now learn that it was an old facility, yes, and that it suffered, as every building in upper Manhattan suffered, structurally.
But if you will speak to the employees or consider impartially the
service provided by its staff, you will find that it was, in the New York
nursing-home field, among the most considerate to its patients, and
among those which provide a wide range of therapy and service.
You are free to interview anv former employee from Towers, gentlemen, whether they are here today or not.
We will submit a list, and they are no longer in our employ. In fact,
speak with former Towers residents who have been transferred to more
modern facilities, I have been told that many have volunteered the
information that they wish they were back in the Towers Nursing
Home.
Organized society owes a duty to those who have been consigned to
health facilities to offer them the best of care and the most comfortable
surroundings possible, just as it owes an obligation to the physically
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or mentally ill to provide them with the best and most effective medical
treatment.
Coincidentally enough, the same press that has recently highlighted
the so-called abuses of nursing homes simultaneously ran a series of
articles on scandals in the New York City municipal hospitals, which
are publicly controlled and which allegedly frittered away public
funds and provide very poor medical treatment.
I venture to predict that there never will be a time when the institutions which deal with society's unfortunates-the hospitals, the mental
institutions, the nursing homes-will be free of criticism, ever.
Maybe consistent criticism is useful-and it is. We could never be
satisfied with the level of care provided to the disadvantaged. But it
is hardly fair to destroy those who have made some sincere effort to
provide good facilities in these areas just because we can hope and
strive for a more perfect operation.
Just to prove to you that the stories you have heard about Bergman
nursing homes are false. I insist that anyone talking about a Bergman
nursing home identify it by name, because an HEW official was recently quoted on the front pages of the press criticizing the conditions
of one of our homes.
When he wvas asked which home hadl he visited. he could not even
identify the name of the home and the place of the home.
As you will, sir, hear during my testimony, the overwhelming majority of homes assigned to me are not mine.
I also insist that you visit a real Bergman nursing home, and there
are only two left in the city, and I advise the entire subcommittee
and its staff to come with me immediatelv after this hearing is concluded to the Park Crescent Nursing Hoome in Manhattan. which we
have operated since 1971.
Just consider in this regard what great injury Bergman has done
to the public interest by operating this nursing home. Whlen Park
Crescent was opened the city had a waiting list of 1,330 nursing home
patients who were monthly being maintained in hospitals. because no
nursing home space was available, at a rate of more than $100 per
day.
For every patient admitted to the Park Crescent the city was saving
at least $40 to $50, or more than $1,200 a month. For 520 patients, this
comes to more than $20.000 per day or $600.000 a month.
Furthermore, you will, I trust, learn from the testimony that in the
decade-the last decade my major activity has not been in operation
of nursing homes at all. but rather in the real estate-in the brick
and mortar of nursing homes.
I do not pretend to you, sir. to be in this business as a charitable
enterprise. I am neither less nor more interested in the profits of the
business than the New York Pvbm.s or the TViRllae TVoice are interested
in theirs.
And I believe I run mly business as lawfully as they run theirs, and,
I think, and T am sure, with a little more consideration for the rights
of the individual.
Thank you. [ Anu)lause.]
Senator Moss. Thank you, Dr. Bergman. I appreciate your statement, and some parts of it are surprising, and I would like to ask a
few questions about it.
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Did I understand you to say the Towers Nursing Home had been
closed?
Dr. BERGMcAN. (Colrect.
Senator Moss. What was your relationship to it while it was
operating?
Dr. BERGMA[.

My wife was one of the licensees.

Senator Moss. Was one of the licensees?
Di'.

BERGMAN.

Correct.

Senator Moss. And she no longer holds that position?
Dr). BERGMAN. No; it was closed.

Senator Moss. Were you not, listed as the business manager in the
license renewal in 1972 for the Towers?
Dr. BERGMAN. No, sir. Not to my knowlvedge.
Senator Moss. There is an application from the city health department that would indicate that you were so listed.
Dr. BERGM3A.N. Is that right?
Senator Moss. That is what I am informed.
Dr. BERGMAN. I am not ,aware, Mr. Senator. If I would be shown,
I would like to see it.
Mr. LEWIN. Ml. Chairman, if there will be reference to any documents, I think it should be clear that Dr. Bergman has a chance to
see those documents.
He has been out of the country, he has returned within the last 2
weeks. Certainly in terms of preparation for this hearing, he has not
had an opportunity to review documents.
He has come here today, he has provided his truthful testimony.
I think as every testimony provides, it is subject to matters of recollection, and to the extent that there were documents which would refresh his recollection, I think the Chair should show him or give him
the opportunity to see them.
Senator Moss. 'We only expect to get from Dr. Bergman the truth
as he remembers it. He is not on trial.
'We are not going to go through all of the procedures of a court trial.
'We are just goingr to try to get what information we can, and we appreciate his coming here to testify before us.
Mr. IEwIN-. I think Dr. Bergman did indicate the Towers was a
Bergman family nursin- home.
Whether it was in his name, whether it was in his wife's name, or
he was or was not listed as a businessman does not contradict him.
Mi'. SEIDMrAN-. Mr. Chairman, if you have records that reflect that,

you can ask Dr. Bergman whether he is
Senator Moss. I am going to have to say that you lawyers will have
to leave if you want to conduct a trial here. I am not conducting a
trial. [Applause.]
I sat on the bench for 10 years. and I can run a trial if I have to.
For 15 years I have been trying to dig into nursing homes to find
out what goes on, and that is all I am trying to do here.
Mlr. SEIDMrAN-. I respect that, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Moss. Your sons, Meyer and Stanley. were involved with
you when you were in the nursing home, and a man named Mark
Loren?

Dr.

BERG-MAN. Yes; correct.
Senator Moss. Is he a relative of yours?
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Dr. BERGMAN. No; but Stanley and Meyer are. They are my sons.
Senator Moss. Now, there was a preliminary audit of the Towers
Nursing Home which was released by the New York State Welfare
Inspector General's Office late last year. There were disbursements,
each in the amount of $10,000 or more, totaling $1,895,535.46, shown in
the cash disbursements book for the 4-year period, but which are still
outstanding.
Do you know anything about that?
Dr. BERGMNAN-. Sir, I don't know accurately, but what I heard, those
amounts, they were exchanges. It was not an expense charged to
medicaid. It was simply loans and exchanges, because the Towers
always ran in the red, so occasionally we had to put in moneys for
salaries, and stuff like that, so there were only loans and exchanges,
but it was not listed as an expense at all.
Senator Moss. It is just that they were exchanges made by supervisory personnel?
Dr. BERGMAN. That is right. Either by us, or by some associates.
This can be proven, Senator, by the accountant.
Senator Moss. And there were over $2 million worth of checks, each
for the amount of $10,000 or more, which have cleared the bank for the
4-year period, but which are not entered at all in the home's cash disbursements book.
Dr. BERGMAN. Because again they were loans and exchanges, I was
told after I returned.
Senator Moss. Well, there does not appear to be any canceled checks.
Do you know what has become of themn?
Dr. BERGMAN. I don't know. You would have to ask the accountant.
Senator Moss. Well, you have brought in your books, and I appreciate that. and we will look at them rather carefully.
Dr. BERGMAN. Yes.
Mr. LEWIN. Mr. Chairman, I understand the chairman's cautionary
instructions. I do not want to be in a position of interjecting myself.
I think with regard to this matter though, I think it only fair to
point out that there was no suggestion whatsoever, even the State welfare inspector general's report, that that had anything at all to do
with medicare payments.

The loan exchange account in a nursing home which is essentially
a family business, is something the family may do or use as it wishes.
It does not affect medicaid reimbursements in any way. It is like
going to the candy store, like saying I lend and borrow to the family
candy store, and I take it out.
Only to the extent it affects medicaid reimbursements are concerned,
that is what is within this committee's concern, and that is what is
within the concern of any law enforcement authority.
Senator Moss. You are correct.
Our concern has to do with medicaid reimbursements, and that is
the reason we are trying to trace out some of these things, to see if it
does affect the rate of reimbursement under medicaid.
Mr. LEWI-x. Let me say additionally, that that report I think was
as a result of an unauthorized preliminary disclosure by the welfare
inspector general.
It was subject obviously to all of the risks of leaks and preliminary
disclosure, precisely the reason when we submitted our records, we
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made clear we were submitting them, subject to the committee's goodfaith assurance that we will not be engragig in the kind of thing
that the welfare inspector general was doinz in New York.
le was simply issuing preliminary reports, making things look
bad, which do not affect medicaid, and which are not in fact bad.
Senator Moss. Dr. Bergman, do you know a Mr. Samuel
Dachowitz?
Dr. BERGMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator Moss. And was he the accountant for your nursing home?
Dr. BERGMAN. Correct.
Senator Moss. By the way, how many nursing homes were you
involved in at the time you had the Towers?
Dr. BERGMAN1.
Exactly, the Park Crescent, the Towers, and I had
a partial interest in Utica Nursing Home, which was sold last October,
and a partnership in the Oxford Nursing Home.
Senator Moss. Well, now, did Mr. Dachowitz do the accounting
work for all of your nursing homes?
Dr. BERGMAN. No, sir.
Mr. LEWIN. I think unless there be any misunderstanding, what Dr.
Bergman was referring to in answer to the chairman's question was
the operation of nursing homes in New York State, and I think it is
a matter of public record, that there are other nursing homes outside
of New York State that he does have an interest in.
Senator Moss. The bank's microfilm says that there is about $664,000
worth of checks that were made out to Mr. Samuel Dachowitz.
Dr. BERGMAN. No. That was again the loans and exchanges. He
simply advanced. He saw the Towers was short, so he simply advanced
a loan, in which he got the same amount back also.
The bookkeeper would give him a postdated check for later, when
the check would come in. He just temporarily advanced the loan, and
got back the same amount.
Senator Moss. This loans and exchange account was really quite
sizable, was it not?
Dr. BERGMAN. Because we were always short in that nursing home,
and since you have the books, I think the bookkeepers and the accountants will sufficiently explain that to you.
Mr. LEWIN. Mr. Chairman, again, I do not wish to interject myself,
but I think it is unfair to tax his recollection about details of books
and records submitted to the committee.
The committee can examine them and draw its conclusion, and I
say again, if there is any attempt by this line of questioning to suggest
to the public, to suggest to anyone that this involves a penny's worth
of increased medicaid expense, that simply is not true.
A loan and exchange account any accountant will tell you does not
at all affect what the costs are of operating the business, and, therefore, did not affect medicaid in the slightest way, and I really do think
I have to object to any suggestionMr. HALAMIANDARIS. For what it is worth, counsel, I do not share

your interpretation.
Senator Moss. Of course, I am not an accountant, and I do not
understand the loans and exchange account, and that is perhaps what
prompts me to keep asking about it, because it is a rather large amount
of money in there of the loans and exchange thing.
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Mr. LEWIN. Let me explain, if I might, a loans and exchange is not
a current expense of any kind.
It is not adding anything that is considered an expense on the part
of a business to operate.
If we operate, as I said, a candy store, for example, and in order to
have the candy store have cash that can be generated and used in the
business, I personally loan money to the candy store, which is my
family business, at the beginning of the month, and I would probably
return it at the end of the month, but it is not an expense in any way.
It does not appear in any way on any expense sheet, that could affect
the medicaid rate in any way.
It is a family business, and that is true of nursing homes generally.
A nursing home is a family business. It is not a corporation. It is a
partnership.
Mr. HALAMI.ANDARTS. Forgive me, counsel. May I interject at this
point.
I ask you if these were indeed loans and exchanges, why were they
not reported in the books of these homes' loan and exchange account.
Air. LEwIN. As I understand, they were.
Mr. HALATMEANDAmIs. All right. We will examine the books and
records.
Mr. LEwrINT. That is the problem of working on a leak out of the
welfare inspector general's office, where somebody has decided that he
is going to defame a particular individual.
If you accept his assertion as true, without examining the books,
without questioning what the basis for it is, then you reach a certain conclusion, but we submit there is no way that can be tied to
a medicaid expense.
Senator Moss. Dr. Bergiman, there have been press reports that you
were involved in a large number of nursing homes, either you, or
through your family connections, and I do not know how far out that
would reach.
I wonder if you could submit your family relationships, and the
involvement with nursing homes.
Dr. BERGMAN. I would be very glad to do that.

Senator Moss. Through your sons, your wife, your parents, any of
your collateral relatives.

Dr.

BERGMIAN. Yes.

Senator Moss. I-low long have you been in the nursing home
business?
Dr. BERGMAA\N. Thirty years.
Senator Moss. Thirty years?
Dr. BERGMAN. Approximately 30 years.
Senator Moss. Has it been a profitable venture for you, have you
realized a reasonable income from it?
Dr. BERGIM.AN. Well, it depends on what you mean by profitable.
I say it is very little profitable, when you consider a certain system
that we have been working under.
I am sure that the time, effort, and investment that a person would
make in any other business, they could do much better, and with less
responsibility, and I want to, Mr. Senator, at your request, to give
you exactly the names of the nursing homes that we are involved in,
and our operations.
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Senator Moss. Thank you. I would be very pleased to have them,
and we will make them a part of the record.
Ml. LEWIN. Mr. Chairman. in the interest of fairness, might I ofer
up to the committee the document which Dr. Bergman spoke of in his
opening statement, the disclosure of a New York Health Department
file, which was publicly disclosed according to the report in the New
York Timnes, by the assistant director of the New York Health Department, who had compiled, the health department had compiled a family
tree of Dr. Bergman, with all of the nursing homes that he had an
Interest in.
It is our conclusion on the basis of adding up all of these nursing
homes, that this is the basis of the allegations, he directly owns 55
nursing homes in New York State, and I think in the interest of fairness, that document, which has now been disclosed, and is the basis of
the New York Health Department's allegation that Dr. Bergman is a
czar of nursing homes, should be made a part of this committee's
record, and Dr. Bergman should be permitted to review it, to go
through those nursing homes, and tell you whether he owns them or
not. and indeed to go through that family tree, which gives him a
variety of brother-in-law, sister-in-law, and cousins, and other relatives, who he does not know, and is not related to, and has no association With.
Senator Moss. All right. We will hear from Dr. Bergman on that.
Dr. BERGMAr]N. In our operations in New York City, we have a partnership in the Oxford Nursing Home, and in the Park Crescent Nursing Home.
As I mentioned before, we did have a share in the Utica Genesee
Nursing Home, which was sold last October.
It is on contract, I should say, and we have recently closed the Towers Nursing Home.

Now, we do have an interest in property ownership, including the
Laconia Nursing Home, the Towers, Golden Gate, the Carlton, 10
percent in the Carlton Realty, a 10-percent interest, and a building to
be called the Danube Nursing Home, which never opened because of
certain bureaucratic problems.
I also wanted to mention that my daughter, Miriam Kass, has a third
interest in a realty property of a small nursing home called the Riverside. This is in New York State.
Senator Moss. Those are all you have in New York State?
Dr. BERGMEAN. Yes. Now, I should like, if I may, Senator, to talk
about this exhibit, whatever you call it, this list that was submitted by
my attorney.*
I want to say the following, that when I first looked at this list when
I returned a few days ago, I was rather shocked, shocked more than
anything else that I heard, of any other accusations I heard, because
this list, or this blacklist is the heart of the terrible injustice which is
being reflected upon me, or inflicted upon me.
Behind my back, in secret. the bureaucracy compiled a fictitious
charge, a so-called Bergman family tree, and lists 55 nursing homes
and operations as mine, 55 nursing homes, and here I must give Mr.
* See appendix 2, itemi 1, p. 2961.
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Hess a compliment, because he reported only 110, doubling the number
for a newspaperman is a compliment. Others would perhaps write 300.
Now, this family tree lists names of relatives, who are not related to
me, associates which are not associated with me, nursing homes which I
never heard the names before, and do not know their locations, and I
should like to start right on page No. 1. the front page, Senator.
On the left side, Jeannette Leifer, a half sister of Bernard, Sam
Leifer, her husband.
Her husband's name is Bernard Guitman, not Sam Leifer.
On the second line on the left, Michael Tannenbaum. brother-in-law;
Michael Tannenbaum is not my brother-in-law, not my relative.
I have seen the man perhaps a number of times at public functions,
but I hardly know the man.
On the right side, Jacob Weiss, a brother of Ann. Unfortunately, my
wife has no brother, no brother.
On the second line on the left, a daughter, Miriam, Morris Bickey,
son-in-law. Morris Bickev is not my son-in-law.
Further, Miriam, a daughter, correct. Amram Kass, son-in-law,
correct.
Children, Meyer, a son, correct. Stanley, a son, correct.
Theodore, a son, does not exist. I never had a son by the name of
Theodore. I don't know who he is. I don't know where he lives.
Further down, cousins, Rabbi Ben Zion Frankel. Clara Frankel, they
are not cousins. He is my brother-in-law.
Jack and Yetta Braunstein. Ethel Gabel. Ethel Gabel is no relation
of mine at all.
Senator Moss. Mr. and Mrs. Braunstein?
Dr. BERGMANI. Mrs. Braunstein is a cousin of Mrs. Bergman.
Senator Moss. Thank you.
Dr. BERMNYAN. Now, on page 2, Bernard Bergman. New York State
nursing home operation, Park Crescent is correct.
Towers, my wife was the licensee, that is correct.
Oxford Nursing Home, in which we are participants, correct.
Danube Nursing Home. which has not operated, which has not
opened, but we own the real estate, still closed, correct.
But all with the exception of the Oxford and the Towers mentioned
further in this whole list, from A to 10, only the Genesee was ours, the
Towers was ours, and that is it. I think they repeated it on the following page, so we will come to that on page 2.
Mr. LEwIN. That should be made clear. Mr. Chairman, for the record. that means there are 10 in that list, 7 of which are not Dr.
Bergman's, or at least fromn the information he has, some were his or
his wife's as much as 20 or 15 years ago.
Dr. BERGMAN-. Now. Mever Bergman, that is B on the same page,
relative on the same page. Belt Parkway Nursing Home. No relation
to Belt Parkway Nursineg Home.
Theodore Bergman. again listed as a son, a gentleman. He may be a
very good son of a very good parent, but he is not my son, and I don't
know him.
Amram Kass and Miriam Kass. my son-in-law and my daughter. He
was interested in Rego Park. that was over a year. but no longer.
Page 2, Jeannette Leifer, half sister, Towers Nursing Home. Well,
of course, she was some years ago, maybe 10 years ago. Of course she
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was married, I think to an assistant over there, and of course now the
Towers is closed.
Carlton Nursing Home, we have a 10-percent interest in the realty,
and that is it.
Mayflower Nursing Home, we were out of there maybe 6, 7 years ago.
Samuel Leifer, brother-in-law, Samuel Leifer is not my brother-inlaw.
Verrazano Associates, owner of Verrazano Nursing Home. If he is
a member of Verrazano Associates, I don't know. I should qualify that
when I mention Verrazano, that we do own the realty, part of the
realty, and our lessee was Mr. Hartmann, who has subsequently subleased to some other people, who I really don't know the names.
Senator Moss. Mr. Leifer, is he related to you in any way?
Dr. BERGMAN. Mr. Leifer is a half cousin, my mother's stepmother's
son, but, Mr. Senator, I never had any business dealings with this man.
I perhaps have seen him once or twice in 2 or 3 years, but I had no
business dealings with him whatsoever.
Now, further, Pelham Parkway Nursing Home, I don't know what
nursing home that is.
East River Nursing Home, I don't know what it is.
River-Manor Nursing Home, I have no relation, I don't know what
it is.
Resort Nursing Home, no.
Ben Zion Frankel is related, as I said, and he is interested perhaps,
as I see listed, Belt Parkway, Ocean Parkway, Surfside, but not in
Oxford.
Michael Tannenbaum, totally strange to me. He is reported as a
brother-in-law, son-in-law, and so on, and so forth. I hardly saw the
man a number of times in my life, and his nursing homes that I see,
nine of them, New Vanderbilt, no; Resort Nursing Home, no; Williamsbridge Manor, no; Marathon Care Center, no; Caton Park Nursing Home, no; Glen Oaks Nursing Home, no; Fairview Nursing Home,
no; Woodcrest Nursing Home, no; and Meadow Park Nursing Home,
no.
I have no relation to them, I don't even know where these nursing
homes are located.
J. Mr. Izbicki, he is my half sister's father-in-law. However, he has
three nursing homes, does he, Burnside Nursing Home, White Plains
Nursing Home, Carlton Nursing Home. I have absolutely no relation
to those operations, except I could qualify that by saying that we did
have a realty interest.
Again, Yetta Braunstein is not a sister. It says she is a sister. She is
a cousin of my wife's.
Nursing home operations, Olinville Nursing Home, we have no
interest in that nursing home.
The next one, Hannah Halberstam, reportedly related. She is not
related, and I don't even know who she is.
Two nursing homes, Park Terrace Nursing Home, no; no relation
to us.
Rest Haven Nursing Home, no. I don't know where it is. I don't
know to whom it belongs.
Mark Loren, White Plains, was part owner of Towers, and removed.
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Mr. Loren was not part owner of Towers. He was one of the supervisors, I should correct that.
And Moses Unger, reportedly related. He is not related to us. He has
an interest in the American Nursing Home. I don't know what it is.
I am sorry. I heard that it is somewhere in Manhattan. I have no relationship with it.
Caton Park Nursing Home. I don't know the nursing home, and I
don't know the people.
Bertha Teller, relationship rumored. Now, this is very strange for
a public official, to say relationship rumored.
Whatever the rumor is, she is not related to me.
Relationship unknown, but close associates.
Senator Moss. You skipped Mattis Yellin.
Dr. BERGMAN. I am sorry, Senator. I did not mean to do that. Mattis Yellin is not related to me. He is not related to me.
Bertha Teller, not related to me, and I know that she is a partner
in the Carlton Nursing Home, that I mentioned we had a 10-percent
interest in realty.
I know she is a partner of that operation, but it has nothing to do
with us, and she is not related.
Now, the names, relationship unknown, but close associates.
New kind of relationships we find on this list.
Solomon Heisler, a gentleman that I know, met him a number of
times at functions, but I have no business dealings with him.
As a matter of fact, in examining the records, the same Mr. Hartmann that I mentioned before, has subleased the Verrazano Nursing
Home, I found out that Mr. Hartmann is one of those subleasees, who
we never met, we never even negotiated with him.
Aire hlave no dealings with him at all. Our rent is the same rent that
we received from Mr. Hartmann right at the beginning of the lease.
It did not change at all, as far as we are concerned.
Now, Mr. Heisler, the New Vanderbilt. I don't know what it is.
No relation.
Sands Point Nursing Home, I don't know where the nursing home
is.
z
I mentioned the Verrazano Nursing Home before.
Sands Point Nursing Home, I don't know where it is.
Silver Lake Nursing Home. I don't know what it is.
New Brigxhton Manor, I don't know what it is.
Bronx River, I don't know what it is.
Nursing Home Realty, East River Nursing Home, I don't know
where it is.
Resort Nursing Home, no.
*Woodcrest Nursing Home, no.
Norw a gTentleinan by the name of Harry Ostreicher. Mr. Senator,
if I met Mr. Ostreicher three or four times on certain communal functions. it is the most.
If he walked in today, right now. I perhaps would sav hello to
him, because of the face, it looks familiar, but that is to the extent
I know this ffentleman, Mr. Senator.
Now. Mr. Ostreicher, Oceanview Manor, no.
Breezeview, no.
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Rochdale Park, not known to me.
Sands Point Nursing Home, no.
Ross Nursing Home, no.
University Nursing Home, no.
C. Helen 'Ostreicher, a lady whom I don't know. I assume perhaps
she is the wife of Harry Ostreicher. I assume that. I don't know. That
is again a rumor.
Park View Nursing IITome, I don't know.
Alexander Hartman, Mosholu Parkway Nursing Home, no.
Wayne Health Related Facility, no.
St. Austin Health Related Facility, no.
Danube Nursing Home is wrong. He does not have any interest in
that. That building belongs to us, and that building is still not opened,
although it has been approved 4 or 5 years ago, but this is a mistake
that people made.
East Haven Health Related Facility, no. No connection with us.
I don't know where it is, and we have no interest whatsoever.
Senator Moss. Do you know Mr. Hartmann at all?
Dr. BERGMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator Moss. You know him?
Dr. BERGMAN. Him-we did business because he is the original
lessee of the Verrazano, and he evidently subleased to these other
people, whom we have no dealings with whatsoever, and as far as we
are concerned, it is the same rent as the original lease.
Now, E., Frank Klein, a gentleman, again, that I have met at
communal affairs, that is to the extent that I know- him.
His nursing homes, Cliffside Nursing Home, no.
Hyde Park Nursing Home, no.
Glen Oaks Nursing Home, no.
Fairview Nursing Home, no.
Woodcrest, no.
Meadow Park Nursing Home, no.
I don't even know where they are.
Now, Nursing Home Realty Interests, American Nursing Home, no.
Cliffside Nursing Home, no.
Lyden Nursing Home, no.
Meadow Park, no.
Rofay Nursing Home, no.
Williamsbridge Manor, no.
I am sorry, but there are no more pages.
Mr. SEIDMAN. Mr. Chairman, I might add that material was obtained from the New York State Health Department file, and was
obviously the predicate for misinformation on both the part of the
reporting in the press, and in our opinion, other agencies.
Senator Moss. We are glad to have your sworn testimony on it.
Dr. BERGMAN. Mr. Senator, in conclusion, I must say this is very
painful, a typical example of why tragic, tragic, and false reports,
on how the public was fed within the past 3 or 4 months.
Here is 55 nursing homes, 55 nursing homes on this list. I did not
count it, Counselor told me, of which only two operations we are
involved in, the Park Crescent and the Oxford.
We do have interest, as I mentioned before, those that I mentioned,
in some of the realty, but absolutely no connection whatsoever, no
interest in any of these 55, except those that I mentioned before.
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Thank yon. Mlr. Chairman.

Senator Moss. Thank yon. I appreciate your giving us that rundown.
I did wvant to ask two or three other naiiies. to see if you had any relationships or dealings with them.
Do you know Rabbi Bernard Twersky?
I)r. BiRC.MAN. les.

Senator Moss. And did you have business dealings wvith him?
i~r. BERGMAN. We had businiess dealings with him, that is correct.
Senator Moss. And -what were they having to (1o with, nursing
homes?
l is not an operator of niursiniig homes.
Dr. 13BRGMAN-. No he
Very frankly, about business negotiations, and finances, I would
really have to consult my office, but for the past 5 or 6 years, I have not
been active.
My children, and sons-in-law have negotiated these financial things.
I wvould be glad to give the committee whatever financial dealing s we
had with this person or anybody.
Senator Moss. I was just trying to find out what kind of dealings
you had with him.
Do you know Phillip Klutznick of IJrban Investmenit and Development in Chicago?
Dr. BERG(.MAN. No, sir.
Senator Moss. You do not know him ?
Dr. BERGMrAN7. No. sil.
If that is the gentleman with B'nai B'rith who was the former president of B'nai 13'rith, I do know him fromn public meetings. but I have
never had any business dealings with him.
Senator Moss. No business with him?
Dr. BERGMAN3. If that is the Phiillip Klutzmick.
Senator Moss. WAEell. this man is f rom Chicago.
Dr. B1ER.rMAN. If that is the gentleman who was formerly president
of 3'nai B'rith. then I know him from public functions, but no business dealings

vwith himn whatsoever .

Mr. HALArMAND.IARTS. Let me intervenie here. if I may. Essentially
wilhat the Senator is asking is a list of names that appeared in the
public puess, with \which you were connected, or supposedly connected,
ancd we are giving you an opportunity to answer those.
Dr. BERGA. No business dealinigs whatsoever.
Seniator Moss. Do you kino\v the owiier or oflicer or employee of Emprise Sports Concessions?
Dr. BERGcMArN . I never heard the nam(,e before.
Senator Moss. Did you have any business dealings with the First
Coniiecticut Small Business Investment Corp.?
Dr. B1.ERGmAN1. Yes, sir, some years ago, wve made a loan from them
on a nursing home.
Senator Moss. I wonder if you could supply for us the date andDr. B1ERGM3YAN-. I will submit a correct report of that particular transaction,* but if I recall correctly, I think there was one mortgage, or
somethiing that we 5rot some years ago. but I will check the record,
and submit correctly what dealings we had with them.
Senator Moss. Are you an active rabbi?
* See

appendix 2, item 3. p. 2964.
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Dr.

BERGu.rAN1. No. not plesent]y.
Senator Moss. Not presently?
Dr. BERGMrAN. But I am active in communal afftails, rpligious afffairs,
what is known as communal affairs.
Senator Moss. Are you familiar with a Swiss bank in Geneva, the
Swiss Bank UTO?
Dr. BEGRMAN'. Swiss Israel Bank?
Senator Moss. Yes.
Dr. BIGEmAN. I don't know a thing about it.
Senator Moss. I)o you own land in Canada?
Mrl. ILEWIN. Could we have that name straight?
Senator Moss. Swiss Israel Bank.
Dr. BERCMAN. I think I have seen the name in newspapers, but,
frankly, I don't know.
Senator Moss. Do you have a Swiss bank account?
Dr. B1ERGMAN. No. I should say, Ml. Senator, some years ago, a few
years ago, there was a gentleman who belongs to the same organization
with us, withI me, they had an office here, it was a number of years ago,
1 don't recall when, 3 or 4 years ago, one of my companies received a
loan of a couple of hundred thousand dollars, which was after this was
discontinued, because their interest was much higher than we paid
here, but absolutely no interest in this bank or any other bank.
Senator Moss. But a loan from Swiss?
Dr. BERGMAIN. From them at that time, to one of our corporations.
Senator Moss. I)o you know Mr. Joseph Pullman of Toronto?
DlI. BERG-MAN. I never heard the name, Mr. Senator.
Senator Moss. And no business dealings with him?
Dr. BERGMANA. No business dealilns at all.
Senator Moss. How about the CNA Investment Corp.?
Dr. BERGMrAN-. I never heard the name of this corporation before.
Senator Moss. I)o you know Meyer Lansky?
DI. B3 ERG-MAN. Mr. Senator, the only source, the first time I heard
that name, when I was in Israel and there was a legal struggle to give
citizenship or not.
That is the first time I heard the name Lansky. I say this under
oath.
Senator Moss. You just know him by reputation?
Dr. BIERGAAN. That is correct, and the first time I heard about it was
when I was visiting Israel, and I read about it in the paper.
Senator Moss. How about Mr. Joseph Kosow?
Dr. BERGNANT. I never heard the name, Mr. Senator. I never heard
the name before. except I should say my attorney asked if I heard
that name. I never heard that name before.
Ml. L].wix. Mr. Chairman, again, for the record, I just would like
to hand in for the committee's record, a few exhibits. One is a letter
from Mr. Kosow's attorney written for the Noew York Times, flatly
stating that Mr. Kosow had never heard of Mr. Bergman, never met
Mr. Bergman. had never anything to do with Mr. Bergman, and the
New York Times ignored that letter.*
I contacted his attorney in Boston, and he gratuitously sent me this
letter that he had sent to the New York Times.
* Not

received at time of publication.
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Senator Mloss. Do you know Mlir. Charles Brennick?
Dr. BERGMAN. No, sir, I never heard the name before.
Senator Moss. No dea linrs wvith him?
Dr. BERGMfAN. No dealings -with him. This is the first time I heard
this name.
Senator Moss. Hoow about Mr. Sain Defalco ?
Dr. BERGm,%AN. No, sir. I nevcr heard before the name.
Senator Moss. No dealingTs with him?
Dr. BERGAMAN. No dealing's -with him. This is the first I heard the
name.
Senator Moss. HoIv about Mr. Sam Defalco?
Dr. BERGMAN. You mean the surroogate judge?
Senator Mloss. I guess it is. I am not acquainted.
Dr. BERGMAN-. Oh. I see. If it is the surrogate judge, yes, I used to
live in Mlanhattan. lower Manhattan, and the judge, he was promoted,
yes, I know him, of course.
Senator Moss. Did you have business dealings with him?
Dr. BERGMrAN-. No. Just onl communal affairs, communal functions.
Senator Moss. How about AMi. Art Klein?
Dr. BrimGM.AN\. What is his name?
Senator Moss. Art. Arthur.
Dr. BERGrMAN. Arthlur Klein. You mean the one who passed avay?
Mr. HALAArANDAiIs. We are not sure.
Senator Moss. Hc passed away?
Congressman Kocmr. Yes.
Dr. B3ERam_%. I knew him as a public official, but no business dealing
whatsoever .
Senator Moss. Were you not on the board of -Tome of Sons and
Daughters of Israel -with Klein and Defalco?
Dr. BERGrMAN. On the board?
Senator Moss. Yes. The board of Home of SonIs and Daughters of
Israel.
Dr. BERGArAN. Mr. Defalco was never on the board of Home of
Sons and Daulhters of Israel.
You are going back 25 years ago, that was. and I don't remember
him being on the board.
Senator Moss. Isn't this the same site where you planned the Fifth
Avenue Nursing Home?
Dr. BERG.MAN-. No. sir.
Senator Moss. That is not?
Dr. BERGMAAN-. No, sil.
Senator Moss. Does the Youzmicker Dou Bergman Foundation exist?
Dr. BER-cmAN\-. Yes, that does exist. It is a charitable foundation. It
is Dob Berginani.
Senator Mloss. Dob?

Dr.

BERlGMrAN-.

Yes. But no outside funds. Just I myself. It is not

a public fund of any kind.
Senator Moss. Does it carry on charitable functions?
Dr. BERGMAN. That is correct. Just personal contributions that I
make, and then disburse to \various charitable groups. It does not
receive any funds from the outside.
Senator Moss. I see.
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Dr. 3EoG31AN. Very rarely, maybe a couple of instances, many years
ado .

ag.nator Mos. Are yoou still quite a -tive
in theIaeli
'o charities?
Dr. BERG1%MrAN-. Yes, very active, Mr. Senator. As a matter of fact, I
spend most of my day for communal affairs, here and in Israel.
Senator Moss. During the time you have been operating these nursing homes, did you have any fire difficulties in them, fires?
1)r. BERGMAN. Senator, I don't recall. To the best of my recollection,
I don't recall any fire in any nursing home, except little accidents, like
a table burninig, or something like that, but I would like to check the
record.
I don't really remember any fire in any of these nursing homes.
Senator Moss. None that you recall of any consequences?
Dr. BERGCMNAN. That is correct.
Senator Moss. Did you hear Dr. Dobkin testify about dehydrated
patients that he observed in the hospitals that came from the nursing
homes?
Do you know if any of them came from yours?
Dr. BERGAMAN. Mr. Senator, I came toward the end, and what I heard
from here, frankly, he talked in terms of medical problems, which I
must admit are not known to me, but as a general statement, I want to
say, Mr. Senator, with all due respect, with all due respect to the
doctor, that I heard before, and 1 want to again invite you, Senator,
and the comnmittee to come to our nursing home, and you will learn
differently, and it is not my prerogative to rebut a doctor, but I do
wvant to mention one fact, that I am so surprised that the lady that
testified, and involved the Towers, why she did not mention this
incident.
I did not want to talk about this 5-day period of steam or no steam,
because I do not remember exactly what took place.
I do remember that they were transferring one boiler into a different
building, and there was temporary steam during this time, but I do
remember an incident when I was with Ms. Hopper in the Towers,
when they brought in a patient from a city hospital, and she was
there right in the lobby, and our supervising nurse called me over,
and said, "Look, Dr. Bergman, this is how they deliver a patient in
the center, without a blanket, without underwear, and on a freezing
day," and Ms. Hopper was there at the time and I said to her, "I am
going to call the commissioner to come down and see how the city
hospitals deliver patients to the nursing homes."
I say, in my opinion, when I hear from doctors, medical authorities,
like the HIP that come into the Park Crescent, and that served the
Towers Nursing Home, that they find patient care much superior in
these nursing homes than even in some of the hospitals.
We have a patient which I mentioned to Mr. Lewin, a woman that
came in from a very prominent, very outstanding hospital, and she
was half paralyzed, and she said, the son told me, they were paying
$230 a day.
She rang the bell for a nurse for over an hour almost. No nurse
showed up. She came to Park Crescent Nursing Home, and I will be
glad to give you the name of the patient, she came into the Park
Crescent Nursing Home for around $40 a day, and she said all of a
sudden, in 1 week, she finds herself already in a wheelchair.
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When she wants a nurse, she get a nurse in 3 or 4 minutes. They
wheel her into a dining room so that she can eat, and she does not
feel she is paralyzed.
Physiotherapy is given, she is taken into a recreation room, so that
she can enjoy the kind of recreation programs that we offer.
Occupational therapy, all of a sudden, she is with a group knitting
of
away, and the son said he would never forget this, the difference
some of these
service in some hospitals, and the excellent service that home.
nursing homes render, and I don't say our nursing
I imagine that is the case with almost every nursing home.
Senator Moss. Do you have a medical doctor attached to the nursing
home that attends to all of the patients in the nursing home?
Dr. BERGMAN. Mr. Senator, every patient has a doctor assigned
to him.
Senator Moss. Of his own?
of
Dr. BERGMAN. Either their own, or through the department
doctors
of
group
a
has
that
him,
with
contract
a
health, or we have
in the neighborhood, that are called 24 hours a day.
In addition to the regular visitations, and examination of patients,
and, Mr. Senator, I think it would be very helpful to the committee,
of
that once these doctors of HIP, who have no relations with us, most
as to
them do not even know us, that they would come and testify
what kind of service, medical service, and nursing service, a nursing
home renders.

Mr. LEWIN. I might note, Mr. Chairman, I think it says something
for the confidence of nursing homes, that they are prepared to have
totally outside doctors to treat the patients.
The HIP doctors on the outside are not on the payroll, and yet
they are the ones that treat the patients.
Might I suggest, since we are on that subject, that we do have
Towers
witnesses outside the hall, that are former employees of the Towers,
that can discuss and testify regarding the conditions of the
and I think given the fact there were general inflammatory statements made here, that the committee should hear from those employees of the Towers, as to what the conditions were there.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. May I interject at that point? Would you
be kind enough to furnish the committee with a list of employees,
past and present, who worked with the Towers, and other nursing
homes, and allow us to contact the people individually ?*
Mr. LEWIN. Dr. Bergman has made that offer to the committee. We
have not discussed it, but he made it, and we are perfectly prepared
to carry it out.
Let me say again that I made a tour thlough the Park Crescent
the other day, I have recently been retained and represent the Bergman family, and I spoke to the employees and discovered their
reaction.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. May we speak with the employees privately,

if you don't mind, and then wve can discuss about letting them testify
at some later date.

and were turned over to
* The materials referred to were received by the committee
Federal and State authorities.
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A couple of housekeeping things. You gentlemen agreed that you
would provide this committee with a list of any business dealings
that Dr. Bergman had with Rabbi Twersky.

Would you be kind enough to supply that to us within a reasonable

time?*
Second and third, the accountant that you have used is Samuel
Dachowitz. Would you be kind enough to have him contact the committee and help us interpolate some data?
I am informed, I do not know if this is accurate or not, but that
Mr. Dachowitz could not be reached. Repeated efforts by the committee were not successful to reach him, and we would like to have
your help in contacting him, and in giving us whatever assistance we
might need in interpolating data.
Mr. LEWIN. The best we can do is try to speak to him to get him
to cooperate. We certainly do not control Mr. Dachowitz, and we
cannot control his actions.
We will make that effort. Let me also since we are talking about
housekeeping details, not to go through it, but I think the committee
should also have exhibits of other documents that were taken from
the health department file, which specifically they are again in
the same nature of the family tree, because the health department
is part of its profile, as appears from the file, they went through to
find out what the problems were with Dr. Bergman, and why this
was, this was the reason for opposition to his application, and if the
committee goes through those exhibits, I think you will see that they
made various allegations against Dr. Bergman in regard to homes.
Senator Moss. We will accept those documents.**
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Let me ask counsel, what your explanation is
for the apparent inaccuracies in the list of homes, et cetera, supplied
by the New York Department of Health.
I have never known the department of health to be incompetent
or inaccurate, and I think it is fair that we should hear a representative from the department of health to see what they have to say
about this matter.
Are you agreeable to that?
Mr. LEWIN. I would love to hear from them as to what their basis
is for this.
As I said the file is now public. What the file would show is that
various people at the bureaucratic civil service level determined at an
early stage they did not like Dr. Bergman. They thought he had various associations with all kinds of nursing homes, and they then went
out to manufacture allegations based on their preconceptions.
Let me say in this regard, and I think it is important, and I think
it is a fact that the committee may not be totally appreciative of.
There are in the industry, the nursing home industry in New York,
a variety of people like Dr. Bergman, who are of the Orthodox Jewish
faith. That is a small community. There may be an association of
those within the department of health, that everybody of the Orthodox
Jewish faith are associated with each other.
* See appendix 2, item 3, p. 2964.
pursuant to committee subpena. See appendix of "Trends in
** Subsequently received
Long-Terin Care," part 24, Feb. 4, 1975.
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I am saying it is a small community, and people in Albany dealing
with this problem.
I am not suggesting it is in any way based on anything to do with
religious faith, but I am talking about the associations that are assumed, that simply because these people are members of the same
religious group, and I submit that if I try to view it generously, as I
said, if I try to view it generously, that is to me the basis for the
department of health's misconception regarding this network of
ownership.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Counsel, may I interrupt.
Speaking of generosity, the Senator has certainly extended his to
you in allowing you to make these speeches continually, hour after
hour. But the time is growing late, and I would like to make one last
request, and let the Senator recess the hearing, because I know he has
a plane to catch.
Would you be kind enough to supply us with a statement of your
net worth, whatever it is, the financial statement, indicating the holdings which you have?
We have various lists supplied to us by the department of health,
and they may also be inaccurate.
Mr. LEWIN. Well, there is a question in this regard. I don't think
Dr. Bergman is at all concerned about concealing anything.
There is a matter of privacy involved. Simply to say to a witness,
what I want to do is I want to get a statement of your net worth, at
least strikes me as an issue that is questionable.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. We will do it on a confidential basis, and not
print it in the record.
Mr. LEWIN. I will submit, if it is submitted on a confidential basis,
and I have not discussed this with Dr. Bergman, it will have to be on
a confidential basis, that limits that disclosure not to people that might
be generously involved with the committee, but maybe directly to the
chairman, and maybe directly to counsel, and no one else, because this
is a matter of individual privacy.
He has been subject to a substantial amount of abuse in the press,
and I think hie is entitled to obtain that privacy.
Senator Moss. Well, Dr. Bergman, you have responded today, and
answered a great many questions here that we have prepared, and I
know you have not had much preparation, and you of course have
submitted your books now, and we want to look at them as carefully
as we can, and to get them interpreted.
Would it be satisfactory for you to return on the 4th of February
for a hearing?
Dr. BERGMAN. Mr. Senator, anytime you call me, I am ready.
Senator Moss. Well, the 4th of February is about 2 weeks away.
It is on a Tuesday. I was just looking at my book to see when I could
get up here again., and I think I could do it on the 4th of February.
Would that be satisfactory?
Mr. LEWIN. Senator, I have to check my schedule, and I know I
have a conference in Washington at that time, and let me say that
l)r. Bergman, as I think it is clear, has come here with the purpose of
cooperating.
I don't think lhe should be harassed by repeated trips to the
committee.
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I think we can discuss a date, and he is prepared to come back and
cooperate continuously, but I think that each one of these appearances
before the television lights, with this publicity, is a very substantial
strain on his health, and I think the committee should take that into
account.
It is really not fair to say now you come, now you testify, you
have gone through a list of nursing homes. you have denied it, and
now we want you to keep coming back until we can dig up something
that may provide some basis for the rumormongering.
Mr. I-IALAxMANDARls. That is not true, counsel.
Senator Moss. You are making a speech again, and, of course, besides the time factor, we have not had the opportunity really to look
at the books vet, which is somethincg we would like to do, and I am
willing to try to accommodate I)r. Bergman to what is a convenient
date for him, and we would try not to detain him too long. A half
a day maybe would be plenty.
Mr. LEwIN-. I think that could be worked out between us.
Senator Moss. Mr. Naftalis.
Mr. NAFTALIS. Mr. Chairman, I should point out on the record that
there are vast areas of questions of Dr. Bergman's activities, both
in connection with alleged political influence of Dr. Bergman, ownership of nursing homes, questions of records, and books which have not
been supported in any detail today.
Indeed, I would suggest that we have heard a great deal of selfserving statements from Dr. Bergman's lawyers.
The chairman has been terribly courteous in allowing him to speak
on behalf of his client, as well as statements of a self-serving nature,
and very little questioning from anv of the other members of the
panel, Representative Koch, Ml. Halamandaris, Mr. Edie, or any
other members of the staff, and I would respectfully ask the chairman
to give some consideration by the further questioning today, in addition to other questions at some future time.
We are setting a firm date, and directing the witness to appear, and
to be interrogated on these matters, directly and pointedly required
to answer-yes or no.
Senator Moss. Well, we will set it for the 4th of February, and Dr.
Bergrmall has indicated he would be willing to come.
We will attempt to be accommodating. My colleague, Mr. Koch,
might have a question or two here, since he has come up this afternoon,
and he mav not be able to be back on the 4th of February.
Congressinan Kocir. I very much appreciate that, Senator. It is
possible by virtue of my new assignment to the Appropriations Subcommittee I will not be here, so bear with me.
The first one relates to this, Dr. Bergman, there are different
degrees of interest.
Bv that. I mean one can own real estate. one can be a licensee, one
can be a vendor, and one can operate a nursing home, and I wonder
whether y ou would agree to provide the committee with a list which
covers all of these aspects of ownership, vendor, supplying nursing
homes with various services, licensee aspect, and operation of the
home in your name, and in the names of any of your blood relatives.
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Dr. BERGMAN. I shall be glad to provide all that on my nursing
homes. If you tell me in othersCongressman Komi. Listen to my question.
I would like to know whether your wife, or your sons, or your inlaws, those in direct concentricity of any of these interests, are you in
accord on that?
Dr. BERGMAN. Right.
Congressman KocIi. Let me just add this question with respect to
that.
If you cannot tell us now, are there homes that are not mentioned in
these lists, in which you have such an interest, or homes in this list,
in which you have one of these interests. which you did not describe
when you first testified ?
Dr. BERGMAN. Congressman, no.
Congressman Kocn. If you wvill give us that list, I would
appreciate it.*
Dr. BERGMAN. I would be glad to.
Congressman Koci. NoWv, the second question I have, you have
made a statement concerning what you think to have been adverse
publicity, and what you characterized as unfair, prejudicial attacks
upon you in advance of this hearing by the media, et cetera, and among
the allegations that have been made, are that you attempted to obtain
political influence with respect to Vour nursing homes, in terms of
preventing an examination into the ownership and the conditions.
You are aware of that allegation, are you not?
Dr. BERGMAN. Of the allegations, ves.
CoInressman KOCTI. That is what I am asking. You are aware that
the alle ations concern you, and the speaker of the assembly Mr.
Stanley Steingut, and the majority leader, Assemblyman Blumenthal.
You are aware of those allegations ?
Di. BERGMAN. Right.
Congressman Kocir. In fairness to them, and to yourself, would you
now tell us what conversations you had with either or both of those
gentlemen with respect to your nursing homes, and requests on your
part for any support by them in terms of your nursing home operations, and give us the dates, as best you can recall them, and the sum
and substance of your conversations.
Dr. BERGMAN. Mr. Congressman, Senator, I am really grateful to
you for asking me this question.
Congressman Kocia. I would be grateful for the answer.
Dr. BERGMAN. I was very, very disturbed over such allegaitions. and
before I give you an answer specifically, I want to tell this committee,
Mr. Senator, to show how far-reaching my political influence is or
was, is that I have a nursing home which was approved. I should say
a building for a nursing home, which was approved on April 28, 1966,
and with the approval of counsel, I would like to submit this in evidence, April 28, 1966. Mr. Congressman, this nursing home wvas built,
almost 3 years ago, completed, furnished, equipped. approved bv all
city councils, approved by the department of hospitals, by the commissioner, built, equipped, decorated, and the doors are still closed.
This in brief, I want to tell you to the extent, that is the Danube.
*

'See appendix 2, iteni 3, p. 2964.
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Congressman KOCH. But give us any conversations you had with
either of the two gentlemen which bear on your nursing homes, as best
you can.
Dr. BERGMAN. I shall be glad to. In one case, Mr. Blumenthal, the
assemblyman of our district, we complained to him that this bureaucratic system in Albany is somehow discriminating against us, that
was in the case of Park Crescent Nursing Home.
The inspectors did not come down when we asked them to come
down, weeks and months, in the meantime the expenses are running,
and the place is not open.
Congressman KOCH. Will you place this conversation in time?
Dr. BERGMAN. I am sorry. On dates, this was before its opening, 4
or 5 months maybe, to the best of my recollection.
Don't keep me to the date. So we made a complaint to him, and he
did arrange a conference with the department of one of the agencies.
I forget what date it was held, we met with him, we asked them what
the problems are, they told us what they were, we tried to correct them,
we tried to reach agreement with them. This is the extent of it.
Congressman KOCH. That is the only conversation that you had with
Assemblyman Blumenthal, the one you just described?
Dr. BERGMAN. That is correct. Excuse me. There might have been
one or two conversations, but it was only in relation to that problem
that we had.
That is as far as Mr. Blumenthal is concerned, and then we had a few
other problems, some of the neighbors complained about the nursing
home, you know, residents and so forth.
Congressman KOCH. Now, I take us to any conversations you had
with then Assemblyman Steingut, the speaker of the assembly, or
anyone on his staff, one of the names they mentioned in the press,
Mr. Chill. Are you familiar with Mr. Chill?
Dr. BERGMAN. Yes.
Congressman KOCH. Will you tell us what conversations you had
with respect to Mr. Steingut or anyone on his staff ?
Dr. BERGMAN. Yes.
Congressman KOCH. Concerning your nursing home operations.
Dr. BERGMAN. With Mr. Steingut, similarly, when the facility was
almost finished, and we did not get the cooperation of the department,
I made the same complaint to him, and what I got from him was,
"Well, we will inquire about it, and find out what is holding it back."
Very frankly, I don't remember whether he came back to me or not.
but this was to the extent that I asked Mr. Steingut, the same thing
I asked Mr. Blumenthal.
Congressman KOCH. How about Mr. Chill, and do you know Mr.
Chill's relationship to Mr. Steingut?
Dr. BERGMAN. Yes; he is an assistant.
Congressman KOCH. He is on the staff ?
Dr. BERGMAN. He is on the staff.
Congressman Kooni. What was the conversation?
Dr. BERGMAN. As far as Mr. Chill was concerned, I recall correctly,
that at one time some of our lessees engaged his firm to put a transfer
of a license, that is his firm, and, of course, we are interested as well
that the place is licensed, and we had a realty interest in there.
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And then, of course, on some other occasions, we complained to him
as well, about this Danube, which I said before, is still closed, after
it was approved 5 years ago, and he told us, that he would talk to the
health department, to see what he could do.
I really don't remember, but I do remember talking our hearts to
them, saying, look, why don't you people do something about it.
Congressman Kocii. Now, is Mr. Steingut at that time-was he your
assemblyman? Did you live in his district?
Dr. BERGMAN. No.
Congressman KocH. What relationship did you have with him?
Dr. BERGMAN. Again, he is a public official, and his interest in communal affairs, and I used to meet him very often at the functions,
and as a matter of fact, I have known him maybe 25 years, and I
similarly complained to him, that we are being harassed, and we are
being discriminated, whatever the case may be.
Congressman KocI-i. Did you ever make any of your requests to
either of those two officials, or anyone else in public office, in writing,
have you ever made a written request with anyone in writing, concerning problems you might be having with nursing homes, with
public officials in elected office?
Dr. BERGMAN. Mr. Congressman, I do not recall such, but I can
check it in my office. If they have, I would be glad to supply you
with it.
Congressm an Kocii. Thank you.
Senator Moss. Thank you. We do have to leave. Mr. Naftalis. did
you have a question?
Mr. NAFTALIS. Senator, whenever you have to leave, let me know,
and I will quit.
You mentioned some conversations with Mr. Stanley Steingut regarding problems that you were having regarding your nursing
homes, is that right ?
Dr. BERG.mAN. Correct.

Mr. NA17rA.LTS. And is it not a fact, sir, that you had a conversation
with Mr. Steingut at your daughter's wedding at which you asked
him to set up a meeting with you, or attend a meeting with you with
Governor Rockefeller?
Dr-. BERGMAN. Would you repeat the question again?
Mr. NArrALTS. Would vou read it back. Mr. Reporter?
[Whereupon, the pending question was read back.]
Dr. BERGMEAN. Very frankly, gentlemen, I knowl he was at my
dauglhter's wedding-as T said beforev
we have known him for over
25 years.
But I do not recall-I was too excited and too busv to remember
whether I had such a conversation.
As I said before to the Congressman that I did complain to him
about the problems wve are having with the department. Now. I don't
recall askinir him to set up or go to Governor Rockefeller. set up such
a meeting. I do not recall this.
Mr. NAT1rAaTS. Mr. Bergmian. is it vour testimony that you deny that
such a conversation took place? Or is it simply that you do not recall
whether it took place or not?
Dr. BERPGMAN. I do not recall.
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Mr. NAFTALIS. Mr. Bergman, and is it not a fact that subsequently
a meeting was held at Governor Rockefeller's New York City office
at which you were present, Mr. Steingut was present, Mr. Chill was
present, and Mr. Samuel Hausman was present?
Dr. BERGMAN. There was such a meeting subsequently, yes.
Mlr. NAFTALIS. And that was in relation toMr. LEWIN. Let the witness answer the question.
Mr. NAFTALIS. I am sorry. I would be delighted to hear his response.
Dr. BERGMAN. I am not a professional lawyer, but you are, so just
give me a chance. Don't put me at a disadvantage.
Was Mr. Steingut at a meeting that was arranged at the Governor's
office?
Now, just a moment. As a matter of fact, if you are referring to
a meeting that was finally arranged in New York with the members
of the department of health, ves, Mr. Chill was there.
They arranged this meeting. They said, "Finally let's find out what
goes on here, why are these people stymied, why are these people
discriminated against."
But I do not recall Mr. Steingut being at that meeting.
Mr. NAIiTALIS. Do you have any recollection of ever going to Governor Rockefeller's office in New York City, which I believe is on 55th
Street-I have never been there ?
Dr. BERGMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. NAFTALIS. And Mr. Steingut, Mr. Chill, yourself, and Mr.
Hausman were among the people who were present there. Yes or no,
sir ?
Mri. LEwIN. Is that with Governor Rockefeller, is that what you are
asking ?
Mr. NAFTALIS. No, no, in the office, in the office, sir.
Mr. LEWIN. It is not with Governor Rockefeller? A meeting in
Governor Rockefeller's office?
Mr. NAFTALIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. BE RGMzAN. I said before that such a meeting was arranged with
the health people in one of the conference rooms of the Governor's
office. I do remember Mr. Chill was there, I remember Mr. Hausman
was there, but I do not recall if Mr. Steingut was there.
Mr. NAFTALIS. Have you ever told any inspector of either the city or
State departments of health that you had influence with powerful
politicians, and you just had to make one phone call?
Dr. BERGMIAN. Just a moment, let me please answer this, please,
please, Mr. Counsel.
I don't need any assistance for this, for such an open lie. You as a
politician, sir, would know that if I felt that way I wouldn't say it.
Mr. NAFTALIS. You deny you ever said any such thing?
Dr. BERGMAN. I deny ever making such a statement-ever, ever, ever.
Senator Moss. I think we are going to have to recess.
Mr. LEWIN. This is precisely the objection I have to having Mr.
Stein and his righlthand man, who has been put on this committee by
Mr. Stein, and was originally hired by Mr. Stein, to sit on this
committee.
'What he is trying to do-and I have been a prosecutor myself, and
Mr. Seidman has been a prosecutor, Mr. Bergman has been here under
oath to testify to the best of his recollection.
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I know prosecutor's perjury tricks and what their questions are like.
Have you ever? Did you ever?
And what Mr. Naftalis is trying to do, with a gentleman who has
come back, who is under great strain because of the public pressure, is
to try to ask him a question which in some way he has some witness in
the back of his mind who will someday possibly say that Dr. Bergman
did say that.
I think that is unfair, it is unfitting to a Senate committee, and I
submit to you I think it is totally objectionable, and it is a reason why
these gentlemen should be excluded from any further sessions, and I
would so move.
Senator Moss. Adjourned until the 4th of February.
[Whereupon, the committee was recessed at 4 p.m.]

APPENDIXES
Appendix 1
LETTERS RELATED TO SUBENA ISSUED TO CHARLES
SIGETY, NURSING HOME PROPRIETOR
ITEM 1. LETTER FROM HOWARD G. KRISTOI, COUNSEL, ROGERS &
WELLS; TO SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING, DATED JANUARY 21, 1975
DEAR SIRS: We have been retained to represent Charles E. Sigety, who is the
sole proprietor of Florence Nightingale Nursing Home ("Florence Nightingale"),
in connection with proceedings before the committee.
On or about December 19, 1974, a subpoena addressed to the Operator of
Florence Nightingale was left by a process server with an employee of Florence
Nightingale directing that such employee appear, testify, and produce documents at a meeting of the committee on January 21, 1975. Since the date of
service of that subpoena, I have had several telephone conversations with Mr.
Halamandaris, associate counsel for the committee, concerning compliance therewith. Among other things, I have been advised by Air. Halamandaris that it will
not be necessary for Mr. Sigety or any employee of Florence Nightingale to
appear or testify on January 21.
With respect to the production of documents requested by the committee, we
learned through an article appearing in yesterday evening's New York Post that
Justice Hyman Korn of the New York Supreme Court has issued an order quashing certain subpoenas served by the New York State Temporary Commission
on Living Costs and the Economy that requested the production by nursing home
operators of documents similar to those requested in the committee's subpoena.
It appears from that article that a subpoena served by the commission on
Mr. Sigety, returnable this morning, was among those quashed by Justice Korn.
We believe that Justice Korn's opinion may have a significant bearing on the
propriety of the committee's subpoena insofar as it may affect the interests of
Air. Sigety, but we have not yet had an opportunity to obtain a copy of that
opinion or to review it. We therefore respectfully request that the committee
grant an adjournment to Friday, January 24, 1975, of the time within which
the documents requested in its subpoena may be produced.
Very truly yours,
HOWARD

G.

KRISTOL.

ITEM 2. LETTER FROM HOWARD G. KRISTOL; TO SPECIAL COMMITTEE
ON AGING, DATED JANUARY 27, 1975
DEAR MR. HALAMANDARrs: As you know, we are the attorneys for Charles E.
Sigety, sole proprietor of Florence Nightingale Nursing Home, an extended care
facility located in New York City.
By letter dated January 21, 1975, we requested on behalf of our client an extension of time within which to comply with the committee's subpoena duces tecum
dated December 19, 1974. On January 21, 1975, at a meeting of the Subcommittee
on Long-Term Care in New York City, Chairman Moss granted our client a 1-week
extension.
vast Friday and this morning I attempted to contact both you and Mr. Edie by
telephone for the purpose of discussing compliance with the subpoena. As you are
undoubtedly aware, a number of State agencies, including prosecutorial agencies,
(2959)
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have been investigating nursing homes in the State of New York, and we have
reason to believe that our client may be included among the subjects of investigation. Accordingly, while our client desires to cooperate with the subcommittee in
connection with its hearings, he is reluctant to take steps that would jeopardize
his constitutional rights should he later be a respondent in a proceeding initiated
by one or more of the State agencies.
We believe it to be both necessary and appropriate that Mr. Sigety be given
satisfactory assurances (a) that any documents produced to the subcommittee
will be held in complete confidence and (b) that any such production of documents
will not be deemed to be a waiver of his constitutional rights. I would appreciate
it if you would telephone me at your earliest convenience so that we may discuss
the possibility of fashioning appropriate safeguards.
Very truly yours,
HOWARD G. KRIsToL.

Appendix 2
BERGMAN FAMILY NURSING HOME OPERATIONS AND
A BERGMAN "FAMILY TREE"*
(Working Documents prepared by and for the use of the New
York State Health Department)
ITEM 1. BERGMAN FAMILY INTERESTS IN NURSING HOMES
NURSING HOMES OWNED AND/OR OPERATED BY BERNARD BERGMAN
FAMILY ANI)/OR ASSOCIATES
BERNARD BERGMAN:

JUNE 21, 1973

New York State:
A. Nursing Home Operations.
1. Park Crescent Nursing Home.
2. Towers Nursing Home.
B. Nursing Home Realty Interests.
1. Oxford Nursing Home.
2. Park Crescent Nursing Home.
3. Danube Nursing Home.
ANN WEISS BERGMAN:
Nursing Home Operations-Realty Interests.
1. Genesee Nursing Home (Utica).
2. Oxford Nursing Home.
8. Olinville (original licensee with Clara Frankel, Yetta Braunstein
(both related to Ann). Pearl Horowitz.
4. Towers Nursing Home (with Sisel Kilurman).
5. Mayflower Nursing Home (original licensee with Jeannette Leifer,
half-sister of Bernard Bergman) now sold.
6. Stuyvesant Care Center (now closed).
7. White Plains Nursing Home (Bronx) formerly part owner of operations and real estate. Now sold to Mark Loren (relative).
S. Rego Park Scharf (with Amram Kass).
9. Burnside Nursing Home (original licensee-now sold to Gobel,
Izbicki, Zimmerman).
10. Real Estate Belt Parkway (former).

RELATIVES OF BERNARD BERGMAN AND ANN WEISS:

A. Stanley Bergman (son).
B. Meyer Bergman (son) : Belt Parkway Nursing Home.
C. Theodore Bergman (son): Claremont Nursing Home and Health Related
Facility (pending).
O). Amram Kass (son-in-law): Rego Park Scharf Nursing Home.
E. Miriam Kass (daughter): Riverside Nursing Home (realty), 46 W. 74th
Street, New York City.
F. Jeannette Leifer (half-sister, Bernard)
1. Towers Nursing Home-removed from partnership in 1967.
2. Carlton Nursing Home-250 WV57th St.
3. Mayflower Nursing Home (original licensee).
G. Samuel Leifer (brother-in-law):
1. Vlerrazano Associates-owvner of Aerrazano Nursing Home buildings
(3/1/71).
2. Pelham Parkway Nursing Home (real estate).

*See p. 2933 for statement of Dr. Bergman.
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3. East River Nursing Home (with Harry Ostreicher). Plant owned by
S. Heisler and M. Friedman.
4. River Manor HRF (pending).
5. Resort Nursing Home.
H. Ben Zion Frankel (reportedly related). Nursing home operations:
1. Belt Parkway Nursing Home.and Belt Parkway HRF (pending).
2. Ocean Parkway Nursing Home.
3. Surfside Nursing Home.
4. Oxford Nursing Home (real estate, Soxford Realty).
I. Michael Tannenbaum (reportedly related). Nursing -home operations:
1. New Vanderbilt ('with Heisler and Goodstein).
2. Resort Nursing Home.
Nursing home realty interests:
1. Williamsbridge Manor.
2. Marathon Care Center (pending).
3. Caton Park Nursing Home (now sold).
4. Glen Oaks Nursing Home (now sold to Frank Klein).
5. Fairview Nursing Home (now sold).
6. Wooderest Nursing Home.
7. Meadow Park (new Kimberley Enterprises).
J. Bernard Izbicki (reportedly related). Nursing home operations:
1. Burnside Nursing Home-New Burnside HRF (pending).
2. White Plains Nursing Home (with Mark Loren).
3. Carlton Nursing Home.
K. Yetta Braunstein (sister). Nursing home operations: Olinville Nursing
Home.

L. Hannah Halberstam (reportedly related)
1. Park Terrace Nursing Home.
2. Rest Haven Nursing Home.
M. Mark Loren (cousin, Bernard Bergman)
1. White Plains Nursing Home.
2. Was part-owner of Towers, now removed.
N. Moses Unger (reportedly related)
1. American Nursing Home.
2. Caton Park Nursing Home.
0. Mattis Yellin (relationship rumored but not known): Carlton Nursing
Home.

P. Bertha Teller (relationship rumored but not known): Carlton Nursing
Home.

RELATIONSHIP UNKNOWN, BUT CLOSE ASSOCIATES:
A. Solomon Heisler. Nursing Home Operations:
1. New Vanderbilt.
2. Verrazano Nursing Home.
3. Sands Point Nursing Home.
4. Silver Lake Nursing Home.
5. New Brighton Manor.
6. Bronx River HRF (pending).
Nursing Home Realty:
1. East River Nursing Home.
2. Resort Nursing Home (Resort Realty).
3. Woodrest Nursing Home (Queens).
B. Harry Ostreicher:
1. Oeeanview Manor (pending).
2. Breezeview HRF (pending).
3. Rochdale Park (pending).
4. Sands Point Nursing Home.
5. Ross Nursing Home.
6. University Nursing Home.
C. Helen Ostreicher: Park View Nursing Home.
D. Alexander Hartman:
1. Mosholu Parkway.
2. Wayne HRF.
3. St. Austin HRF.
4. Danube Nursing Home.
5. East Haven HRF.
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E. Frank Klein. Nursing home operations:
1. Cliffside Nursing Home.
2. Hyde Park Nursing Home.
3. Glen Oaks Nursing Home.
4. Fairview Nursing Home.
5. Woodcrest.
6. Meadow Park Nursing Home (new Kimberley Enterprises).
Nursing Home Realty Interests:
1. American Nursing Home.
2. Cliffside Nursing Home.
3. Lyden Nursing Home.
4. Meadow Park (sold 1970).
5. Rofay Nursing Home.
6. Williamsbridge Manor.
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ITEM 3. LETTER AND ENCLOSURES FROM NATHAN LEWIN, COUNSEL
TO DR. BERNARD BERGMAN; TO SENATOR FRANK E. MOSS, DATED
FEBRUARY 3, 1975
DEAR SENATOR MIoss: On January 21, 1975, our client, Dr. Bernard Bergman,
appeared and testified in Newv York City before a session of the Subcommittee
on Long-Term Care of the Senate Special Committee on the Aging. During his
appearance, he was subjected to questioning over a wide range of subjects by you,
by your counsel, by Congressman Edward Koch (who was sitting in the hearing
by invitation), and by Gary Naftalis, Esq., an attorney who was represented
to us as a member of the subcommittee staff but who, we later learned. was
concurrently employed by Mr. Andrew Stein personally (or by a New York
State joint commission of which Mr. Stein is chairman). Dr. Bergman answered
many totally unanticipated questions to the best of his recollection, although
some involved individuals or associations going back more than two decades
and details of bookkeeping entries or official forms made by others and completed some time ago.
A transcript of Dr. Bergman's testimony first became available to him about
a week ago. The official reporter located in Virginia delivered a copy to our
office in Washington on Friday, January 24, and it was forwvarded to Dr. Bergman in New York. It has now been reviewed by him, and in the interest of total
accuracy we are submitting, on his behalf, the enclosed supplementary material,
with the request that it, along with this letter. be made a part of the subcommittee record.
Sincerely yours.
MILLER. CASSIDY, LARROCA & LEWIN.
By: NATHAN LEWIN.
[Enclosures.]
SUPPLEMENT TO TESTIMONY OF DR. BERNARD BERGMAN

A. Fanily Relationships and Involvemennt With Nu7ursing Homes

On page [2940], Senator Moss asked Dr. Bergman to submit "your family relationships and the involvement with nursing homes." Dr. Bergman's "family
relationships" were fully described in his oral analysis of the New York State
Department of Health's "family tree." That same review covered the nursing
homes listed on the department of health exhibit. But in order to provide a complete and coherent response to Senator AMoss' question and to the later question
by Congressman Koch [see p. 2953]. the following list covers all interests in New
York State held by Dr. Bergman, his wife, his children, and his children's spouses.
Bergman Family Ownersh ip of Operation and Realty:

1. Park Crescent Nursing Home.
2. Genesee Nursing Home (subject to contract of sale since October
1974).

Bergman Family OwneCrshmip of Operation and Mort gage: Oxford Nursing

Home (Mrs. Bergman one of two partners in operation and holder of mortgage
on realty).

Bergman Family Owonership of Operation Only: Towers Nursing Home (now

closed) (MIrs. Bergman one of two partners).
Bergman,Family Ownersiship of or Interest in Realty Only:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Laconia Nursing Home.
Willoughby Nursing Home.
Verranzano Nursing Home.
Golden Gate Care Center.
Carlton Nursing Home (10 percent interest in realty held by Mrs.

Bergman).
6. Danube Nursing Home (never opened).

7. Riverside Nursing Home (Miriam Kass-Mm interest).

Berrmnan Family Interest in, Mortgage or Receivable:

1. Mayflowver Nursing Home.
2. White Plains Nursing Home.
3. Rego Park Nursing Home.
Rcrgman-.Family; Interest in, Vcndors to uTvrsing Iomes: None.
Ber~qman Family Interest in Suppliers of Services to .7\nrsing HTomes: None

(except that Amnram Kass has performed legal services for various homes).
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1X. Busincs.s J)calings lVith the First Cornecticut Snmall Business Investmnit

Corp.
Senator Moss asked about 'business dealings" between Dr. Bergman and the
First Connecticut Small Business Investment Corp., and Dr. Bergman replied
that a loan had been made on a nursing homie and that he would supply full
details. Records indicate that the loan was made on November 5, 1963, in the
amount of $60,000 to Utica Nursing Home, Inc., in which Dr. Bergman had
an interest. The loan was secured by a mortgage on Genesee Nursing Home. It
vas repaid on October 23, 1972.
Dr. Bergman also had business dealings with the First Connecticut Small
Business Investment Corp. in relation to 3Medic-Homie Developers, Inc., a publicly
held corporation of which Dr. Bergman has been an officer and major stockholder. The nature of these transactions was fully described in the Medic-Homes
prospectus issued in June 1968, relevant pages of which are attached hereto.
C. Pcrsonal Relationships and Chaaritablc Activities
At page [2948] Senator Moss inquired about Dr. Bergman's associations with
individuals who niay have been on the board of the Home of the Sons and
Daughters of Israel. about a charitable foundation in Dr. Bergman's name and
about fires in nursing homes operated by Dr. Bergman. On reviewing records and
refreshing his recollection, Dr. Bergman is able to make the following statements:
1. The Yesuscher Dov Foundation was incorporated on or about 1935. For
somne of the years it has been in existence it received no outside funds, but it
did receive contributions from outside sources in 1972 and 1973.
2. I do not have access to any records which would show whether Arthur
Klein and Sam Defalco were members of the board of the Home of Sons and
Daughters of Israel. To the best of my recollection, Arthur Klein was on the
board, but I have no recollections as to Defalco.
3. In the early 1960's there was a fire, resulting in one fatality, in the Waldorf
Senior Citizen Home, which, it wvas believed, resulted from a resident's smoking
a cigarette. I have no present interest in this facility, although I did have an
interest in it at the time of the fire.
D. Problems With State Officials
In respl)onding to Congressman Koch's questions relating to alleged political
influence. Dr. Bergman described from memory the problems he had had with
officials of the New York Department of Health. In stating the approvals received for the Danube Nursing Home he said it had been "approved by all city
councils." [See p. 29541. In the interest of total accuracy, this statement
should be amended to read that it had been "recommended for approval by the
regional planning council and the State planning council."
Similarly, in describing the problems caused to the lawful and proper operation of his business by the New York Department of Health, Dr. Bergman said
that "the inspectors did not come down when we asked them to come down"
[see 1). 295515 In the interest. of total accuracy, verified by examination of records
since the hearing, that statement should be amended to read that "the department of health in Albany raised unjustified and harrassing issues concerning the
establishment of the nursing home.' '
B. A! iscellaneou8 Matters
1. Senator Moss inquired at the outset of Dr. Bergman's cross-examination
whether he was listed as a "business manager" in the Towers license renewal for
1972. [See p. 2937.] Dr. Bergman did not recall any such listing and still
has not found a copy of the renewal application to determine whether he wvas
listed in that capacity. Of course. as AMs. Hopper's testimony indicated [see
pp. 2920, 29r26. and 2927]. Dr. Bergman spent substantial time and effort working for the Towers, and the records show that while his wife received compensation as a licensee-operator. he was not paid for his seivices.
2. A.t line [27, p. 2914], the name "Mr. Hartmann" appears when, from the
context, it is clear that Dr. Bergman intended to say "Mr. Heisler."
3. Senator 3Moss asked Dr. Bergman to describe the "kind of dealings" he had
with Rabbi Bernard Twersky [see p. 2946], and this question was the subject of
and additional inquiry by the Subcommittee counsel [see p. 2951]. From Dr.
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Bergman's review of his records, he is able to advise the subcommittee that the
"kind of dealings" have consisted of the following:
(a) Payment of public relations fees
(b) Loans of funds for business purposes
(c) Sales and purchases of stock in closely-held corporations.
Neither the public relations fees, the interest on loans, nor the sales or purchases of stock were charged to or reimbursed by medicaid.
4. Subcommittee counsel asked for the names of employees of the Towers Nursing Home for purpose of interviews relating to conditions in the home [see p.
2950]. The full list appears on the Towers payroll register which his been
supplied to the subcommittee.
PROSPECTUS
300,000 SaIARES-IIEDIC-HoME DEVELOPERS INC.
Comoison stock (par value $.10)
Prior to the date of this Prospectus, there has been no public market for the
Common Stock of Mledic-Home Developers Inc. ("Mledic-Home") and, accordingly,
the offering price has been determined arbitrarily by negotiation between MedicHome and the Representative of the Underwriters.
These securities have not been, approved or disapproved by the Securities and
Exchange Commission nor has the Commission passed upon the accuracy or adequacy of this prospectus. Any representationto the contrary is a criminal offense.

Price to
public
Per share
Total---

--

Underwriting
discoun'ts
andcornmissions I

$10
$3,000, 000

$.85
$255, 000

Proceeds
to
MedicHome'
$9.15
$2,745, 000

I Medic-Home has agreed to use its best efforts to cause 2 designees of Blair & Co.,Inc. (the "representative"), to be
elected to Medic-Home's Board of Directors (see "Management"). On Jan. 9, 1EE8,Medic-Hcme sold to Blair &Co.,
Inc., and 2 of its officers common stock which, after a subsequent stcck split, aggregated 20,CIOshares at a price of $1.50
per share (see "I nterest of management and others in certain transactions"). Medic-Hcme has granted to the First Connecticut Small Business Investment Co.a 1-year option to buy 5,COO
shares of Medic-Home's ccmmon stock at a price
equal to the initial public offering price in consideration of its assistance in negotiating the underwriting arrangements
with the representative. None of such 20,000 shares or 5,000 shares will be reoffered for at least I year following the
effective date of this registration statement and until a posteffective amendment shall have been filed and declared effective; any profit realized on a resale of such 20,000 shares may beconsidered to beadditional underwriting compensation.
before deducting expenses payable by Medic-Home, estimated at $97,000.
B

Neither the Attorney General of the State of New York tnr the Attorney
General of the Statc of New Jersey nor the Bureau of Securities of the State of
New Jersey has passed on or endorsed the merits of this offering. Any representation to the Contrary is unlawful.
The above shares of Common Stock are offered by the Underwriters when,
as and if received and accepted by them, subject to prior sale, subject to the
approval of certain legal matters by counsel and subject to certain further
conditions.
At the request of Mledic-Home, the Underwriters have agreed to make available at the public offering price 30,000 shares of the Common Stock offered hereby
for sale to officers and employees of MNedic-Home and to other persons designated
by it. The number of shares available to the public will be reduced to the extent
that such persons purchase such reserved shares. Upon resale of such shares,
certain of such persons may be deemed to be underwriters as that term is defined
in the Securities Act of 1933.
BLAIR & CO., INC.
The date of this Prospectus is June 20, 1968
CoINPErITIoN
Each of the Company's nursing homes competes on a local and regional basis
with all types of health care institutions, whether publicly or privately operated,
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including nursing homes, convalescent centers, extended care facilities and other
similar institutions. Depending on the demand for hospital beds, there may be
direct competition with general hospitals, although the Company's nursing homes
are intended to supplement hospital care rather than to compete directly with
hospitals.
MANAGEMENT
DIRECTORS AND EXECUTIVE OFFOERS

The directors and executive officers of the Company are as follows:
Nainc

OPicers

James M. Breiner --------.
Chairman of the board and director.
Samuel A. Klurman----------President, treasurer, and director.
Homer W. Cunningham -------Vice president and director.
Jerome Goldman--------------Secretary.
Bernard Bergman-------------- Director.
Charles Bick…------------------ Director.
David Engelson--------------Director.
Professor Bernard Lander_____
Director.
William J. Lemon_____-------Director.
Peter Stassa, Jr_______________-Director.
For more than the past five years James M. Breiner has been the Chairman
of the Board of The First Connecticut Small Business Investment Company,
Bridgeport, Connecticut.
Samuel A. Klurmnan's principal occupation since the organization of the
Company in October 1964 has been to act as its President and principal executive
officer. From April 1, 1963 to October 1964, he was a private investor.
Since May 1966 Homer W. Cummingham has been the President of Liberty
House Nursing Home of Virginia Beach, Inc. and the Manager of Liberty House
of Virginia Beach. Prior to that time he was the President and principal stockholder of H. W. Cunningham & Associates, Inc., a corporation engaged in the real
estate business in Virginia Beach, Virginia, where he was also the President of
the Virginia Beach Board of Realtors in 1962. He is now the Treasurer of the
Virginia Nursing Home Association.
Since August 1963 Jerome Goldman has been a member of the law firm of
Burstein & Goldman, Bridgeport, Connecticut, who are counsel for The First
Connecticut Small Business Investment Company and have also acted as counsel
for Mfedic-Home Developers Inc. Prior to that date Mr. Goldman was an
associate attorney with the predecessor law firm.
For the past twenty-five years Bernard Bergman has been principally engaged
in the nursing home field, has developed and owned numerous nursing homes and
presently owns interests in nursing homes in New York, New Jersey and Florida
and in various real estate ventures.
For more than the past five years Charles Bick has been a Senior Partner
in the accounting firm of Zemlock, Levy & Bick, 160 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
For more than the past five years, David Engelson has been the President
of
The First Connecticut Small Business Investment Company, Bridgeport,
Connecticut.
For more than the past five years Professor Lander has been Professor
of
Sociology at Hunter College and the director of the Bernard Revel Graduate
School of Yeshiva University. He has also been a member of the Advisory
Council on Public Assistance under President Eisenhower and a member of
advisory committees on poverty and aging under President Kennedy and President
Johnson.
William J. Lemon's principal occupation for more than the past five years
has been that of a member of the law firm of Martin. Hopkins and Lemon,
Roanoke, Virginia. In addition, he is the President of Liberty Nursing Homes,
Incorporated which operates Liberty House of Roanoke, Virginia and Liberty
House of Lynchburg, Virginia.
For more than the past five years Peter Stassa. Jr. has been Vice President
of The Fairfield County Trust Company. Stamford, Connecticut, in its office
in Danbury, Connecticut. He is a member of the Danbury Economic Development
Commission and the Danbury Redevelopment Commission.
It is expected that Stuart M. Beringer and John W. Hurley. designees of
Blair & Co., Inc.. the Representative of the several Underwriters, will be elected
to the Board of Directors of the Company upon completion of the offering. Messrs.
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Beringer and Hurley have been Vice Presidents of Blair & Co., Inc., since September 1966. Prior to that time they had for over three and one-half years been
officers of P. W. Brooks & Co. Incorporated, an investment banking firm which
was acquired by Blair &Co., Inc.
REMUNERATION OF OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
During the fiscal year ended September 30, 1967, Samuel A. Kilurnian, the
Company's President, received payments of aggregate direct remuneration in
the sum of $28,000 in cash and accrued bonuses of $20,000, which were subsequently paid to him in Common Stock, $.10 par value, of tile Company, on the
basis of $9.15 per share (see "Interest of Management and Others in Certain
Transactions"). The total aggregate annual remuneration of all officers and
directors was $94,500, including the accrued bonuses referred to above.
On January 30, 1968 Mr. Kilurman entered into a 5-year employment contract
with the Company at an annual salary of $40,000 for the first year and $50,000
for the succeeding four years.
QUALIFIED STOCK OPTION PLAN

The Company has adopted a stock option plan (the "Plan") intended to qualify
as a qualified stock option plan under Section 422 of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954, as amended. Under the Plan, officers and key employees of the Company may be given options at the discretion of the Board of Directors to purchase Common Stock at prices not less than 100% of its fair market value at
the time the option is granted. Each option granted may be exercised commencing two years, but not later than five years, after the grant and, except in the
event of death or retirement. may be exercised only while the grantee of the
option is in the employ of the Company.
Of the Company's Common Stock, 30,000 shares have been reserved for issuance
under the Plan. To date no options have been granted under the Plan.
The Company has also reserved 20,000 shares for incentive, deferred compensation and other employee benefit plans which may be formulated by the Board
of Directors.
PRINCIPAL

STOCKHOLDERS

The following table sets forth the number of shares of Common Stock owned
of record and beneficially as of March 31, 1968 and the percentage of the total
number of outstanding shares of such stock so owned (a) by each person who
owned of record, or, to the knowledge of the Company beneficially, 10% or more
of such shares and (b) by all directors and officers as a group as of that date
and as adjusted as of that date to give effect to the issuance of the 300,000
shares being offered by this Prospectus:
Percentage of Outstanding
SharesNumber
of shares
Bernard Bergman Samuel A. Klurman IThe First Connecticut Small Business Investment CoAll directors and officers as a group -

2 188, 306
2165,374
3189, 376
350, 930

As of
Mar. 31,1968
31.5
27.7
31.7
63.8

As adjusted
21.0
18.4
21.1
42. 5

Messrs.
I Pursuant to an agreement with the First Connecticut Small Business Investment Co. ("First Connecticut"),
proxy to voae
Beruman and Klurman have each granted Messrs. Breiner and Engelson, subject to certain conditions, a power to vote
The
company.
that
by
directed
as
5
years,
of
a
period
for
41,078 of his shares for the election of directors,
30.2 rercent of
these 82,152 shares for directors will give F irst Connecticut an aggregate voting power ftr such rurpose of
shares which it holds.
the shares outstanding on completion of the offering, as compared with 21 percent based on the
2 Includes shares owned of record and beneficially by the children of Messrs. Bergman and Klurman.
a The company is informed that 122,400 of such shares are owned beneficially by four other small business investment
of the
companies licensed under the Small Business Investment Act of 1958. In addition, 7s set forth on the cover page
common
prospectus, the company has granted First Connecticut a l-year option to buy 5,000 shares of the company's
stock at a price equal to the initial public onfering price, in consideration of its assistance in negotiating the underwriting
arrangements with the representative of the underwriters.

The above-named stockholders as a group may be said to possess the power
to direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of the Company
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and may be deemed, individually, to be promoters and, collectively, to be the
"parent" of the Company, as those terms are defined in the rules and regulations under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended.
DESCRIPTION OF CON1ItON STOCK
The capital stock of the Company consists of one class, Common Stock, with
a par value of $.10 per share. Each share of Common Stock has one vote and,
on liquidation, is entitled to receive a pro rata share of the assets of the Company available for distribution to stockholders. Holders of Common Stock are
entitled to receive such dividends as the Board of Directors may from time to
time declare out of funds legally available therefor. Holders of Common Stock
have no pre-emptive, subscription or conversion rights. The outstanding shares
of Common Stock are, and the shares offered hereby, w hen issued and sold as
set forth herein, will be fully paid and non-assessable. However, liability may be
imposed on the Company's ten largest stockholders, under certain circumstances,
by reason of Section (30 of the New York Business Corporation Law which
provides that such stockholders, under certain circumstances "shall jointly
and severally be personally liable for all debts, wages or salaries, due and
owing" to any of the Company's laborers, servants or employees other than
contractors, for services performed by them" for the Company.
NON-CUMULATIVE

VOTING

Stockholders do not have the right of cumulative voting. This means that the
holders of more than 50% of the shares voted for the election of directors have
the power to elect all of the directors and that, if they do so, the holders of the
remaining minority of the shares will not be able to elect any person to the
Board of Directors.
REPORTS TO STOCKHOLDERS

The Company, will mail annual reports to its stockholders containing financial
statements, including a balance sheet and profit and loss statement, certified by
an independent public accountant, and, in addition, it is the present intention of
the Company to publish unaudited quarterly reports for the first three quarters
of each fiscal year.
TRANSFER AGENT

The Transfer Agent for the Common Stock is Chemical Bank New York

Trust Company.

INTEREST OF MANAGEMENT

AND OTHERS IN CERTAIN TRANSACTIONS

On February 5, 196-5 the Company accepted a proposal by Bernard Bergman
to convey to the Company parcels of land in Roanoke and Virginia Beach,
Virginia. upon which nursing homes were then under construction, and undeveloped parcels of land in Columbus, Ohio, Jersey City, New Jersey and
Binghamton, New York suitable for the construction and operation of nursing
homes, for the aggregate price of $875,000, payable by the Company as follows:
$112,500 in cash, $200,000 by the issuance to Mr. Bergman of its 5-year 6%
note in that face amount, $200,000 by the issuance to Mr. Bergman of 100 shares
of the Corporation's common stock, wvithout par value, later changed into 320,000
shares of the Company's Common Stock, $.10 per value (see Note G of Notes
to Financial Statements) and the balance by the Company's taking the property
Subject to existing first mortgages of $300,000 on the Roanoke, Virginia property.
napproximately $45,000 on the Virginia Beach. Virginia property and approximately $17,500 on the Jersey City, New Jersey property. Thereafter, in accordance with this contract the above-described properties were transferred to the
Company, which made payments of the purchase price as above set forth and
assumed the obligations of the mortgages. The purchase price was determined by
negotiation. In the opinion of management the price and terms of purchase are
as favorable to the Company as they would have been if the seller had been
a non-affiliated person. The Company is informed by Mr. Bergman that the
aggregate purchase price of the properties to him was $723,000, of which $348,000
was paid in cash and the balance by the incurring of mortgage indebtedness (of
which $12,500 was repaid by him), without attributing any cost to the work
done by Mr. Bergman and his office staff in connection with such properties.
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The dates when he acquired these properties are as follows: Roanoke, Virginia1963; Virginia Beach, Virginia-1963; Columbus, Ohio-1963; Jersey City, New
Jersey-1962; and Binghamton, New York-1961.
As contemplated in connection with the foregoing transaction, Mr. Bergman
sold 50 of the shares which lhe acquired (the equivalent of 160,000 shares of
Common Stock, $.10 par value) to Samuel A. Kiurman for $100,000 and Mr.
Kilurman arranged for The First Connecticut Small Business Investment Company ("First Connecticut") to lend Medic-Home $300,000 evidenced by a 6%o
promissory note in the principal amount of $200,000 and a convertible debenture
in the principal amount of $100,000, convertible into 50 shares of common stock,
without par value (equivalent to 160,000 shares of Common Stock, $.10 par
value). In September, 1965, First Connecticut converted this convertible debenture into 50 shares of common stock, without par value, (the equivalent of
160,000 shares of Common Stock, $.10 par value). As part of the foregoing
transaction the Company, on April 15, 1965, entered into Consultation and
Advisory Contracts with Mr. Bergman and First Connecticut providing that
for a period of seven years the Company would pay each of them compensation
for management and consulting services rendered by them to the Company
at the rate of $24,000 a year.
On March 11, 1965 Liberty Nursing Homes, Incorporated wvas organized in
the Commonwealth of Virginia and thereafter 51% of the stock of that corporation was issued to William J. Lemon and another individual, both of whom were
residents of Roanoke, Virginia, and 49% of the stock was purchased by Mr.
Bergman and Mr. Kilurman, as nominees for Medic-Hiome, to which they subsequently transferred such stock. Thereafter, on June 20, 1968, pursuant to agreement dated as of January 1, 1968, the Company obtained from Mr. Lemon an
additional 31%o of the outstanding stock of Liberty Nursing Homes, Incorporated
(giving it 80% of the outstanding stock of that corporation) and an outstanding
promissory note of that corporation in the face amount of $12,500 in exchange
for 2T,250 shares of Common Stock. $.10 par value. of the Company. In connection with this transaction, 'Medic-Home on June 20, 1968 guaranteed a $135,000
promissory note of Mr. Liemon's and 'Mr. Lemon deposited the above-mentioned
27,250 shares in escrow pursuant to an agreement that if Medic-Home shall be
required to make any payment on its guarantee, such shares will he transferred
and delivered to Medic-Home by the escrow agent. The Company is informed
by .Mr. Lemon that the cost to him of the above-described securities of Liberty
Nursing Homes, Incorporated was approximately $126,000 in cash. The Company
and Mr. Lemon are now the only stockholders of Liberty Nursing Homes,
Incorporated.
On September 20, 1965 Liberty House Nursing Home of Virginia Beach. Inc.
("Virginia Beach") was organized in the Commonwealth of Virginia and MedicHome thereafter leased Liberty House of Virginia Beach to that corporation for
a basic rental plus 50% of its net profits before taxes. At that time all of the
stock of Virginia Beach was owned by diverse individuals, for the most part
residents of that area. In 1967. in consideration of deleting from the lease the
profit-sharing provision, Virginia Beach issued to Medic-Home 750 shares of its
Common Stock. par value $100 a share, constituting 50% of its outstanding stock.
Thereafter, in 1967, Medic-Home purchased an additional 20% of the outstanding
stock of Virginia Beach for $39,000 and on June 20, 1968, pursuant to agreements
dated January 24 and January 31, 1968, it obtained an additional 10%, giving
the Company a total of 80%, of the outstanding stock of Virginia Beach in exchange for 6,750 shares of the Common Stock, $.10 par value, of Medic-Home.
Pursuant to an arrangement concluded on September 28, 1967 and later confirmed in writing, the Company on January 9, 1968 issued and sold 55/8 shares of
its common stock. without par value, to Blair & Co.. Inc., and %6 of a share, each.
to Stuart M. Beringer and John W. Hurley, Vice Presidents of that Company,
making a total of 61/4 of such shares at a price of $4,800 per share (the equivalent
of 20,000 shares of Common Stock, $.10 par value, at a price of $1.50 per share),
in connection with financial services and advice which they had rendered to the
Company with respect to the development of a program of long-term'financing.
The Company has agreed that, at the request of the holders, all such shares (which
are being registered at this time but are not being offered by this Prospectus) will
be included in any registration statements which the Company may hereafter,
from time to time, file under the Securities Act of 1933. If any securities are to
be sold pursuant to any such registration statement by the Company, the cost
of registering such shares will be borne entirely by the Company. Otherwise,
the holders of such shares will pay their pro rata share of such cost.
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On January 31, 1968 First Connecticut and Bernard Bergman each surrendered the 6% promissory notes of the Company in the principal amount of
$200,000 which they held, in consideration of the issuance of 21,858 shares of

Common Stock, $.10 par value, of the Company to each of them, on the basis of
$9.15 per share.

'On the same date the Company issued 7,518 shares of its Common Stock,
$.10 par value, to First Connecticut, on the basis of $9.15 per share, in full
payment of all sums due to it for management and consulting services as of
September 30, 1967 under its Consultation and Advisory Contract dated April 15,
1965, which was cancelled, and for other services which it had rendered. On the
same day the Company issued 6,448 of such shares to Mr. Bergman on the same
basis with respect to sums due to him under the Consultation and Advisory
Contract with him, which was also cancelled.
The Company also issued 5,374 shares on the same basis on the same day to
Samuel A. Klurman in full payment of all sums due to him as accrued bonuses
as of September 30, 1957 under his employment agreement dated April 15, 1965,
which was cancelled. That agreement had provided for the employment of Mr.
Klurman as the Company's chief executive officer for a period of four years at a
salary of $25,000 a year, payable in weekly installments, and a bonus which
would accrue at the rate of $20,000 a year. A new employment agreement was
then entered into with Mr. Klurman for a period of 5 years commencing February 1, 1968 (see "Management").
Under date of January 26, 1968, the Company entered into a contract with
Riverside-87th Street Corp. ("Riverside") to purchase for an aggregate purchase
price of $1,500,000 a parcel of land in Newport News, Virginia, together with
the nursing home and self-care facilities being constructed on such land by that
corporation. The facilities will include two completely renovated wings of a
building formerly operated as a nursing home by Mr. Bergman and an entirely
new center portion. The Company is informed by Messrs. Bergman and Klurman,
the stockholders of Riverside, that the land and original building was acquired
by Riverside from Mr. Bergman on December 1, 1966 and that the total estimated cost thereof to Riverside (comprising estimated construction costs and
the purchase price it paid in cash and by incurring indebtedness) is approximately the same as the Company's purchase price. Under the terms of the contract, Riverside is obligated to deliver to the Company a completed facility,
with all approvals necessary to enable the Company to commence operations
immediately. The contract is conditioned upon the successful consummation of
the offering made by this Prospectus and the Company's obligation under the
contract is conditioned upon Riverside's obtaining the financing described below.
The Company has agreed to advance to the seller $300.000 of the funds realized
from the offering, secured by a third mortgage, for the purpose of assisting it
in financing the completion of the facilities. At the closing of title, the Company
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

part payment of the purchase price. The balance of the purchase price is to be
paid by the Company's assuming an institutional first mortgage of $200,000, to be
provided by Riverside, and a second mortgage of $300,000, which Riverside is to
provide, either with an outside lender or, if that is not feasible, with Riverside
itself. The interest on both mortgages is not to exceed 7% per annum, the first
mortgage is to run for at least 15 years and the second mortgage for at least
ten years. The Company is advised by Riverside that its present intention is to
obtain such second mortgage from an outside lender (see "Use of Proceeds").
Bernard Bergman, a director of the Company, owns 75% of Riverside and
Samuel A. Klurman, the Company's President, owns 25% of the outstanding
stock of that corporation.
Riverside also owns the Park Crescent Hotel at 87th Street and Riverside
Drive in New York City and contemplates rebuilding it so that it will become
a nursing home facility. Mr. Klurman has granted the Company a 3-year option
to purchase from him. so long as he is employed by the Company, all of his
interest in the Park Crescent Hotel at a price based upon the average of appraisals to be made by two established and recognized real estate appraisers
in the City of New York selected by the Board of Directors of the Company.
The Company is advised by Mr. Klurman that he purchased his 25% stock interest in Riverside in 1956 at a price of $50,000 and that Riverside purchased
the Park Crescent Hotel in that year at a purchase price of approximately
$2,400,000, of which $300,000 was paid in cash and the balance by the assumption of various mortgages aggregating approximately $2,100,000.
Note: Asterisks indicate illegible copy in moaterial supplied to subcommittee.
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In July, 1965 the Company's wholly owned subsidiary, Liberty House of New
York, Inc. ("Liberty") purchased from Anne Weiss the lease of the Towers
Nursing Home at 2 West 106th Street, New York, New York and sundry receivables for $1,025,000. Anne Weiss, who at that time did business as an individual under the name of Towers Nursing Home, is the wife of Bernard Bergman. The lease expires in 1979, but the Company holds an option to extend
the lease to 1989. The rental payable under the lease is $10,833 per month,
plus real estate and water taxes. Liberty made payment of the purchase price
by paying $133,000 in cash, assuming various liabilities of Towers Nursing Home
in the aggregate amount of $163,000 and by delivering its 4% promissory note
in the principal amount of $730,000. The principal and interest of this note was
made payable in equal monthly installments of $5,000 from January 1, 1966
until January 1, 1967, thereafter, of $3,333 per month until July 1, 1972 and,
thereafter, of $5,000 per month until paid in full.
Liberty subleased the property back to Anne Weiss, who undertook to maintain
the license required to operate the nursing home and to comply with all municipal and governmental regulations required to conduct such home and agreed
to pay Liberty rental of $25,000 per month, subject to certain conditions. Effective July 1, 1967 this rental was increased to $30,000 a month in consideration
of the addition of 50 beds to the nursing home. The cost of this addition was
approximately $122,000, of which approximately $91,000 was paid by Liberty
and $31,000 was paid by Anne Weiss.
Effective January 1, 1968, the above-described sublease was superseded by
a new sublease to a new partnership consisting of Alex Forro (the manager of
the nursing home), Sissel P. Klurman (the wife of Samuel A. Klurman) and
Anne Weiss, doing business under the name of Towers Nursing Home, at a rental
of $30,000 per month, subject to certain conditions. As additional consideration
for Liberty's granting this sublease, the sublessee paid Liberty $100,000. This
sublease will expire in 21 years.
The lease price and the sublease rental were determined by negotiation. In
the opinion of management such price and the sublease arrangements are as
favorable to the Company as they would have been if the lease had been with
a non-affiliated person.
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Appendix 3
SUBPENAS ISSUED DURING NURSING HOME
INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
scongres of the fniteb stated
To ...Al

fficers and Directors of ARCIV Caribbean Merc. Corp.,

.23.7..East..Zt gh.St,,

New York.

New York

.

O------------t--------------------------------------retting :

.-----

Purzuant to lawful authority, rou .RE HEREBYr CO.mm.4xDED
appear before the --Secial--.

to

Committee on... Aging.

of the Senate of the United States, on --- January.2lst .1975-,
at ----M ----o'clock ---a-.m., at
270.Broadway
.New..York

New .York._._.R-m
n
1601 --.-

then and there

-

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The Comm-ittee-.rquese~--your--appearance-a-long--.i-t*.-jl-l--busimess--reeorda--relating
to your business with any nursing homes from 1969 to present including
but not
lImited--to--general --ledgerm--for-all --corporations -- artmenrshi-ps--and--sole--proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
general journals;
all--support-ing--vuchrs-en~d--invoices-;--ai-l---leasesi--. eantras-and-m1ortgages,--all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting firm and
all other
fiscs l--a
nd--ace untig-r
nn record-- s. ---------------------------------------------------------------------

bereof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To -- homa

e.g.L...Fezrrandina.

United .Statess Mkarlla-

-

-.

to serve and return.
*iben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
. t.h--day of.---Pmber-------------------in the year of our
Lord one

oan nine hundred and seventy-four

Chairman, Al3iED
M--Subcnmmitte oauLoog-Tnerm Care
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging.

2974

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congreo of the Eniteb stated
To

.

O..icer. American Bank & Trust Company, 70 Wali Street,

New York, New York
. retting:
,--

pursuant to lawful authority, rou.4RE HEREBY COXHUMM.DED to
appear before the ..

_- Committee on.- Aging

eca_

of the Senate of the United States, on Ja..usr. 21 orFebruary
at -10:00

o'clock -a-- m at

Association, 14 Vesey St., New York, New York

1Je

.

19-75

York County Lawyers

then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
Committee requests that you provide all books, records, papers, checks and
documents in Bank's possession or control dealing with or in regard to:
Medic-Hom Enterprisca Inc.; Brrer-ad Bergwnan Samuel Kluxman-;Sissel Furman;
Amram Kass; Anne Weiss Bergman.

btrtcf fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To

ValJ. Ha---andaris

to serve and return.
libtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
, in the year of our
~ry
~nine hundred and -eventy-five
Lord one thousan

1-6th day of .---.

on Lopg-Term Care,
Suubcamnttee
Chairman,
U.S. Senate Special Comnittee on Aging

2975

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
CongreSz of the Mniteb states
To
_

Bernard Bergmana Own-er-Operator,

Park Crescent Nursing Home,

_-150 Riverside Drive, New York, New York

reeting:

-*~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Pursuant to lawful authority, YOU ARE HEREBY COM.llAIADED to
appear before the

of the Senate of the United States, on -

at -

930-

Office Buildin,

o'clock a
l.t&

-

Committee on

Special

-ia-

at their committee room

C-

eets

shington

N

19_75

-

Februar
U

1318 Dirksen Senate

D.C-then

and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The Committee requests your appearance along with all of the following
records from the Park Crescent and Towers nursing homes: PARK CRESCENT
1. Bank Statements; 2. Cancelled Checks 3. Deposit Slips;
NURSING HOME:
and 4. Patient Account Records and Cards. TOWERS NURSING HOME: 1. Loans
Payable 2. Patient Account Records and Cards.

hiereof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
TO-------Thomas E. Ferrandina, United States Marshall
to serve and return.
Oiben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
6thi day
Lord on

E-ebar-ryv----------sand

7

in the year of our

red and seventy five

Special
Chairman,/Committee on JAging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Qrongrem of the abThiteb States
To ---

ernar&Ec nr

Es
250.:nat.-57th straoti TIlhw- Yrk,.Hv

g reeting:

Vursuant to lawful authority, YOU .RE

-lltv--Yark.-tcnau

-

.
,1975..,

January 21st

of the Senate of the United States, on
1Q

HEREBY COMXl4.4NDED to

Committee onAn

appear before the ...Specal

-

-

--

or
......

I- --------.-- -- --

at

Company,

.at .oCcr,.1lfr ".cFarSure

F=,.A

----2.-70-Brad------

o'clock -a. m., at QW-

azd there
then-and-there-------------------------then

ork.3oo

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under considerationby said committee.
records relating
bel a
.your a
rpets
t
-ru
to tbe opzratlon of the abonre nared facility from 1969 to the prenent incluilinG,
nf-l
s-com.r.1titoz- -piw-ixt-a.n~d.
.b-ut rot li-%tcta to fLc~c.4v;X 1ve~gg
ledgers;
inclulina any subetdiary cogsm.utC; all es'iary
sola proprietorahin"
and Mortgages; all records naintained by your Certified Public Accounting
-ccountin- rncrrda.
4..all..oihx..-fi-cal and-..fir.end
Hertof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and pen-

alties in such cases made and provided.
To

.---

--

ted.-Stetes..H-----L

ss 15.--err---ina--

to serve and return.
Oiben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
day of .Lord one t

,d

c----

_

,-in

nine hundred and

the year of our
ntt....._

BCubeorittem on Lon-tOed
Chairman,
Care, U.S. Senate Special Co=Littes on Aging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
iongreog; of the

7Mniteb

statedz

2

i974

To

Emaanuel Birnbaum, Operator, Geneses Nursing Home,.
T o ---S.........................
...........
1634Geneseg
Streets
Utica,
NewYork,........................-........................
..
.....
.......

...........

...................................................

*.r.eting:

pursuant to lawful authority, rOU ARE HEREBr COMMJ4NDED to
appear before the

Special --

Committee on ...Aging

of the Senate of the United States, on .
at -10
New Y

'clock at

i.,

....

..

.

nu..y 21s.t

at

.
,

19 751,

.270 Broadway

. New XoxkRoom6,thenandthere------------------------------------------then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The Committee requests you appearance agng with all business records relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
but not limitedtog general ledgers for all corporations, partnerships and
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
general journalsi all supporting vouchers and4.
invoices; all leases, contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
firm and all other fiscal and accounting records..

Jereof fail

not,

as you will answer your default under the pains and pen-

alties in such cases made and provided.
To

E, Fertand.na. un.ted ,ateo
J

)(. ba1..Thom.as

..

to serve and return.
Oibtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
19th day of.. December
in the year of our

Lord oneLJthusand nine hundred and--esvertty-four.---

Chairman,
.Subcomlittee an Lvog-yerm Care
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
(eongrezg; of tlje aniteb otatez
To.Moses

Braunstein Operator, Laconia Nursing Home,
1050 East 230th Street, Bronx, New York 10466

*----------------------------------

-

-

ree ting :

.-

ptursuant to lawful authority, YOU A4RE HEREBY COAfM.I4DED to

appear before the -.Special........
Committee on Aging
of the Senate of the United States, on
at ---

-1.0..

.

.

January 21st

o'clock a.-m.,

New York, New York,

,

1975 ,

.270 Broadway

Room 1601

,

then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The Committee requests your appearance along with all business records relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
but not limited to general legers for sli corporations, pa-tperslhips .and
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
general journals;--a;
supporting vou cher and.invoicesi all Leases, contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
firm and all otber--fiscal and accounting. records

Jhereof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To

Thomas E. Ferrandina,

United States Marshall

to serve and return.
Oiben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
19th

day of ---

Deeber ,

in the year of our

,,

Lord one th"-sand nine hundred and seventy-four

Chairnan,
.. Subcommittee on Long-Term
Care, U. S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrefs of the aniteb States
To Yetta 8raunstein) OperatorOlinville Nursing Home,
A.0.0 .6 ..

....................................................
__..._..__.......___
__
___
...__..__..........._.._...._
__
.

*....--.. ..-------------- ------------. .. .. . .. .. . .
pursuant

to lawful authority, rOU .IRE HEREBr COMM.4NDED to

appear before the

Spe.--

-----

Committee on .Agin.

of the Senate of the United States, on
at

0.

....

re e ting:

January 21st.

o'clock a-m at

New York, New Ydrk.

Room 1601. .

....
197

.270 .Broadway
,,,,

then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
T~he.Committee r~e~uests your appearance along withall businesa records relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
b~ut not limited to general l~edger~s or all corporations, partnersips and
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
gen~eral .j~u-rmna-ls;-all
euppBBo-r-t-i-nBg
vou-chers
and -invo-i-ces; all leases, contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
ftjvg..and..all..other fiscal .and.Accounting regqrdAs.
.
tereof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and pen-

alties in such cases made and provided.
To

Thomas E.Ferrandina,

United States Marshal

to serve and return.
giben under my hand, by order of the committee, this

g9thday of _.Deqgi4be

.,--------------------in the year of our

Lord one thnusand nine hundred and seventy-fo u0r

Chairan,
Subcoundtgee on Lon-Term Care
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Cong~res of the mtniteb otatet
To.

Daniel Chill, 66 Court Street, Brooklyn, New York

------------------------------------

---

---------------

, r eting:

pursuant to lawful authority, YOU ARE HEREBY COMM.AXDED to
appearbefore the ..Speial

Committee on

of the Senate of the United States, on
at -

-100

o'clock

Aging

January 21st

anm., at

,19?5,
210 Broadway,

New York, 1New Yark, Room 1601

,

then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The Committee requests your appearancealo
w
all records relatin
to
any income you, or any partnership, firm, or corporation in which you have,
or ha&, am nteureat, received from any nursing home,, or from the own-x -r
operator of any nursing home, for any services rendered to such nursing
home during thLeyears 1969 to the preaent.

bereof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To Thomas E ---Ferran-da-ip,

Uni--tjegdtts-ta-te-s Mar-s-hal

to serve and return.
Oiben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
19th

day of. December

,

in the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and sevePty-four.

Chairman, YinHJ:xM-Subcommittee on -Long-Term Care
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

2981

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Eongreo of the Wniteb Otateg
To.General .Counsel,..D.r.-.o.tler afficer...City..Bank of. Halldale
...'d...Hallandale,,Florida...33DD9 .----------------------------

pursuant to lawful authority,
appear before the.-- SeC1ial..

rOU ARE

---------

...................

HEREBr COMMAKDED to

Committee on.Aging..

of the Senate of the United States, on -... February 4------- ...,19.15.,
at.

1D.:DD

o'clock .a....m., at their committee room .Rew-Ycrk County..

Lawyer's Association,

£14Vesey.SL..S.

hew_.York_..New..York..

,

then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The Committee, requests .that you..provide.copies of..alI monrhly..statements
and copies of all cancelled checks in the Bank's possession or control with
x-eapect..to..any..account..-(or Cacoun t) -of.Mr Rocco Scarftne or Mra...Anna M4L..
Scarfone, either separate or joint, (especially account #201-435-3) covering
-the.period January 1-,
--1920.....the present ...........-----..-......

bereof fail tit, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To . Donald -D.-.
FSrsht, .United.States Mar

I

-1....
-sit ...
.......--------.-

to serve and return.
fiben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
lf1L- day of.-- Fehruary ------------------ , in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and .seventy-five..

Chdirmnan, XMo
-Subcommittee on Long-Term
Cafe, U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

2982

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congred of tte Eniteb States
To

Mr. Samuel A. Dachowitz,

5054 231st Street,

Bayside, New Y-o--r-k
11--l-364----

-------------------------------- - ------

Purouant

. rteting:

to lawful authority, rou 4RE HEREBY COxxMJxDED to

appear before the

Committee on

Special

of the Senate of the United States, on
at

1000

A-- gi

February 4

=

,19 75,

o'clock .A!m., at their committee room New York County Lawyers

Asociation, 14 Vesey Street., New York, New York

then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.

*ertof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
TT.O_-------------_----------------_
o-----------------------------------to serve and return.
biben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
- 6th

day of-.Jmamnry-------------------------

in the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and seyenty-five

-

----------

Chairman, Committee on Subcommittee on Long-Term Care,
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
onffreo of tfe aniteb Stated
To ...All-artners of .nexs-o

- conmy.. Restaurant &-Supply Co.,.r_-

148
New.rYork,._NewYork
/ 9 --_DO, (*
y Y-------?Gc;.,:
148 Franklin
Fr-k-----r---Street,~
t--------N-e----ykj---- e------ -otr
k-----------!---------------------........... I---°- °
C)
4/6;)v
h~~'e /

/ g

!3LicL

s'r-

..
----

....

Oreeting:

pursuant to lawful authority, rOU ARE HEREBYr COAfM4{XDED to
appear before the

SPe a- ----- Committee on Aging.

of the Senate of the United States, on ,,,,,,, 4nuaMry__24t .197.5,
at.

1Q0: QQ

NeF Yowrk

o'clock -.An.m., at

New.Yo-rk,---R-o

_.27.Bradway--------

60l.

---

Xthen ao

t&Vere

to testify what you may know relative to the subject mattersovnir ooi
sideration by said committee.

NJ

Th. Committee requests your appearance along with all business Irecoils relating
to your business with any nursing homes from 1969 to present including but
not limited
Rezweral,,ledge~rs. .fgqr all.;orporations,, partnerships apd sole
proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
g~eneral journals; all supporting vouchers and,,invoicesX all leases] contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
fm.irm
and
llatothe iacal and .accounting. yecqxidE.

~~to

lbtrtof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To ----Thomas.E..Faerrandinal
united States MHarshal.

to serve and return.
gibtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
l 9 th4_ day of --- ece,,mber

,,,,,,
in

the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and se.n!tY-+fso. -

Chairznn, * W20x2M Subcommittee on Long-Tezm Care
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

2984

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
-

To

mongrel of tbe mniteb states

Benlamin.Farber,

O^erator, Willoughby Nursing.Hme

949 Willoughby Av~enues Brooklyn

New York

11221.

.*~~~~~~~~~~~~~4rteting:

pursuant to lawful authority, YOU .4RE THEREBY COMAI4KgDED to
appear before the.Special.. Committee on.Aging
of the Senate of the United States, on
.

at..

o'clock. a m., at i

Jsnuary 21st

aoocb

.. I
E{ew Yo7k.. New..York. -Boom l6gO

nzx

27

Ad19-

i:-

,thek29 nI----------------t
------------------------------------

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters wSader consideration by said comm ttee.
d Syour
appearance. along with all-- bu-an.es. record- ;elsating
SCnaQitteeoreqnuest
oThe
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
but-.not limited to .general ledgers..f or. aul corporationso..partnershipas-Andsole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
&enerxal 4aurnals;. all..supporting..v-ouchers and invoices;-.all.Leases, conttrarcts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
firm -And all-Gther- fiscal and anconuntinerecords

Tereof fail 110t,as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.

To

-StatesM-rsha-

Thomas E.---Fre r-r-a-n---d-i--a----U-n-i-t-e-d-

to serve and return.
gibtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
l9th day of .ecemRber

,,
in the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and

seventy-four.--.

Long-Term
S -ub-compittee Qon_
Chairmany qgVVZ(RXKp
Care, U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

2985

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congres of tbe mniteb Otateo
To.-enpra aI.-ounasl.
. IBladBay

or..other..officer,

Fix t Ntional.Bank of Bay Harbor

--HarbAr--Islanda.-.lorida
---331.5A-.---------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------.-------------.reeting:

Vureuant

to lawful authority,

appear before the .pecagl

YOU

ARE HEREBY CONJXfV4DED to

Committee on ..AginSg.

of the Senate of the United States, on ---.Eebruary 4
at

10M--QO

Lawyer-'s.A .

-

o'clock a-

ati...

.-

.n., at Iw

1975.,
YQrk.ounty

l4Seseystree.4-.-York----yXrk.

.

then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The.'
S.Kerqveete ta
you pQyide cpesof all monthlY statements
and copies of all cancelled checks in the Bankb possession or control with
.-- accopwt (o.
a1Qnte1 of jr, Rocco Scarfoneor Mrs Anna H.
Scarfone, either separate or joint, covering the period January 1, 1970,
to theRese

----------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ -------------------------------------

Ibrect fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To ------onald---

.--- raz----Dnitgd.-St-ateas---ar-hall.

to serve and return.
gibmn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
--laz.... day of_ -Fzebmar.

.

, in

the year of our

Lord one thousand nir ghundred and Seyejty-.fiy&-

Chairrnon,X~s7bZE
Care, U.S.

AM Subcommittee on Long7-aerm
Senate Special Committee on Aging.

2986

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
tongrea of tbe 10niteb Otatem
To-.....General Counsel, or other officer
First National Bank of Hallandale
33009 ......

Haliandale, Florida

Purguant to lawful authority, rOU
appear before the

S

tan:
MRE HEREBY COMAUWDED to

Committee on ....

,19 75,

February 4

of the Senate of the United States, on

New York County
at
o'clock a
1000 at _Street. New York, NewYokteanter
LawersAssociation, 14-Vese
then and there
I IE-,r--!e--t---N--e----y----r--k----N--e-----y--e -2---s--t-F----- -4---s----s--o--i-a-t--------a--y--r-

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
opies of all monthly statements
She Committee requests the- you-providand copies of all cancelled checks in the Bank's possession or control with
ofne or Mrs. Anna-M.
Sc
)contlof.Nr-Rocco
respe-tto sany account(or
Scarfone, either separate or joint, covering the period January 1, 1970-,to the present.

~~~~---~
~---~~~~----- ---------------r----------------------------------------------------------------------------tertof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To

Donald D.

Forsht, United States Marshall-_

to serve and return.

Sibtn under my
1s...

day

hand, by order of the committee, this

of___

Lord one tho

CAO.rman,

Care, U.S.

Fruy

,

in

nine hundred and

the

year of our

seventy-five

Subcrmmittee on Long-Yerm
UN
Senate Special Committee on Aging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrez of tte Vniteb Otateo
To
New

Geneal Counsels or other officer,

...

A..ene.

First National City Bank of

New.York.. New York
.---------

_of.
o rteting:
rs-----t---t---------------g-:-----------------------------

Pursuant to lawful authority, rou .RE HEREBY COAMINDED to

-

i

appear before the .s.

Committee on Agin. -

-

of the Senate of the United States, on. Februa-y,
at ----

-

Lawyer's

89

o'clock -Aam., at
iun...JA..Yessy..

1975..,

NhUUIJWWi

.-

N-QW-.
New.
YorkCunty~

oxk..eM YQrk---------.
then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under considerationby said committee.

~The

Committee req~uests that you provide copies of all monthly statemets and
copies of all cancelled checks in the Bank's possession or control with respect
an.oacon tr ccutsi.ofp JQ~eephin 8..k~g re
AxM,...pocp Se4Qne..or.
Mrs. Anna M. Scarfone (especially account number 7605854), either separate
.iint .
overing
perkdJap4 ,ine3.ty 1,9J....Q.to he..prnent
.
.

~or

~the~

lbertat fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To .---

.9. E!.X

mixgt pJr.

to serve and return.
Oibta under my hand, by order of the committee, this
28th day of ....Jua.ry

_

,

in the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and eeety-iy.

Choirrnan, dnbc~mnottee
Qn LQn-g-1Tern Care,
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

2988

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
'Congrem of tbe Vniteb Otates
To

Shalom Foegel, also known as Shalom Vogel, Operator, Hayden Manor
Nursing Home,

34 West 74th Street, New York, New York

--------------------------------------

----------------------------

- g recting:

pursuant to lawful authority, rou ARE HEREBY COMM.MLJDED to
on Aging
C--AF!i!4al --------- Committee

appear before the

of the Senate of the United States, on
at ---

-

-

,,,,,
,,,January 21st

270 Broadway

m.,

o'clock a

,,,,, 1975,

,,, , then and there

New York, New York, Room 1601

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The Committee requests your appearance along with all business records relating
to the pfesent including
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 t
but not limited to general ledgers for all corporations, partnerships and
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
general aournals; all supporting vouchers and invoices; all leases, contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
firm and all other fiscal and accounting _rc rds.

3bereof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
Thomas E.

Ferrandina, United States Marshall

to serve and return.
Oiben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
December
day of -Decembe

19th
----

the year of our

,,n

lord one tha7"sand nine hundred and

- --

seventy-four

-------

--------------.

-%- -- Subcommittee on Lang-Term
Chairman, at
Care, U. S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
. IIonge~b of tie Xniteb States
To

B....

.,8,2.
83r~d 5,t~ree~t,,,,Brooklyn,,New,,York

H-.............

1J.21h,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
.

,,,,,,-

.*~~~~~~~~~~~~~,dretding:

3urluant to lawful authority, rOU.4RE HEREBY CO.4fXU4DED to
appear before the --Spia -.

Committee on Aging_

of the Senate of the United States, on ,,,,,
at ,,

,

Mew.Y9-rk,

..............

January 21st.

0,, o'clock ---a,,m., at

19 75

270 Broadway

Yor,,k---Roo------.-6,---1,,,---,,-,-,,,
-New

-,,,,,,,,,,,,.,
then-and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under considerationby said committee.
Th..Cmmit tee requess your appearanc alon6 with all business rto..
relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the preseit including
but not limited to general ledgers for all corporations , partnership and
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all sub-,idlary ledgers;
general journalsi all supporting vouchers end invoices; all leases, contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
firm-and all other fis-cal and accou--n-t--inX records.t
,--

jbertof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To

Thomas E- Ferrand-na,-

United States Marshal.

-

to serve and return.
* iben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
.19th- day of-.Decewber -_-----------------in the year of our
Lord one h

mmndhundred and 1-4..........
nine

Chairrnan, 9bMompirtIeMe-n
LUo-ng-MT-erm Care,
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

45-716 0 - 75 - 8

2990

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrea of the Einiteb *tateo
To fleuzion Frankel

,

Operator,

Ocean Parkway Nursing Home,

1326 Ocean Parkva~y
1 Brooklyn, New York.11230.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

,-----------

pursuant to lawful authority, rOU 4RE HEREBr COM.XUaXDED to

Committee on .Aging.
appear before the .9P.ia1.----------of the Senate of the United States, on
10

at

195

January 21st

o'clock ...@--.m. at

27O..a;oadiayl---

therua, there

New York, New York, Room 1601

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The Committee requests your appearance along with all business records relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present incuding
general ledgers for all corporations, partnerships and
but not limited
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies, all subsidiaryledgers;
general journals; all supporting vouchers and invoices; all leases, contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
d
firm and all other fiscal and accounting._K

btredi fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To

Thomas E.

-erran

in--- United States Marshal.

to serve and return.
6(bmn under my hand, by order of the committee, this

day of December
12.thL.

,

in the year of our

Lord one thouand nine hundred and --.

e-nty•9ur

Subcommittee on Long-Term Care,
Chairman',
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

2991

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrea of the 11niteb states
.oMax
91dberg_Op!erator,

Oxford Nursing Bore,

144 S. Oxford Street, Brooklyn, Nev York U217
.--------------------. _.

retting:

1ur1uant to lawful authority, rOU .4RE HEREBY COmmi4KDED to
appear before the *...-pecia.

Committee on ...Agi-------

of the Senate of the United States, on.
at

_

New York;.

1°
N

January

-- o'clock...n.>.m. at
Y-rk- i---

1601

21

.-

_7Q

- .-

19a_

Broadvay
-.

_,

-

-

then

and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under considerationby said committee.
The Committee requests your appearance a4ongith all. business records relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
but not limited
isw for al1
Qxp tloosi "r&aenera~
tnerhlps ag4
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
SenPegal- Jo3gn4,l].;-.aUl npportlug .. ouchera BAni-avoicea;-- all leasee- contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
f irms and all other ~fisal sunb Accounting records..
Fberedt

fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and pen-

alties in such cases made and provided.
To --- ho1mAs..1erranAdin.-

-Sate&
SUnited. -Narh.
a..

to serve and return.
giben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
.lth

day of --fecemher

_

_

in the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and. aeventy-f Qu3:--

Chairnman, X.HXKZWHXXM Subcommirtee.onLong_-Term Care,
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

2992

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
¢Congreab of the Nniteb Otateo
Grand Brokerage Inc.. -irectors-

To All Officers and
170 Broadway,. New Yark, New York

,

Vurouant to

lawful authority,

rOU 4RE

*eeetting:
HEREBY COMMAKNDED to

------Committee on ---g
appear before the --Sce--tR-ia-l-

- 1QQ

o'clock --L--m., at

.1NeWYoTk,.Rew.-Yo-ks

-

January 21st

of the Senate of the United States, on
at.-

-

.

270

-nmmim

nA

---

oomJ1601-

,

1975..,

Broadway.

,then

and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The Committee req~uests your appearance along with all business records relating
to your business with any nursing homes from 1969 to present including but
not li~mited to General ledgers for all corprations, partnerships and Bole

proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
general journals; all supporti youchers and invoices, all leases, contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
firm and all other fiscal and accounting records

J4trtoi fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To

Thm--as E Ferrandina

ni -ted

s-Mars --------------------------------------

to serve and return.
*ibmn under my hand, by order of the committee, this

.

19th day of

Decamber

,

in the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and seventy-ffur...

Chairman, tsUUn8OW-Subcommittee on Long-Term Care
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

2993

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Conrea of the Sniteb Otatet
To Abraha.Greenbam

leQakNursing

26O-0p1 79th Avenue 1 Glen Oaks,. New.
Yorkj0

-.

nm

-- --.----------

----------------.------------------

pursuant to lawful authority, YOU ARE HEREBY COMM.IDED to
appear before the S

------------ Committee on Aging

of the Senate of the United States, on..
at

,

10

January- 1st-

o'clock a-2

New York, New Yo4k,__Room 1601

rml r

190i7;,2

--.

-mBrbad.,y- Ad
-------------------------------

----------- th ei

-a

7an
d 'thire

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters undei consideration by said committee.
The Committee requests your appearance along with all business records relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
but not limited to general ledger6 for al oprtg~tprnrh
and
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
general Journals; all supporting vouchers and invoicesR
all leases 1 contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
firm and all other fiscal and accounting records.

irntof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To

Thpmaa

a----n-

Stat-e-s-

----------

-i- -ted

-Ma-r-s-hal.

to serve and return.
Oibtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
--l9th-- day of. Decamber Lord on

.,

in the year of our

sand nine hundred and ..74.

Chairnan,
Subcommittee.on Long-Taen
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

Care,

2994

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrego of the Vniteb Otatet
To.

Operatort Wiliiamsbrid e Manor Nursing Home,.

Abraham Grossman,

154
TolinonAvenue, Bronx, New York

10461

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

rteting:

purSuant to lawful authority, rOU ARE HEREBY CO
appear before the .. pecia.

Committee on Aging

of the Senate of the United States, on
at -----

:O

--

-

MANADED to

o'clock .am.,

1975,

January 21 -,

at

-Y-ox-kewTy-Ork.RQQW IbDIthen
N--e--w

*i. _B4x270
Broadway.

and there
there------------then and

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The Committee requests your appearance along with all business records relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
but not limited to.Gene~ra~l ledIgers for all carparations,. partnerships and
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
£Nneral..j.Q.1ur-la; all..aupportln g.u~l~ chea.ad uv~oicegs. alllsases,.cnracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
:
fim-z anm-...alI other-fiacal andt accounting..zncoxia.

Jbereof fail not. as you wtll answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To ----ThonaaL .E_.erxandina,-lnited Statesa-Marshaal
to serve and return.
Oibtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
Decmb--e---r------------in the year of our
19th.- day of-----

Lord onetlwusand nine hundred and ---

__Subcommittee on long-Term
Chairman,
Care, U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

2995

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrea of the MEniteb Otatet
To ..~9IQn9.m9~tialers.0peratQr...New

Va

Mib~t.

rai~ng Hmne,135.

Vanderbilt Avenu~e,, Sta5,,,IsaadNeYr,13
.Ian...lw..Xr...................................
.greet

Pursuant

:.................ing:

to lawful authority, YOU 4RE HEREBY COiMALMDED to

appear before the §Sp,,ecial.

,,,,,,,
Committee on -Aging

-

of the Senate of the United States, on -----January--2.1------------_------------a
-----. 19751,
C-)

at.,,,,,1,0:-0,0,,,
,,,,, o'clock As.-- m., at X

270- jazadXa

---

New York1 New York~ Room 16,01,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,teanthr
.---------------------------- thev& and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under considerationby said committee.
The Committee requests your appearsnce along with all business recardaizejlating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
but not limited to general ledge
r
lr
po
ragionspartnembipjd
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
genera1 journals; all,,suppor~ting vou~c~hos and invoices.;.alL~leas~es, contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
firm and all orb r-fi a-l-- andaccounptntgx3e&corda..

btrtof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To --Th,9maB.,E. -.
er.a~dia..mited-.5tates-.a.shaJ
,-.---..
to serve and return.
Oibmn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
1 9th.... day Of _Deembar -

.

,

in the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and .aeventy-four...-

Chairmtan, *v-^i iz^,Subhcommittee.nn ILong-ITem Care,
United States Senate Special Committee on Aging

2996

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
congrea of the tlniteb otatef
To..Xugent.Holl-nd---

----er

ear-C-----V-5--r---------------------en-------------------- - -ry
Stret,
--

Brooklyn, New York_
------- -- ----.--.retfi
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -

ng:

pursuant to lawful authority, rOU ARE HEREBYr CONALMMDED to
appear before the -S-e-i-

--

Committee on. Aging --

of the Senate of the United States, on.
at

January 21at

-

-

m

10-_ o'clock -- um., at _

New York, New Yok

Rom 6O¢

,

.-

rr

Q

their ak*i thero.

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.

The Committee reqguesta.Qsxzog

pearnce..along.ith. all. buainaaa..reroarelating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
but not 1.iaUte4tQ .egeneralledgers for ail, corporations, partnrshi2pa..and..
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
gAeneral oJ-mala;&.All..aupporting.vmucher a-nd-ainvoices,. aULL-l,.- -contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
firuean.4.Cen

all. oth

s neAl .and
s
accounting.records_-.

btreof fail not. as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To .ha--

amas-Z.Eerrand ina,-Un tedSStates-Harshal.---------

to serve and return.
*fbtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this

192th_ day of --.Decenbar
Lord one

_

,in the year of our

usand nine hundred and

1

.4

Chairman, -sIr
=.-Subcommitteeson Lony-ITezm Care,
U.S. Senate Special Com 4ttee on Aging

2997

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

-

Conrez of tbe Wniteb Otateo
To .Egsne-o1alder..1artner.or Dffiraxr...

erlntrxr.SerziceseCompany

-3BD..Eary~.Stut
trro~klynv
New York..
,,_
........
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

turruant

to lawful authority, rou MRE HEREBY COMM.,XDED to

appear before the .. Special

____ Committee on Aging-

of the Senate of the United States, on ,,,-,,,,-,-January
at

-

1

o'clock

.New..York,--New-York,--Rom

21st -

91275

Am., at
1601-

--------

-

,

thehanM& there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters upsdei consideration by said committee.
..The..Commitzas re~nasz.

.your appearance. aL ng..with.

.Lbaslaes FeQd---,-elting

to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
but not limies-z g8naraledgezalor efl-cozpo- dtomesnrattnetehapg-gna.
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
gen raL journals4 all snpporting vouchbrs .and. invoic~esa; --al
leaAef..cpn-gActs
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
...firm-andt alL.-otba f I .cl
and accounting records.
-

btrtotfail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.

To

Thnmaa

E_ EerrandIa __Un-it-d SXtas

fMaraha1.

to serve and return.
fiben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
---- 9..

day of December---------------------,
in the year of our

Lord one thou"and nine hundred and .eveny=four__.

Chairmnan, thinigSubcommittee on lsrng-Iete Care,
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging.-

2998

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrezz of tfe Wniteb states
To

- Eugenea.Hollandar.,

Operator, Gramarcy Park Nrsing Home

---------------

,-reefing:

purouant to lawful authority, YOU .RE
appear before the .----

at.

10

HEREBr COMJsIXDED to

Aging

e--.-.4------- Committee on

of the Senate of the United States, on

,,-----

237 East 17th Street_ New York, New York

January 21st
,,--

o'clock -asm., at f PIHIIIIIIENM

19 75,

...270 Broadway-,then and there

Ne~wYrk. New York- Room 1601

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
..The-- Committee requests .your-appearance along with all .businmss -. acnrda..relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
.b-ut ot-.limited.-to-.general ledgers for all. corporations,. partnershipsAnd--sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
-contracts
.general. jurnla;s .all .supporting vouchers and..invoices;. alL.leas,and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
-------------firm.and ail otlher..fiscal and .ac~ouninsg arecords. - ----.--

jbertof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in- such cases made and provided.
To

Thninas.-.

.FPrrF- nln,-UnitatedStates.-M

arshal--------------------------------

to serve and return.
Oibtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
9th----- day of

December .

in the year of our

Lord one tihbsand nine hundred and

eventy-four

Choirmon,
;
1
ubcommittee onLong-TWerm Care,
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

2999

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrem of the Vniteb Otateo
To --E-gene .
Iroolyne

.v

lander.

Operator, .lnrk I

eeting:
,

.....

to lawful authority, rou

.4RE HEREBY COJ

appear before the ..-Special -.------ Commmittee on

...Aging. -

.

o'clock .a._.m., at ,

.New York.__New YorL, R

.1601

XDJUfV
EDto

A

of the Senate of the United States, on .. January 21 ..
at. l-a

Ave.,

Yrk.---------------------*--------------------------------------------

*~~~~~~~~~~~~..

Pursuant

r.aNuzaing-.Hom,--1455.-Coneey--Ie1and

-

KIM=D

---

cgl9 75,

270-1-roadOay-----j
.---.
, then and there

------..

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.

Ihe..Committee- requests-.yur-4Ppearanoe-.along--vi-th--ea l.-btoin
-reeords--relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
hut mot J-iited.-to--general--ledgerc- fer--e11 --corporaions--- patnershipa--and---sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
ganaral jauroals;--all--eupporejug..wuehers
and- invoiceat all
leae
jontScte
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
firm.and.all-4ther--fisoal--and
-aceounet-in&-reordsv--------------------------------------------

]ertof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To .

Thomaus--

-Fer-rndimeb--nieed

tates--Saa--Marsha--------------------------------

to serve and return.
flitn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
9th_.

day of -Decembor -----.-

,

in the year of our

Lord on thousand nine hundred and seventy-four-

Chai&,man,
1
Subco-ittee o Lan&g-Term Care,
U.S. Senate Special Comaittee on Aging

3000

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congre -of tthe aniteb otateg
To

Eugene Hollander, Operator, Riverviev Nursing Home, 117 Beekman Street,

New York, New York

-----------------------------------pursuant to

--------------------------------------------- -----

lawful authority, rou ARE H7EREBY COJUaf.4fADED to

appear before the

Committee on .

Special

of the Senate of the United States, on

at.

i0:00

.

e, recting:

o'clock ..

Aing
.

January 21

,-----at t_

.New York, tiKew..XorkRoom .1601 -

.,1915.

27.0 ro-d

-

.-

..,

.

-ay-

then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The Comitiee reayuests your appearancve along ith all business records relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
-but
not .looted. to general ledgers. fet al~l corporations, partnerships and
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
*general jaurnals; aU.. supparting voucherms ad. iavaicee; 4ll 1easesl contracts

and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
firm and all a.ther -ical and accounting record.s.

3btrtoi fail not. as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.

To

--- Thoms *E-.Ferrandina, .UniteA._Stateatarehal

..

to serve and return.
(ibtnunder my hand, by order of the committee, this
.19th

day of

December .

,

in the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and .24

Subcommittee onlong-Term Care
_
Chairman,
U.S. Senate Special Comittee on Aging

3001

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrer of tbt Wniteb btatet
To. .Jeneral-.Counsel.-or--other -Dff cer-,-Eme-Eederal Saminga andi.

....

.G~~~~~~~~~~~~~,4reeting:

Pursuant

to lawful authority, rOU

appear before the ..

pgiL ---

Committee on

of the Senate of the United States, on
at

10:09--

m.,at

o'clock

ARE

V

.
'

Lawyer A-AaSacition,-- 14..Vesey Sto.,-Nea

HEREBr COmm(4NDED to
A-ing

February 4-

-

1975

W&MMURIUM New York.Gouaty--XYork, New.Yark---

,then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under considerationby said committee.
The Comm.ittee requets that you provide copies of all monthly Statements
and copies of all cancelled checks in the Bank's possession or control with
.respect to any account.(or acc~ounts) of Mr. !o~cco..Scarfoneg or Mrs . AnaM.
Scarfone, either separate or joint, covering the period January 1, 1970,

~to
the

present..

breotf fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.

to serve and return.
60=n under my hand, by order of the committee, this
_3D.th... day of .-.iJam^ay ,.
Lord
ne thu~a

,

in the year of our

ahundred and. eet-

v

e hood
r d and---e--v----n--t----f-----e-----Chairmae ,
S
S
bcommittee on ALong-rerm
Care, U.S. Senate Special Coimmittee on Aging

3002

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congreg of the 'Mniteb states
Irzb-i-ki..Qp-eratgorBu-yr-n-si-d-e
To. D--exiar*

-N-ursing Home

.1850--Harrisn.Aven-uea,. Bronx._HNev..York.__l0453

,-..-..

.. erecting:
------------------------------------------------------------------.--

Pursuant to lawful. authority, YOU 4RE HEREBr COJNIXM.DED to
Committee on Aging.
appearbefore the SPecial-----------January 21le t

of the Senate of the United States, on,
at

,,,,10

.

o'clock -tm.,

-New_York, New..York,.Rnm -Ifi.l

at

3WO wdow

---

----

.

1975 ,

270 Broadway

, then and there
- ------------

to testify what you may know relative to the-subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The Committee requests you.appeance along with all business records relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to th-e present including
but not limited to general ledgers for all corporations, partnerships and
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
s all supportin& vouchers and invoices; all leases, contracts
_general journal~
and mortgages; all records maintained by )our Certified Public Accounting
-and--aU..-o-ghsFz-f-ia-cg1.ap-and accounting records.
rftm

*ertof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To ThsommsX.. -Fta

na.-.V.1igte.d-.States. !Marshal.

to serve and return.
hibtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
.19th. day of.Dece be. -.

.. in the year of our

Lord onehRusand nine hundred and 74.
---- v_

,

- . -.-

M Subcommittee-,on ilongu-erm Care
Chairman, 1=-W
U.S. Senate Special-Committee on Aging

(
3003

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrez of the gniteb Otatem
To

Frank Klein, Operator, Fairview Nursing Home, 69-70 Grand Central

Parkway, Forest Hills, New York

11735

------------------------------------------------------------------------pursuant to lawful authority,
appear before the. Special

-------- .,arating,:

rou

,IRE HEREBY COMLMADED to

Committee on-Aging

of the Senate of the United States, on. January21 .

-

at --

270 Broadway

:Oa ----

o'clock -.a_ .m.,

A

New York, New York, Room 1601

then an

, 19.75,

therd

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters:%n"r eonsideration by said committee.
The Committee requests
appearance along with all business -ecards relating
.
~your
~ ~~~~.
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . . . .. . . ... . ..-to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
*but~not limited tg General ledgers for all cor~porations, p~artnerships and.

sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;

general jour~nals; all sup~porting vouchers and invoices; all lea~sea,

contracts

and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
firm and all other fiscal and accounting records.

Jbtreof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.

To

Thomas E. Ferrandina, United States Marshall

to serve and return.
Oibetn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
19th day of.... December
n the year of our
Lord o
..

thsand

nne hundred and -eventy-four

v.a...

Chairman, a-Subcnmittee
on Long-Term
Care, U. S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

3004

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Ctongteo of the Wniteb states
To -- Erank.Klein, -p erato-Byde.1Park Nursing..Hom-Route 9, Anderson School Road, Staatsburg, New York

---------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------.
.retting:

-----

pursuant to lawful
appear before the

authority,

rou.IRE

HEREBY COMM.4fXDED to

Committee on Aging.----------------------------------------

Special

19.75
Jammr-y-. lst ---------------------of the Senate of the United States, on -------------at

10

o'clock

a.-m., at

27Q Broadway

_

-.
New_-York,__New-_York.,.Room 1.601.-

-

-

-

,

then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under considerationby said committee.
The..Committee requests your appearance along wItbh all.bluslAess records. relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
__but._not._limireP to-.genrail -D1gea.Ir.. all..corporations, partnerships and.
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
general. Journals- nalL suppoxting .vouchers--and.i&nvoIaea; All -eaaes. contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
firm_.and-.all-t
o-a.
al. and accnunting-records_
.

Jbereof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To

U

-- --- Thom-aaE_-errandina_

StateaMar1-a_Ited

to serve and return.
Oiben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
19th-day

of_. Decemberin

the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and seventy-four-----

Chairnan,

Care,
t-Subeommfttee-o&-Loug--T4r
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

3005

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
QCongrem of the ?Mniteb Otatet
To-John Leeds,

Associate General Couneel, or other officers
Banker'e

Tru-tCopanyj177
.!BBroadwa~y,

Ne Yok Ee York
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------

rtefing:

pursuant to lawful authority, rOU ARE HEREBY CO.m.m.JvDED
to
appear before the ---Special-

Committee on -Aging.-.-

of the Senate of the United States, on
at

10 00

...o'clock-.

- February

..

4-

a:m., at

,191.5,
N-ew.York..Caunty-

Lawyers Aasociatio-n,1-4-V--e--s--e-y
-S-t. -e-w
-York- N-e-w
-Yp-rk

.,----------I then and there
to testify what you may know relative to the subject
matters under consideration by said committee.
The Committee reques ts that you .rovide copies
pf all .wmeonxl
a and
copies of all cancelled checks in the Bank's
possession or control with respect
to any account (or accoumna)s espenally .account-.No_
li7-3IL2592Z nf Are onco
Scarfone or Mrs. Anna M. Scarfone, either separate
or joint, covering the
.Peri.od January l.-lZ0.- to..thepresent.
- ---.------

ibtrtat fail not, as you will answer your default under
the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To -- J

Lobnmingtnl

r_-

to serve and return.
Oiben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
-28-th. day of .Janury
, in the year of our
Lord one thou.."..A tn hundred and
.- _-..

...

Chairnan, ABE

Subcommittee on Long-lern Care,

U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

45-716 0 - 75 - 9
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrea of tbe Safteb itatty
To -

urs i

M----r--k----------en----r--P--an

Home,

3845 .CarpentMe Aveuue,.Jronx, New YOJL 10467.,
, Ofttlng:

utWlttldt to lawful authority, YOU JRE HEREBY COMM.INDED to
appear before the ---- ci4 - Committee on- Aging
of the Senate of the United States, on
1) -

at
-New.-xQXk.

--

.

21stlJanuary

-

,

19.75,

270 Brcadvay

o'clock -- Am., at
r-k-r
Rogw-

-

then and there
16Q.,theadtere-----------------------------------------------

to testify what you may know relative to the subjeet matters under consideration by said committee.
records relating
The Coamittee requests your appearance along with all business
including
present
the
to
1969
from
facility
named
above
the
of
to the operation
and
i~ut not limied to.gewral ledgers for all corporations, partnerships
ledgers;
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary
contracts
genetnrl-j-Q-llxnals-; -aUll--awppo-r iuvouBexsam& d--in-v---i--e-s; all 1eases,
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
-frn .and.alL. o.therfilacal-.and- accounting records..

Mbtrtottail not, as you Will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To Thomas E Ferrandjna United States Marshal.
to serve and return.

biten under my hand, by order of the committee, this
19th day f

-ebe-----------------in

the year of our

sand nine hundred and seventY-f

-u

Chairman, qbwocim _Subcoamit-te on Long-Term
Care, U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERITCA
(Congrem of the 4niteb Statem

.o

Mak oen
Av

lue,

peagr

Bronx! Ne- York

h-t PlansNusig

10467

--* reeftn

-

to lawful authority,

appear before the-- -----

roU AIRE

at

~~~~~~~
:S3I'sf

:
HEREBY COmAmADED to

Committee on ..A&i

of the.Senate of the United States, on -9

3845 Carpenter.

-_.-----------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------.--

Pursuant

m-

_

February 19

19

4__,p',qlgok ...
A!!m.m. at their committee room-3J8 Dirkee n

Senate Office Building,/Washington,

D.C.

20510

then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
------ - - -- - - - - - - - --- - - -- -…- --- - -- - - - ---…-----…
- - - - - -- - - - - - - --

-- ------------------------------------------------

- - - -- - - -…-- -- -- -- -- - -

--

-- - - - ----------

-----------------------------

- - - …-…- -- - - - - - - - - …- - - …-…-- - -- - -- - - - - - -------------------

jbtredftail mut. as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To-......a.

E. Ferrandina, United States Marshall

-

-

to serve and return.
*fben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
- 6hday of
Lord one tl

'9nd

Special

raJ----,------- in the year of our

nine h

re and

ny~iv

Cana,/Commy~ttee oynA ln -----------------
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Conarea of the laniteb stated
To

-.

.

.,

Na~yflwr.Ruraing. Hame

601. West.End Avsnua,

New ,Y~~o~xk---------,,-,-,,,-,,,----,-,--,----- --------------------------------------------------------------NewYoRlF,,

.Q------ --------------- ,- r etting :
---- ------------------------ -----

pursUant to lawful authority,
appear before the --Special

.

rou .RE HEREBYr CONNMANDED to

Committee on Aging.

of the Senate of the United States, on ,at ,,,.

l--------- o'clock ..a,..m.,

New York~ New York,,,,R,,o

-601.,,,,.,,,,,,,
~-m-

Jan-ary-21st --

-

,

,

19 75,

270 Broadway. ,,,

_

then
,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,-,,,,

and there

conto testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under
siderationby said committee.
reating
The Coimmittee req~ues~tsyu appearance,.along with .ell. huaitn ess,,recoQrds.
including
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present
partnerships. and---.
but not limi~ted.. .&tgernex-,al1edgers--for-.aa.CDxprOationas-

sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
.contrarts
general jotrn41ls, alj. evppoxting vouchers anmiinvnicea...all..leases.
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
*firim..and4,al~li. .udbsr ,£is~ca1.naui accounting.-recorda. .---------------------------- -----------.-.-.-.

beret tail nut, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
Tho-To --

L-.-.E--I-trrandina. .united. Statasa

-rsbSai.

...-.
..
.........................

to serve and return.
*ibtu under my hand, by order of the committee, this
-1--h-day of --.De*mbe

--.

in the year of our

....
Lord one thousand nine hundred and. 74A

zg= Subcoumittae on Long.-Term Care,
Chairman, C9iE
United States Senate Special Committee on Aging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrea of the Vniteb Otatet
To ._H.rl

.

IMichaela..... CounseL or.nther..ftifer
--------

Amnrian.BRank.and.-Trust..Company,--20--.-------------

to lawful authority,

rou

4RE HEREBr COAX.INDED to
-

on ---appear before the --Sp- a--,-,-Committee
of the Senate of the United States, on
at-

1Q;QQ

-----------

-------

-

.

Wall Street, New York, New York

Purouant

...

-

-

-

..... 19275 ,

ary 4,,,,,,,,,,,.
...............

o'clock -am.,at their committee room New..Y:xk.

..
Asaso~ciation.. 14.V~eaey. Streets .New..Xork.,.-ew

iC,.
tyi.,Jawyers

then and there

.Xo.k. .

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
he...Cnhmi-t-tae. requests..yon prnvidp-n.pICoie ..of-.any loan. agreements or-,....

~.betwe~en..y.QuY.bank

and Dr. B~ernard Bergman,

gRat
.5eD-jxd-lt4

Ann~e ,WeissBergman

Amram Kass,

and Miriam Kas

along with balance

,,,s~hewets,,or,,cerifie~dsta-tement-s-o-f .nt worth supplied for pu~rpgses of.
establishing a line of credit with your bank.

ibtreof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To --- I IC4 --

r-i--- -

-

-

-

-

--.-----

to serve and return.
ifbtn
under my hand, by order of the committee, this
. .Ifith day of._Ianamy.-------------.

in the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and Beventy-five

..------

td

<

.

--.. -.

.....

Subcoanttee qn Long-Term Care,
Chairann,
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congreg of the Sniteb *tatea
To .

Harold Michaels, Counsel or other Officer
American Bank and Trust Company, 70 Wall Street
*rteting:

New York, New York
pursuant to lawful authority, rou
Special appear before the --

4BE HEREBr COMM¶.IKDED to

Committee on

Aging:

--. ,,,,19---,,,
of the Senate of the United States, on.-------F--e-b-r-uar-, 4
a m., at their committee room New York County
, o'clock ...
at ---14 Vesey Street, New York Citthen and there
Associatian.
Lawyers
to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The Conmmittee requstsyou..toprovide copies of any person.1
or corporate loan agreements or secured instruments between
Amrafi Kass,
your bank and Dr. Bernard Berguan.. Anne Weiss Bergman,balance
sheets,
corporate
and Miriam Kass along with all personal orworth
supplied to your
financial statements or statements f net
bank by these persons from 1969 through the present.
trtof tail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To -John A. Edie
to serve and return.
gibeu under my hand, by order of the committee, this
in the year of our
January,
30th
h e ro u
----.--------------- .------..day of
seventy-five
and
Lord one thousand nine hundred
Subcommittee on Long-Term Care,
Chair-n,

S0903M
-pecia-1--Comui-t-te--on--Aging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Ctongrem of the mniteb states
To --

r

itz

.New-York,New York

ofsy Nursing Home, 946 East 211 Street,

pera

10469

----------------------------------------- ------------.....---------------------- ,a rctd ing:

Puriuant

to lawful authority, YOU ARE HEREBY COJiM.DED to

appear before the ----§P!p~-------l.

Committee on Aging............................................

of the Senate of the United States, on at ....

Janunary. 21ar...

.... 10.... o'clock . a m., at

N-e--w
-Y--o--r--k,
N-e--w
-- -YorI~.
QF-k^
wL

..

1925 ,

---270 Broadway
.Q...............................................
then and there

.. .

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The Committee requests your appearance along with all business records relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
but not limited to, Le~n~erKal
led~g~erxs
forall co~rpoqrationsx partnerships and
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
gneneral journals;,,all ,supportin~g,
v~ouc~hers and invoices; all leases] contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
firm and all other fiscal and accounting records.

jbrtof fail net, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To ........

....

. ....

. ..

........................

------

to serve and return.
Oibtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
...Afth.. day of -----Aegcvxbte,,,r,,..........., in the year of our
Lord on=L0sand nine hundred and
1 ..........
W
Chairman,

14

74
....................

~................
.............. .... -----------

_
_Subcommittee on.Long-Term
Care, U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
QCongra ot the Mniteb Otatet
Moskowtz, aprincipal orofficer, Amsterdam _Meat

To
Comp.axy,

100..°th Street and, Amsterdam Avenue~ New ,York, NewiYr

0etting:

...
...... .......
--------------------------------------------------------------- -.

pursuant to lawful authority, rOUARE HEREBr COMMANDED to
appear before the

Committee on

.

S-p-e

10n....

, 1975,

J- ury 21st

of the Senate of the United States, on
at ----

Aging

o'clock .- m., at 1.27..2Broadway.
,then and there

fNew lIoxk..JNew Yark,.Room.16--l

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under considerationby said committee.
,al.n~gwith all business records relating
The Commi~tt~e~e, r~euestsE y~ourpearan~c
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
gneral le4gers .or all corporstigns. partnerships and
not,,lim,,ited to~g
,b~u~t
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
and invoices; all leases, contracts
&eneral So~u~rna~ el~i. support--g-v-ou-cl-e--rs
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
ds..-r--e---or
gfl~
firm an~dall Q-the-t--fa----aCt----ti-n-g.

~

bertof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To ....Thmas.

S--a-a.-Ma-shal

E.exxandir.--U-n1t--l
..

to serve and return.
eiben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
.

in the year of our
,,,,,,,,,,,,
day of -D-e-c-Am,,beqr,
1.9thI

Lord one th
/.s

sand nine hundred and.Pven~ty-tfj9ur.--

a
Chairmnan,
Care, U.S.

.

.

......

.....

DWADOWKX Subcommittee oa Lonm-Term
Senate Special Committee on Aging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
¢ongres. of the Vniteb Otate%
To--..----

-S m-TA
An

--- bl -- A d- -.---- -----. ------------

------- - - - --- - ---- - - --- - - --- - - --- - - --- - - --- - - --- - ---- - - ---

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---

.----rtetting,:

pursuant to lawful authority, roU 4RE HEREBr COll.j4NDED to
appear before the ....Siec1 .

Committee on

Ag&

of the Senate of the United States, on . ...Jauar-2L or.-February --4--------- 19_,
at.

:OQ----

J&yig_--A-goef

o'clock .. .m., at their committee room N

tiA

1IYeaq, St

okb

Dork. .,

ork
i

nter

then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
Tovera Nursing Ham Account 4ooL.1-3892_5)
boer.1of
fi7not
a1you wilnay& .
a r dth
.-

~erasi

1rom
January 1, 1971 throu&h
tttaoie
andpen

~~~~~~~~~~~~

..

tail not, ase you will answer your default under the pains and pen-

alties in such cases made and provided.
To.J

o

=

9

.r.

_

to serve and return.
Ofbtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
l..16.-- day of.J

h... ---.

,

in the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and .. MY-yT1. ..
..
........1.I_.
.

Chairnan, Committee
U.S. Seate Spec*al CBittee an Agng

Ter

C-re

3014

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
£coanm Of *tAmub
To Ar.~ Portall^,..

Inistrato:--.ths-othe~-otf~eegr--.f--tfstee,--I-i.lflfO N.E .kh Inmz,.Bortb..Miami-, Eor

-kLteratiioalJaital.s
--------

-

tat"

:

- --

VUVtau

to lawful authority, rOU ARE HEREBr COXMAXDED to

appear before the ..

ia.l___

Committee on Aging

1975.,

of the Senate of the United States, on -- ebrury.44
0: -

at --

Association,

o'clock

&.m, at

_

14 Vese! Street, Ne--York. New---of--

.

.
, then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
sosQda .ml4
The Committee requests your aperneaogwihteflssn
documents with respect to Mr. Rocco Scarfone, a patient at the hospital named
---------------------------------------------above:y_
1) Copy of the Admission Form and other necessary documents showing:
a. Date of admission
b. Date arrangements for admission was made.
.c.Name-persons or Persons,.making sich oxrangements {SEE RVERSE IDE)

tecret fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
------------------- -M-r------------------

To
to serve and return.

*iben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
-lat-

day of _YEebruary -_-

Lord one

, in the year of our

tAJn~ nd nine hundred and --aeventy=five--

Care, U. S.

Subcommittee on Long-Term
Senate Special Committee on Aging

3015
d.
e.
f.

Reason for patient's admission (diagnosis)
Number assigned to patient for hospital stay:
Number of room (or rooms) to which patient was assigned.

2) Copy of the patient's medical chart indicating any operations or other
medical procedures performed, medications given, and projected prognosis.
3) A complete list of all doctors, nurses, and other medical personnel
participating in such operations or procedures.
.
.
4) A complete list
of all nurses, aides and orderlies assigned to the floor
(or floors for each shift) where Mr. Scarfone had his room (or rooms).
5) A copy of the form or other document indicating the official time and
date of the release of Mr. Scarfone from the hospital.
6) A'copy of the statement or bill
indicating all charges incurred at the
hospital (including any documents submitted, or to be submitted to Medicare)
relating to the medical care, room and board charged to the patient, to
his family, or to any third party.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congresz of the Eniteb States
Riverside Nursing Home, 87 South Route 9W,

r, Operator,

To,

Haverstraw, New York
-------------------------------------------

Pursuant

------,- r t e ting :

to lawful authority, YOU ARE HEREBY COMM.4XDED to
Committee on

appear before the --Special .

of the Senate of the United States, on -January
at -

-11:

New York,

,, o'clock -a_

nm.,

A4gng -,
*21

,

1975,

270 Broadway

I

New York, Room 1601

,

then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The Committee requests your appearance along with all business records relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
but not limited to general ledgers for all corporations, partnerships a.
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
general journals; all supporting vouchers and invoices; a11 leases, contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
firm and all other fiscal and accounting records.
1bertof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and pen-

alties in such cases made and provided.
Thomas E. Ferrandina,_United States Marshal
To ----

to serve and return;
Oibfn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
l9th

day of

December .

in the year of our

,,

Lord one thousand nine hundred and

Chairnan, 9

se-entyf our

Subcommittee on Long-Term
Care, U. S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congres of the Eniteb Stated
To Mr-- Jon

Ru--ehl-e,--6 5Ma-di--seQ-n-Awve..-Rev---York,-New..york .... .......

------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ... O~ret ing:
Purguant to lawful authority, YOU 4RE HEREBY CONXI.M4DED to
appear before the Sbeial ----.

Committee on.-Aging ..............

of the Senate of the United States, on --February-4.7 ,,,,,,,,,-,-,,,.,,-,,-,19,,5,
at .

10:
!,O,00------.----- o'clock. -- a-m., at MOMME
Lye'S
Associast~i~o~n,,,,1,,4,,,YVe~aey,,St.

NIMAKMOM New York County...

NewYork....N ,York.,,

then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
,The .Com-nittee .requests.-y ur.Appearance--along--with..a.L books, -.r-rJds,bank-statements,cancelled checks received and all memoranda,reports or workpapers
.dfetyceltoped-in--the. courseof --your,,emplayment,,in--tha.Office.of -theaNew .York-----Welfare Inspector General and his investigation of the Towers Nursing Home.

bereof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.

To

-

.John
E.
emin-tont , .
Jr!...
...............----------...........-------.. -------

to serve and return.
*iben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
,,2-8tbday of JTa xy -----,,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,
in the year of our

Lord onej'sw
thousand

Chairnan,

hundred and seventy-five...

S5@R
Svbcosmsitstee
v&NU
on Long-Tern Care,
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrea of tje Eniteb *tatez
To--

Rumso, Counsel or other Cfficer,

Mr. Lout

New York.
ChOse Manhattan Bank, 1 Chae Muhatta Plaza, New York,
-.--.rtetiug:
------------------------------------.-- -- --

Pursuant to lawful authority, rOU ARE HEREBY CONALMDED to
appear before the

-Pecial

10:00

o'clock

Lawiera- AmeatS~iLaz,

4 .,

r 21 or Februarys

of the Senate of the United States, on ----at

A n -- .

Committee on-

19 15,

at their committee room .New..York-County.
.L*m.,
a, then and there

114 YVesy.St.,-.New..YorktNew York

conto testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under
siderationby said committee.
checks and
Camuittee req~uests that zou provide all books., ecordz, papers
in regard to:
documents in Bank's possaesson or control dealing with or
the .period.Janusy 1 16-9 to the present.
Sanuel Dachowitz coweri_9

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

as you will answer your default under the pains and penbtreof fail not,
alties in such cases made and provided.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

T o _._._

to serve and return.
Oibtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
----

,in the yearof our

day of.IJAn= ----

Lord one thousand nine hundred and ....M YP fWe.
ng-Term Care,
ttee ---L---oC

U;S
Nehru,

Com

flee'6 on

e
-----

tt-

-----

--

---
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrec of the 'Eniteb Otates
To .. carl--Schindler,-.Oparatr,..s

I Igee.View Nursing Home

--425-West-144th.Street,..New..Xork,.Ner

Y rk .1-Q31,
-......
......

. .......
....
...

~~---~-~~-~-~---------------------------------------------------------------------,
a6refting:
pursuant to lawful authority, rOU .RE HEREBY CONAMXDED to
appear before the _1SAdcial.-

Committee on. Aging---.--------------- -----....

of the Senate of the United States, on
at

,..

,, 1Q o'clock ,- a.m., at

New,,Xotk.,,New..QXpk..RQ-Qm

.,, -

January..

--- ,1975.,,

_Z,7,0X7.0roadway---

6----1
-------------------------------then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
..The,,Committee..requests y~our appearance .along with allbve-i~E re-cordsE relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
.hut,,not
.limit-A.to .g- nra1.i
for--a--c-rportonl, partnerships..-rand sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
.general.Journals4.aiLL.supwporting-..oucrhers..and--vnicas; .all..leases. -Contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
.firmm.and-all-other - i ... 1and ,accnunting._records
...- ............-..--

bereof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To

oma-

sta--te

----

-

- .er.andina...Unit4.
-arshal

to serve and return.
6ibtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
--19th-- day of December ,,,
Lord on
/L A

------........ in the year of our

usand nine hundred and seventy-fQurT
---

e...

.. ....

.. ...

Chairman,
_-Subcommiatee.on Long-Term Care,
U.S..Senate Special Committee on Aging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
of the W*niteb States

QCongre~

To Abraham SchlafriS, Operator Meadow Park Nursing Home,
l3.6

78-10.l6-4tb.Eteet,..!luship~g, New.York

-----------------.-------

, g---

.---------

-re.ting:

pursuant to lawful authority, rou .RE HEREBY COi.M.4JJDED to
appear before the

-Committee on -Aging

Special

of the Senate of the United States, on at.

10-

a- i.,

o'clock

-

1975

January 21st

270 Broadway.

at
.

-lew .Xrk.. NewY ork. Boom 1.602

, then anT4 there:
2_1 ,

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters. *ndaer considerationby said committee.
relating
The Committee requests your appearance along with all business records
including
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present
an
but not limtd..to generalg~ ledgers. for all corporations, partnershi~ps
ledgers;
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary
contracts
jeneral 4ournals;~all supporti.ngyvouchers and invoices; all leases,
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
fi~rm and all other fiscal. and assQunting records.

lbereot fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To -T-h--om-a------------F-e-

Uni-ed

--xx--a

ates-Marshal.

to serve and return.
*ibtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
-19eth- day of .December

t
Loroe

, in the year of our

sand nine hundred and.. 74

SulcQUDietle@ pa
A
Chairman,
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

Care,

3021

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrea of tie Wniteb States
To.ReBina Schwartz, Operator 1 Riversid.Nursing Home, 46 West 74th Street,
New York, New York

10023

............................................-------.-

.

-

-------...........
recting:

pursuant to lawful authority, YOU ARE HEREBY CO.MM4.?DED to
appear before the _JRTSAp
e----------

Committee on.-...?.--------------_------_Agin
... ...........

of the Senate of the United States, on

10

at
New York,

January 21st

o'clock. e...m., at

New York1 Room 1601

.

, 1925.,

---2.7Q Broadway ...
,

.

,

then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
*The Commi,,t,,t~e,,e reque~sts, yur appearance along.w~sh illbuBiness ..recrds r-elating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
_.Abumt...uat..imited..to..general.,ledgexs..fox. .all corporations, .partnerships.ad..
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
general.j.Qurnalas;.all supportirng..vsauchers and invoices ;.al-1-lases.,..
contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
firm and
.all .other fiscal and.acro.nti ng re-nrdsibereof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and pen-

alties in such cases made and provided.
To Th

E

Ferrandina,

Unit......................

to serve and return.
*iben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
...19.th.. day of.....D-ce
Lord one

...-.

-er -,

in the year of our

sand nine hundred and..
-4

.A ~ r?2I 444...
.
v

.-.............

.................. .............

Chairman,
OO KiSubcomitteenLong-lerm
Care, U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

45-716 0 - 75 - 10
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
QCongrea of tje Mniteb Otatez
Operator. Morris Park Nursing 'dame, -A-bex-t-a-rt--b-e--,

To

, IQUa-----N--e--w.--Yo--k. 104-6-9
..1235--Pall ham---------y-o-rth ----------

-

-

--

reeting:

pursuant to lawful authority, rOU ARE HEREBr COMMAKDLED to
Committee on -_iAn

appear before the *Special

of the Senate of the United States, on
at -

-

1.0 -

o'clock a.--m., at

January 21st ---

,

19 75,

SWWOM 270..Broadway-

York, New York, Room 1601.-New

,

then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The Committee requests your appearance along with all business records relating
ofb
---he operation YFuthei above named-facility from 1969 to the present including
but not limited to general ledgers for all corporations, partnerships and
ceompanies;
including
general journals; all supporting vouchers and invoices; all leases, contracts
PubIc
your
firm and all other fiscal and accounting records.

~any
~subsidiary
~sole ~proprietorship's
~and ~mortgages',~a~ll~~ecords ~maintained ~by ~Certified

~all ~subsidiary~~edgers;
~Accountin'g.~

Hereof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To ...Thomas---.

-errandina-,

United States--M-a-rshal.

to serve and return.
Oibtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
19th

day of. December

-

,in

the year of our

Lord one thosand nine hundred and 74.

Subcommittee on Long-Term Care,
Cha~rman,
U.S. Senate Special'Committee on Aging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Conqree of the Sniteb stated
Home,,'-,...........-....
Nightengale
Florence
Sigety,
ToCharles
............
,,,
, .... Nursing
....,,,--,,,
!-----,, ,-,,,!---Operator,
To 175 East 96th Street

New York, New York

greeting:
---,
,-,
------------------------------------------------------------.

Wurouant

to lawful authority, YOU IRE HEREBY CO
- Committee on-.Asing..

appear before the -- Spe-cial

of the Senate of the United States, on
at ------

0

MU.4NDED to

-, January 21 -

o'clock a! m., at

1975
,,,,,, -,--,
---.,

,

270.QBroaidwa-y,-

then and there

New York, Ne wYorkl Room.1601.,

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
h..el..buaImess,,recorda-relating
The Coami~tte_ requests your..appe.rran.e..aloug.
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
but n~ot ,l~i~mitedtop .general ledgers forx.all..corporationsa., pnxzarshipsa.md.
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
&eneral journals- all..suppQrtlng. vouchers. and, invoices.;-al.leaesae., contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
-and.-accounting
rc---s,f~ir~m,,an,,d,,,aI~l.ther fiscal

Joreof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To Th

s.E..Ferrandina,

United States Marshal

to serve and return.
Oiben under my hand, by order of the committee, this
P.l9-tbh. day of
Lord

net

sand

D....Abemhe._

, in the year of our

nine hundred and _seventy-four ....

Chairman, aMW0WUQ= Subcommittee on.Long-rTemr
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

Care,
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
eConreos of the aniteb stated
-peratr-

Resort Nursing Home,

To .--- i----el-Tennenbau-

.425
.Reach..67tb Streets .Arvere (Queens),

New York 11692

,6rettun:
pursuant to lawful authority, rOU ARE HEREBY COMIM.MDED to
Committee on Aging

appear before the -----Sevcial

of the Senate of the United States, on
at

10

o'clock a.

--New--York,--NewiYork,

January 21st

at

i.,

.

MW

.

Room.1601

.
,1975

,

--270 Broadway

then qszd there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under-consideration by said committee.
along.with aUl.business records relating
..
The..Cosmeittea..xquaata..your.appeamanct
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
Cedgeneral ledgers for a1I corporationa.-.partnerships- aud----but not- li mr
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
invoicea;..allUleased..-cDtratjcts
upprting vouchers aI
g...ner.l. jIornala;il
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
4.aULtar
i--sical-and -accounting recorda..
.fiz& And

3ereoi fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.

To

United States Marshal

-_- Thomas E. Ferrandina,

to serve and return.
Oibtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
l9th

Lord

day of
e

December -

-,

in the year of our

usand nine hundred and seventy-four

Chairynan, 13Y40CCLM Subcommittee on Long-Term Care,
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrea of the Vniteb Otates
To

Mr-HMose.

O~peratar Ama-rican Nursing Home

Unger-,

l),
6A York

YqY!k

10009
New
K

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,zretting:

pursuant to lawful authority, YOU ARE HEREBY COMM.JDED to
appear before the

S-R;pecia

.

Committee on --Aging

of the Senate of the United States, on.

at-

10

New -Yrk,

o'clock

.-

tm.,

Y-rk. Rooml60L

-

,19.75-,

January 21at

at Yz270

Broadway

-

-

-

,

then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
Iheacnmaittta reques £yeurappearafce along with all businessrecords relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
but mat -iJmited- to .general .ledgers..for all corpQrationg. paxtnerships..and-sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
gpeneral -- ciurnala* all suppartingsv;aucbsra..end. invgicee. .4 leases, contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
-.
.
firm wad all..other. fiscal and.-arcoanutian- rtxo.da

btrcof tail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To

Thomas.-..

Eerrandina,. United .States Marshal-

to serve and return.
fibmn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
----l9th-- day of

.

Darnbex -

,

in the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and .74 -

on Lon-Term Care
SuXcommiQtte
Chairman,
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

3026

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Qtongre

of tbe uniteb Otateo

To -Moses._UDngar,
-----

CatQ- Park Nuprsin. Ho-me -Qp-erator-

.312.C
rat-n Gavenue,

-

raoklyn.

XQrk .Now
11226

--------------------------------------------.---------

Vurguant

,-g ree ting :

to lawful authority,

appear before the, S

-----.

rOU .RE

HEREBYr COMX.4DED to

Committee on .Aging

of the Senate of the United States, on

January.

.---

21 -

rq

-

-

at ---------l :Df---------- o'clock a..m., at
-Ue -.Y.ork, .New York....iOQL660]..,
-

19=.5,
ay: -------

--

theib and. there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The Committee requests younsppeaxance along with allbvigs
records relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
bXUt nnt limited, to generallad gars for -ali .corporations,..pax-tnershipx.agnd
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
genaral j~ourniala; aLL..supportIng..iuchera..and..in~voices.; aX.ll. leses,.contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
fir-and all--other fiscal
andcA--nting records-jWcred fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To .Th.
to

serve

and

as---Ferrandina.. United State

Marshal

return.
*ibsn

under

9ltht-Lord

one

.

my
day

of

th~ousan

/v/

Chairmnn,

hand,

by

order

_-Zecembher:
nine

a44

of

the

committee,

, in
hundred

the

year

this
of

our

se-Yvenm_-Ifaur

and

L-.

I
.Subcommitte- on Long-Term Care,
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

-

are

3027

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Conayta of the Uniteb atatel
TO.lsr ael Weingar ten, Op era tor1 Ver razano Nur s ing Home,
-100
Castleton Avenue, Staten Islands New York

-------------------------------------------------------------------...---.-

------

10301.
ing---

Vurluant to lawful authority, rOU ARE HEBREBr COMJ*MANDED to
appear before the....

Pal-------- Committee on - A---g. --

of the Senate of the United States, on.
at -

°°
-

o'clock a

.

New Yoi~xk,. Rev. York-

Jauary..1 -------------------------------1575 ,

nm., at t

21.0..
crdayc

Rom..1601.

...

...- ,then aA

the'r

to testify what you may know relative to the subject mattersunher consideration by said committee.
The Committee requests your appearance aloing with all businesa records relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
but not limited tog eneral ledgers for al
Spgsnprnrhp
n
sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
generaljour~nals; all supporting vouchers and invoices; all leases_ contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
firm

and all other

fiscal

an

_acoyutigrecords.

btreot fail net, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To

T

sE

erandaUnite

Ste

rh--------------------------------------

to serve and return.
*ibtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this

. 9.h day of

Pecember -_

.-,

in the year of our

Lord one thouand nine hundred and

L

-74 .

i-

Chairman, Okosado
U Subcommittee on Long-Term
Care, U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
-

To .

Congrea of tbte 1niteb Otatev
xperator.,

.t..Waingaxten.

2401.LaonC
.----------

i

elham-PakyNurs-

H-me

Avenna, Eronx-,.New-York. 10469

.-------------------------------

Wetting:
e------------------------------------.--------------

---

----

----

---------

Pursuant to lawful authority, rOU ARE HEREBY COMMA.MDED to
appear before the --.
Sp.e-al -

Committee on

of the Senate of the United States, on
at-

10-

-

Aging.

January 21st

o'clock a_ m., at

_.210

lRev York.-Sew SYork.-BRoomi1iDl --

2

,19 75,
r0advay---

, then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under con-

siderationby said committee.
Xha-Gommittee-requests- yourappearance-.along-wital. businaa .excorda

relating

to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
huti-.not limited-to generaL.ledgers foz..all corporations,. partnarahipsa.and---

sole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
ganazal .4ournals;--a.--supporting--vouchers--andinvoices.,--a-

lMasa,- -contracts

and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
£Lrm and.all..other.-Scac-an.com~

---------------------------------------------------

1btreaf fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To ----- om-s- I-. Ier--an-ina,- United .State_-a-sb--.
to serve and return.
6Ibtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
l9th-_ day of

December -

in the year of our

.lord onethusandnine hundred and .eveaty:uoi-.

-- Juhn=ittsqeon_ Lqng-Term Care,
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

Chairman,

3029

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congresg of the Wniteb Otatet
To.Anne
New-York,

WeisB,

Operator,

New York

10025

Towers Nursing Hom~esX 2 W~est 106th Street,

pursuant to lawful authority,
appear before the -pecial---------

rou 4RE HEREBr COMM.4KDED to

Committee on Aging.: -----------------

of the Senate of the United States, on.--at ----------- 10--------------- o'clock. a

im.,

at

M

New York, Room 1601

N-ew

-Jnary21at

-ork,-

,

1975,

270- Broadway..
,

then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.
The Committee requests your appearance along with all business records relating
to the operation of the above named facility from 1969 to the present including
- but pp-.1lmitied. to genieral-.ledgera for a lL-orxorationa,-.partnerships--andsole proprietorships including any subsidiary companies; all subsidiary ledgers;
general jouxnals; sU.i siyiLorting -vouchers. anI. invonies;. anll leases...contracts
and mortgages; all records maintained by your Certified Public Accounting
firm and all. ahar isca1 And-Accounting records.
---------------

tretof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided.
To

T--h-o
m--a-s--Eer--e-------in-Unit

ed.

s tes--t-sha.-

to serve and return.
gibtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
l9th

day of.. Decemnber -----

, in

the year of our

Lord one thowsand nine hundred and 74.

Chairman,
.S~YuCEEiaK
Sub-cQmittee on Long-Term
Care, U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

3030

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrer of the 41niteb Otate%
To .-

Yellin- Qpexetotx A-tI-on- RQ--.ur

495 C-arltonAvenue.
--

New York.

Brooklyn.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

dom-e-at-t-a

18
2-3a-

ecting:

..

Pursuant to lawful authority, rOU 4RE HRERBr COA.JWIDED to
appear before the -Special
of the Senate of the

at --

L --

New Yoxk.

Committee on Aging.

United States, on -------------January-

oRiom

,.-

1st.-------------.M-R1925

-am., at

o'clock

Ruw York,

.-

220

1601-

,

Boaday

theWt

and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under considerationby said committee.
along
The .Csoimnitee requerats your appearance -all
of
the
above named facility
to
the
operation

with
from

1969

busines
to
the

records
present

but..not l1imit~ed to..generel ledgers f or afll corpotgtioiie..partnerships
sole

proprietorships

any

including

subsidiary

~and

companies;

all

subsidiary

relating
including

and
ledgers;

g~enerxalJ~ournala;...all aupporting
vouchera
.invoices* .all
leases.-cot
rects
by your Certified
Public
Accounting
and mortgages;
all records
maintained
firx. and. all

oatbther-iical

and accounting.

records.

Pberoof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and pen-

alties in such cases made and provided.
To -Thomas E_ Ferrandis,.

.United-

Statea.S-arshal

.

to serve and return.
*ibtn under my hand, by order of the committee, this
..

th

day of .Decemb-r

--

, in the year of our

= thuand nine hundred and .74
Lord one

Snubrsmittee.

Chairnman,
U.S.

Senate

Special

on .Long-.Terizi Care,

Committee on Aging
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STATE OF NEW YORK
OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL STATE PROSECUTOR

SUBPOENA FOR A WITNESS TO ATTEND BEFORE THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
UNITED STATES SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING
TO ......................................................
C/O MR. VAL HALAMANDARIS, ESQ., ASSOCIATE COUNSEL
-of .............................
YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED TO APPEAR BEFORE CHARLES J. HYNES, Deputy Attorney
26th day of
General of the State of New York (Special Prosecutor) on the
, 197 5, at 10 o'clock In the fore noon, at the
February
office of the Deputy Attorney General, 270 Broadway, New York, New York,
.third floor, as a witness in an inquiry Into the management, control, operation,
and funding.of nurs.ing.homes, care centers, health facLlities and related
entities located in the-State of New York. and the principals, agents,
suppliers, and other'persons Involved therewith being-conducted by the
Deputy Attorney General pursuant to Section 63(8) of the Executive Law of
the State of New York, and the Executive Order of Governor Hugh Carey
dated 7 February 1975.
YOU ARE FURTHER COMMANDED to bring with you at the above time and place all
books, records, memoranda, business ledgers, papers, and
any and all other material which you presently have in your
possession pursuant to Committee subpoena, relating to the
nursing homes and businesses on the attached schedule.

now In your custody.
A FAILURE TO ATTEND SHALL BE.DEEMED.A CRIMINAL.CONTEMPT, PUNISHABLE UNDER
THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.
Dated:
24 February 1975

CHARLES J. HYNES
Deputy Attorney General

by:
Special Ass stant Attorney General
Tel.: 488-2990

3032
THIS SUBPOENA REQUIRES YOUR ATTENDANCE AT THE DATE AND TIME INDICATED.
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS OR SURRENDER POSSESSION OF ANY
DOCUMENTS IF YOU BELIEVE THAT TO DO SO WOULD VIOLATE YOUR RIGHTS UNDER
THE CONSTITUTIONS.OF THE UNITED STATES OR NEW YORK STATE.
IF YOU ARE IN DOUBT AS TO THE EXTENT OF YOUR RIGHTS YOU SHOULD CONSULT
WITH AN ATTORNEY WHOMAY BE WITH YOU ON THE:RETURN DATE OF THIS SUBPOENA.
ATTENTION IS CALLED TO SECTION 73 OF THE CIVJL RIGHTS LAW, A COPY OF
WHICH IS PRINTED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS SUBPOENA.

STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF)

SS:

being duly sworn, deposes and says
that i am an agent and employee of Charles J. Hynes, Deputy Attorney General
197 . I served
day of
of the State of New York. On the
by delivering
the annexed subpoena upon
to and leaving with said person a true copy of this subpoena at premises

Sworn to before me thIs
day of
197 -

NURSING HOMEOR COMPANY

AMERICAN
AMSTERDAM MEAT
BELT PARKWAY
BURNSIDE
CARLTON
CATON PARK
COLLEGE VIEW
ECONONY RESTAURANT SUPPLY
FAIRVIEW
GENESEE
GRAND BROKERAGE
HAYDEN
HYDE PARK
LACONIA
MAYFLOWER
MEADOW PARK
MORRIS PARK

NEW GLENN OAKS
NEW VANDERBUILT
OCEAN PARKWAY
OLINVILLE
OXFORD
PARK CRESCENT
PELHAM PARKWAY
RESORT
RIVERSIDE
RIVERSIDE HAVESTRAW
RIVIERA FURNITURE
ROFAY
TOWERS
VERRAZANO
WHITE PLAINS
WILLIAMSBRIDGE
WILLOUGHBY

Appendix 4
LETTER FROM EUGENE HOLLANDER, TO
VAL J. HALAMANDARIS, DATED JANUARY 17,1975
DEAR AIR. HALAMANDARIS: I am writing to confirm that the records covered by
the subpoenas issued by your subcommittee dated December 19, 1974, will, in
lieu of being produced at the hearing to be held on January 21, 1975, be made
available at your convenience for inspection by your representative at the offices
of Congress Nursing Home, 380 Henry Street, Brooklyn, N.Y., where pursuant
to subpoena returnable December 10, 1974, the district attorney of Kings County
has certain of said records in a separate room under his control.
I will also furnish you with a copy of the transcript of my testimony at a
private hearing on January 10, 1975, before the New York State Temporary
State Commission on Living Costs and the Economy, when I receive the same.
Very truly yours,
EUGENE HOLLANDER.

(3033)

0

